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GROUP A: PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Introduction
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) requires that all environmental monitoring
and measurement efforts mandated or supported by EPA have in place a centrally managed Quality
Assurance (QA) Program Plan. The purpose of the QA Program Plan is to provide guidance on how
quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) procedures are applied in order to produce data that are:
•
•
•

Scientifically valid.
Of documented quality.
Legally defensible.

The format and elements of this QA Program Plan are in accordance with EPA guidance, including EPA
Requirements for Quality Assurance Project Plans for Environmental Data Operations EPA QA/R-5
(March 2001) and EPA Guidance for Quality Assurance Project Plans EPA QA/G-5 (December 2002).
Specific elements required in a QA Program Plan include: project management, measurement data
acquisition, assessment and oversight, data review and verification, and usability.
Any party generating data under ADEQ’s Hazardous Waste Management (HWM) program (see Arizona
Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) Title 49, Chapter 5, Article 2) has the responsibility to implement minimum
procedures to assure that the precision, accuracy, completeness, comparability and representativeness of
its data are known and documented. All QA/QC procedures must be in accordance with applicable
professional technical standards, EPA requirements, government regulations and guidelines, and specific
project goals and requirements. The QA Program Plan is a management tool that will help guarantee that
data is of sufficient known quality to withstand scientific and legal challenge relative to the use for which
the data is obtained.
Under the Federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) as amended, cooperative
enforcement, corrective actions, closures and inspection agreements have been developed between the
EPA and the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) HWM Program. ADEQ is the state
lead agency for RCRA regulatory programs and is authorized under the Arizona Revised Statutes to
conduct RCRA enforcement, compliance, inspection, corrective action, closures and permitting programs.
Examples of activities within these programs include the inspection of hazardous waste generators,
complaint investigations for hazardous waste dumping (illegal disposal) and permitting duties and
oversight of hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal (TSD) facilities. Many of these activities
include the sampling and analysis of various media to verify possible violations for enforcement purposes
or to establish site conditions during the operation or closure of regulated facilities. Monitoring programs
for groundwater protection are established by the ADEQ at permitted RCRA facilities, and at facilities
undergoing corrective actions for the purpose of site characterization and remediation.
Sampling activities overseen by ADEQ’s Hazardous Waste Inspections and Compliance Unit (HWICU)
and the Hazardous Waste Permits Unit (HWPU) are associated with the activities outlined above.
Inspections of hazardous waste generators and complaint investigations for hazardous waste dumping
(illegal disposal) are handled by HWICU. Permitting duties and oversight of hazardous waste treatment,
storage and disposal (TSD) facilities are handled by HWPU. For the purpose of this document, a HWM
facility can be a facility that generates hazardous wastes, is a permitted TSD facility, or both. When a
7
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distinction needs to be made between a permitted TSD facility and a HWM facility that is not a permitted
TSD, the acronym TSD will be used.
ADEQ can require the HWM facility/responsible party to conduct the sampling or designate agency
personnel who are responsible for collecting such samples and/or documenting field collection activities.
Those activities will occur within a framework that is well-defined by specific documentation
requirements. Most activities will be conducted along a coordinated flow path consisting of the submittal
and review of documents. To support the activities of ADEQ’s HWM Program, media and waste samples
are submitted to an Arizona Department of Health Services (ADHS) licensed laboratory.

A4:

Program Organization and Planning Documentation

ADEQ’s HWM Program operates within the Waste Programs Division of the ADEQ. This Division
functions as a consolidated source of environmental cleanup in the State of Arizona, with authorities and
responsibilities arising from delegated authorities through the RCRA, the Clean Water Act (CWA) and
from cooperative work agreements through Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act (CERCLA). The HWM Program is one component of the Waste Programs Division and
consists of several full-time employees along with multiple managers/supervisors. Two of the units within
the HWM Program are the HWICU and the HWPU.
ADEQ employs a decentralized approach to QA management, whereby each Division of ADEQ is
responsible for deciding how they will specifically implement the general policies and procedures of
ADEQ’s Quality Management Plan. The ADEQ Director has delegated day-to-day responsibility for
overseeing the Quality Management Plan to ADEQ’s Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
Steering Committee, chaired by ADEQ’s Safety and Quality Management Specialist (QA/QC
Supervisor). The QA/QC Supervisor functions as the Agency technical QA expert. The Steering
Committee is to be made up of designated QA/QC personnel from each of the three environmental
Divisions and the QA/QC Supervisor, who resides in the Office of Administrative Counsel for reasons of
autonomy. The Steering Committee has not yet been created and that until such time as it is created, the
QA/QC Supervisor will assume its responsibilities.
The QA/QC Supervisor is not routinely involved with the day-to-day activities of the HWM Program.
The QA/QC Supervisor does not routinely participate in any of the planning phases of a project or is
involved in the review/approval of submitted reports. The QA/QC Supervisor, though, can be requested to
assist in the review of data when necessary. Please see Section A4.1.2 under Q/QC Supervisor for a full
description of the QA/QC Supervisor’s role.
A4.1 Program/Task Organization
The HWM Program, as described below, performs inspections and compliance, reviews permit
applications, reviews reports generated by a HWM facility and collects samples when necessary. A HWM
facility can be a facility that generates hazardous wastes, is a TSD facility, or both.
The operation of this program involves a number of parties with specific responsibilities related to data
quality; these individuals represent four different organizational entities with specific functions related to
the management of the HWM Program. The following paragraphs discuss these organizations and their
8
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general responsibilities, followed by discussions of specific responsibilities held by various individuals
within those organizations.
An organizational chart showing all the parties involved in the data quality system has been included as
Figure A1: Components of the Quality System for ADEQ’s HWM Program. Entities are identified based
on their applicable data roles: data quality management, data generators or data users. The defined HWM
Program includes the ADEQ Waste Programs Permits Section Manager, Inspections and Compliance
Section Manager, HWPU and HWICU Unit Supervisors, HWM Program Technical Support and staff
level personnel. EPA Region 9 Arizona Project Officer is also shown in Figure A1. The prospective data
users include the HWM facility owner/operator and local government.
A4.1.1 Organizational Roles and Responsibilities
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
EPA works closely with Arizona in implementing the hazardous waste management program by
providing grant funding, setting national goals and priorities, and conducting program oversight. Each
year, EPA identifies the national priorities for implementing all of its programs, including the RCRA
Subtitle C and D programs. These priorities form the basis for EPA and ADEQ workload negotiations for
the upcoming year as part of the establishment of grant funding. Also, EPA regional staff has oversight
responsibilities to promote national consistency in RCRA implementation, encourage coordination and
agreement between EPA and ADEQ on technical and management issues, ensure proper enforcement by
the ADEQ and ensure appropriate expenditure of federal grant funds.
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
The ADEQ is responsible for the operation of the HWM Program. All programmatic activities reside in
the Waste Programs Division of ADEQ. The main functions of the HWM Program are carried out by the
HWPU within the Permits Section and the HWICU of the Inspections and Compliance Section of the
Waste Programs Division. Each of these sections and units has designated Section Managers and Unit
Supervisors (two Section Managers and two Unit Supervisors in total).
Environmental Laboratory Services
All permittees and organizations submitting data generated for and submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program
are required to use analytical laboratories licensed by the Arizona Department of Health Services
(ADHS). The licensed analytical laboratories are required to follow all Arizona Administrative Code for
Department of Health Services Laboratories (Appendix A). The data produced from the analysis of
environmental samples are used to make informed decisions relating to the health and welfare of
Arizona's citizens. These data must be of known quality, technically sound and legally defensible.
Upon application for an environmental laboratory license, ADHS shall issue the license if, after
investigation, ADHS determines that the application conforms by the standards established by ADHS.
The ADHS Director shall prescribe rules providing for minimum standards of proficiency, methodology,
quality assurance, operation, and safety for environmental laboratories and may prescribe standards for
personnel education, training, and experience to meet Federal environmental statutes or regulation. The
ADHS Director may also allow reciprocity with other states, and prescribe the manner and form in which
compliance testing results are reported. The rules shall be developed in cooperation with the Director of
the Department of Environmental Quality and shall be consistent with Title 49 (Section 49-101 et seq.).
9
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Unless exempted by A.R.S. § 36-495.02, no person may operate or maintain an environmental laboratory
without a license issued by the ADHS pursuant to A.R.S. §§ 36-495.03 through 36-495.14.

Hazardous Waste Management Facility Owners/Operators
As primary data generators, the HWM Facility Owner/Operators – either directly or through their
environmental contractors - are responsible for the implementation and documentation of a number of QC
elements, such as collection and analysis of field blanks, field duplicates and rinsate samples, to satisfy
the requirements of the QA Program Plan. Please note that Section B.5 of this QA Program Plan discusses
Quality Control in detail.
Please note: Some HWM Facility owner/operators employ staff that are qualified to satisfy the
requirements of a QA Program Plan and, therefore, do not hire environmental contractors to generate
environmental data. Also, please note that all documents requiring professional judgment must be sealed
by a certified Arizona Board of Technical Registration registrant of an appropriate discipline.

10
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The documentation of all environmental data collection activities must meet the following minimum
requirements:




Data must be documented directly, promptly, and legibly. All reported data must be uniquely
traceable to the raw data. All data reduction formulas must be documented.
All original data records include, as appropriate, a description of the data collected, units of
measurement, unique sample identification, station or location identification (if applicable), name
(signature or initials) of the person collecting the data, and date of data collection.
Any changes to the original (raw data) entry must not obscure the original entry. The reason for
the change must be documented, the change must be initialed and dated by the person making the
change.

Also, SOPs for data collection should be developed following “Guidance for Preparation of Standard
Operating Procedures for Quality-Related Operations” (EPA 1995). SOPs should be included as an
appendix of all Planning Documents and Reports (see Figure A2) submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program.
Any QA and QC reports (see Sections C2.2 and C2.3 can be included as an appendix of all Planning
Documents and Reports (see Figure A2) submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program. The field team should
document reasoning for any deviations from an SOP and include that documentation in all Planning
Documents and Reports (see Figure A2) submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program.
A.4.1.2 Individual Roles and Responsibilities
In addition to those general responsibilities maintained by the above organizations, specific
responsibilities for QA have been assigned to individuals involved in the HWM Program. These
individuals will be referred to only as a given project title or position, since these assigned duties will be
unaffected by staff changes within these positions. The listed individuals below correspond to the
organization structure outlined above. They are described according to the level of direct oversight those
individuals provide in the HWM Program’s QA system.
EPA Region 9, Arizona Project Officer
The EPA Arizona Project Officer for the RCRA grant has responsibility for:






Monitoring all activities and ADEQ’s progress on the meeting grant commitments;
Review progress reports to ensure ADEQ is performing the work as agreed and approved in the
grant application;
Serving as the focal point for programmatic and technical issues;
Ensure completion of EPA's programmatic terms and conditions; and
Maintaining documentation.

Director, Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
The ADEQ Director has overall responsibility for ADEQ’s QA Program as outlined in EPA Order CIO
2105.0 (formerly 5360.1 A2). More specifically, the ADEQ Director is responsible for ensuring that QA
is an identifiable activity having adequate resources allocated for the accomplishment of the mission’s
goals for ADEQ’s divisions and Southern Regional office. These goals include providing the resources
for the collection of the right type, quantity, and quality for all data generated in-house and externally.
11
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Environmental Laboratory Services
The HWM Program relies on the ADHS licensing program for the satisfaction of many of the QA
elements associated with laboratory operation and reporting (see Appendix A of this QA Program Plan).
The ADHS is used to maintain oversight on analytical labs for quality control (QC) on all environmental
samples submitted for analysis under a regulatory program—either the CWA, Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) or RCRA. Licensed laboratory QA responsibilities are described in its QA plan, as required by
Arizona Administrative Code (A.A.C.) R9-14-615.B. ADHS maintains a list of licensed laboratories and
periodically inspects them to ensure compliance.
The HWM Program also has the option of having audits performed by ADEQ’s QA/QC Supervisor on
laboratories licensed by ADHS. All ADEQ laboratory audits must be performed in accordance with
Section 2.3.2 of ADEQ’s August 2010 Quality Management Plan.
Director, Waste Programs Division of ADEQ
All site investigations and cleanups conducted in the State of Arizona are overseen by the ADEQ through
its combined authorities from state-delegated environmental programs. The Waste Programs Division
Director is responsible for the administration of all these cleanup authorities. In addition, because site
cleanup regulations play an integral part in the development of data quality guidelines, the Division
Director also plays an important function in determining data quality and sufficiency for the Waste
Programs of ADEQ, including the HWM Program.
The regulations governing investigations and cleanups (ARS Title 49 – The Environment) in Arizona
determine, on a general level, the type and amount of data necessary to make decisions regarding issuance
of permits, Notice of Violations (NOVs), compliance orders, and the issuance of determination letters
(e.g. “no further action” letters). The Division Director is responsible for ensuring a consistent application
of these regulations across all Waste Programs cleanup sites. All site information is available to the
Division Director for review and consideration of site decisions. The Division Director also holds regular
supervisor-level meetings to discuss ADEQ issues and Waste Programs operations.
Section Manager, Inspections and Compliance Section of Waste Programs Division
The Inspections and Compliance Section Manager is responsible for staff level participation in all the
administrative and technical areas of the HWICU. The Inspections and Compliance Section Manager is
responsible for ensuring that the HWICU performs its functions consistent with WPD policies and
procedures. The Section Manager’s level of review will routinely consist of ensuring that the proper staff
members reviewed, commented and drafted an appropriate enforcement document (e.g. NOV), which
routinely contains requirements for a Site Assessment Plan. The Inspections and Compliance Section
Manager ensures that the Section meets program goals.
Unit Supervisor, Hazardous Waste Inspections and Compliance Unit of the Inspections and Compliance
Section
The Unit Supervisor of the HWICU is responsible for staff level participation in all the administrative and
technical areas of the HWICU. The Unit Supervisor’s level of review will routinely consist of ensuring
that proper staff members carry out inspections and review, comment on and draft an appropriate
response to submitted Site Assessment Plans and site assessment reports. The Unit Supervisor will also
edit, if necessary, any comment or approval letter. The Unit Supervisor is responsible for final approval of
submitted Site Assessment Plans and site assessment reports.
12
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Section Manager, Permits Section of Waste Programs Division
The Permits Section Manager is responsible for staff level participation in all the administrative and
technical areas of the HWPU. The Permits Section Manager is responsible for ensuring that the HWPU
performs its functions consistent with WPD policies and procedures. The Permits Section Manager
approves the EPA Grant Work Plans, establishes the priorities for the HWPU, prepares and/or negotiates
the overall budget, and develops contracts for permitting support designed to assist HWPU. Also, the
Permits Section Manager is available for consultation regarding closures, corrective actions, and the
review of permit applications.
Unit Supervisor, Hazardous Waste Permits Unit of Permits Section
The Unit Supervisor of the HWPU is responsible for ensuring that permitting, closures and corrective
actions are performed in accordance with State and Federal rules and guidance. The Unit Supervisor
assigns work, manages priorities, and reviews staff outputs, including comment letters and notices of
deficiency, approvals and permits. The Unit Supervisor is responsible for final approval of work plans
and any required reporting.
*Please note that the exception to this approval process is that final approval for HWM TSD facility
permit applications, which include Closure Plans (see HWPU Processes, Documents and Deliverables in
Section A4.2) lies with the Waste Programs Division Director. The Waste Programs Division Director
approves HWM TSD facility permit applications.
Staff Level Personnel of the HWM Program
Staff level personnel consist of Environmental Engineers, Inspectors, and Environmental Program
Specialists. Their responsibilities with quality control may involve reviewing Planning Documents and
Reports (see Figure A2) submitted by the HWM Facility Owner/Operators – either directly or through
their contractors - to investigate and remediate soil and groundwater contamination. Soil, groundwater
and soil gas samples may be collected directly by staff during split sampling events or during facility
inspections. Personnel can conduct announced or unannounced inspections to ensure a HWM facility
maintains compliance with regulatory requirements.
The proposed investigation is typically detailed in a work plan or Site Assessment Plan, which is
reviewed, commented upon and approved by a Unit Supervisor after resolution of all issues and before
the investigation begins. After the data is collected, the results are submitted in a report which is
reviewed. Appendix B details the information that is typically required in a Site Assessment Plan. The
following is a short list of some of the most common goals for sampling:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

To document a discharge;
To determine the substance discharged;
To document the source of discharge;
To document that the discharge meets certain parameters;
To establish the amount/concentration of a substance in a discharge;
To document the extent and degree of contamination; or
To document that an area is below clean-up standards.

On the infrequent occasions when ADEQ staff collects samples and has them analyzed by an
13
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ADHS approved laboratory (i.e. during inspections and split sampling events), the Technical
Support person is available to assist the various staff level personnel when necessary. The Technical
Support person, upon request from the staff level personnel, Unit Supervisor or Section Manager, will
review this data with regards to QA Program Plan requirements, sampling goals and DQO’s.
Hazardous Waste Management Program, Technical Support
Technical support at the section level is available and may be requested by staff, Unit Supervisor or
Section Manager to assist with site assessment or remediation issues to ensure the investigation and data
collection efforts of the environmental consultant and facility meet quality assurance objectives. This is
done through three major activities:
1

Review of Planning Documents (see Figure A2) — The Technical Support person will be
available to assist the various staff members when necessary. The Technical Support person,
upon request from the staff level personnel, Unit Supervisor or Section Manager, will review
and comment on the submitted Planning Documents with regards to QA Program Plan
requirements, project goals and Data Quality Objectives (DQO’s).

2.

Development of DQOs —prior to the preparation of Site Assessment Plans by the HWM
facility/responsible party or its contractor, an initial scoping session may be held with all
available stakeholders to outline project goals and DQOs. These initial meetings will roughly
follow guidance for the standard DQO process developed by the EPA (EPA 2006 - Guidance
on Systematic Planning using the Data Quality Objectives Planning Process). The results of
these initial meetings will guide the development of the site-specific Site Assessment Plan
and will be documented as part of the Site Assessment Plan or QA Project Plan preparation.

3.

Review of Data Reports (see Figure A2) — the Technical Support person will be available to
assist the various staff level personnel when necessary. The Technical Support person, upon
request from the staff level personnel, Unit Supervisor or Section Manager, will review the
submitted data reports generated under an approved work plan or Site Assessment Plan with
regards to QA Program Plan requirements, project goals and DQO’s.

On the infrequent occasions when ADEQ staff collects samples and has them analyzed
by an ADHS approved laboratory (i.e. during inspections and split sampling), the
Technical Support person is available to assist the various staff level personnel when necessary.
The Technical Support person, upon request from the staff level personnel, Unit Supervisor or
Section Manager, will review this data with regards to QA Program Plan requirements, sampling
goals and DQO’s.
When requested by the staff level personnel, Unit Supervisor or Section Manager, the
Technical Support person will prepare comments for revision of the data reports.

14
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QA/QC Supervisor:
The QA/QC Supervisor provides assessment of HWM Program activities through the activities listed
below:
●
●
●
●

Technical System Audits
Performance Evaluations
Audits of Data Quality
Data Quality Assessments

Please see Section C1.2.2 – Assessment of Program Activities for details on these activities.
The QA/QC Supervision also reviews and can revise the QA Program Plan. The QA Program Plan
will need to be updated to accommodate new developments in QA/QC. Revisions to the QA Program
Plan may become necessary through several different routes, and the QA/QC Supervisor will be
responsible for responding and making these revisions when appropriate. During regular contact with
the EPA, the QA Officer may make suggestions for improving quality performance that could be
incorporated into the QA Program Plan. During a Technical System Audit (TSA), the QA/QC
Supervisor will examine the QA Program Plan and the performance of the HWM Program and may
make suggestions for improved performance that result in revisions to the QA Program Plan.
The QA/QC Supervisor is not routinely involved with the day-to-day activities of the HWM Program.
The QA/QC Supervisor does not routinely participate in any of the planning phases of a project or is
involved in the review/approval of submitted documents. The QA/QC Supervisor, though, can be
requested to assist in the review of data when necessary.
Hazardous Waste Management Facility Owners/Operators
As primary data generators, the HWM Facility Owner/Operators – either directly or through their
contractors - are responsible for the implementation and documentation of a number of QC elements, such
as collection and analysis of field blanks, field duplicates and rinsate samples, to satisfy the requirements
of the QA Program Plan. Please note that Section B.5 of this QA Program Plan discusses Quality Control
in detail.
Please note: Some HWM Facility owner/operators employ staff that are qualified to satisfy the
requirements of a QA Program Plan and, therefore, do not hire contractors to generate environmental
data. Also, please note that all documents requiring professional judgment must be sealed by a certified
Arizona Board of Technical Registration registrant of an appropriate discipline.
The documentation of all environmental data collection activities must meet the following minimum
requirements:



Data must be documented directly, promptly, and legibly. All reported data must be uniquely
traceable to the raw data. All data reduction formulas must be documented.
All original data records include, as appropriate, a description of the data collected, units of
measurement, unique sample identification, station or location identification (if applicable), name
(signature or initials) of the person collecting the data, and date of data collection.

15
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Any changes to the original (raw data) entry must not obscure the original entry. The reason for
the change must be documented, the change must be initialed and dated by the person making the
change.

Also, SOPs for data collection should be developed following “Guidance for Preparation of Standard
Operating Procedures for Quality-Related Operations” (EPA 1995). SOPs should be included as an
appendix of all Planning Documents and Reports (see Figure A2) submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program.
Any QA and QC reports (see Sections C2.2 and C2.3 can be included as an appendix of all Planning
Documents and Reports (see Figure A2) submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program. The field team should
document reasoning for any deviations from an SOP and include that documentation in all Planning
Documents and Reports (see Figure A2) submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program.
A4.2 Planning Documentation
Sampling activities conducted or overseen by the HWICU and the HWPU will be associated with an
inspection, a site assessment, a site cleanup project or routine sampling as part of inspection and
permitting requirements. Those activities will occur within a framework that is well-defined by specific
documentation requirements. Most activities will be conducted along a coordinated flow path consisting
of the submittal and review of documents. Therefore, each defined document will play a role in
establishing QC elements to ensure the production of a usable, reliable final product.
Outlined below are: 1) HWICU defined processes, documents and deliverables that constitute a typical
RCRA inspection and site assessment. These RCRA inspection and site assessment processes focus
mainly on HWM facilities that generate hazardous waste; and 2) HWPU defined processes, documents
and deliverables that constitute a corrective action, closure or site assessment and remedy project. The
HWPU defined processes focus mainly on permitted TSD facilities. The documents listed are in the order
that those documents will be produced during the course of an inspection, an enforcement process,
permitting, a TSD facility closure or corrective action. Section B9: Non-direct Measurements explains the
documentation and use of previously generated data. Later sections will discuss other documentation
issues, particularly the development of audits.
HWICU Processes, Documents and Deliverables
1. HWICU Facility Inspection
During an inspection, an inspector may identify potentially noncompliant conditions. Some conditions
indicating a possible need for sampling include: 1) a potentially hazardous waste is being handled as a
non-hazardous waste; 2) HWM facility waste handling practices indicate that
mislabeling/misidentification of waste is likely to occur; 3) HWM facility waste handling practices
indicate that wastes may vary significantly in characteristic over time (and mismanaged as a result); 4)
visible or other observable evidence of possible past or ongoing releases of hazardous wastes from waste
management units, satellite storage areas, waste generating areas, etc.; and 5) mismanagement of wastes
(i.e. inappropriate treatment).
2. Notice of Violation
If an inspector observes that a hazardous waste violation has occurred, an NOV will be issued to the
HWM facility/responsible party. An NOV is an informal tool used to inform a person or business that a
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statute, rule, state law, or permit condition has been violated. The purpose of an NOV is to initiate
corrective action that will stop the mismanagement of hazardous waste from improper treatment, storage
or disposal. If warranted, the NOV will include a condition for the responsible party to submit a Site
Assessment Plan. The NOV will identify the media or wastes to be sampled, the physical locations at
which sampling should occur (e.g., the location of a possible release), the steps within a treatment process
to sample, the physical characteristics of the medium to be sampled (e.g., sludge, granular solid), and
other relevant information.
ADEQ can also issue a Consent Order or Compliance Order to the responsible party. These Orders are
formal tools used to compel responsible parties to perform corrective actions. Orders are usually issued
only if the responsible party did not comply with the conditions set within an NOV.
3. Site Assessment Plan
A Site Assessment Plan, the primary planning document for sampling activities, will be prepared by the
HWM facility/responsible party after the NOV has been issued. Sampling activities will require the
drafting of a Site Assessment Plan by the HWM facility or its consultant. The Site Assessment Plan must
meet all of the requirements outlined in the NOV. Typical requirements are provided in Appendix B of
this QA Program Plan. The Site Assessment Plan will be submitted to the ADEQ by the HWM facility for
review. No assessment or cleanup activities involving data generation will be undertaken until planning
documents are approved. Primary responsibility for review of site assessment planning documents will
reside with the HWICU.
4. Planning Documentation Approval
After review of the planning document, HWICU will take one of three actions through written
correspondence to the responsible party. These actions are:
a. If the planning document is found to be fully satisfactory, Staff Level Personnel will draft an
approval letter and the Unit Supervisor will give Final Approval to the letter.
b. Where there are minor deficiencies in a plan, Staff Level Personnel will draft a conditional
approval letter, which will dictate corrections in the plan, without requiring re-drafting of the
documentation. These corrections will be considered part of the approved plan. The Unit
Supervisor will give Final Approval to letter.
c. Where there are major deficiencies in a plan, Staff Level Personnel will draft a comment
letter, indicating the plan deficiencies and suggesting corrections for re-drafting of the plan.
The Unit Supervisor will issue Final Approval to the comment letter. Technical Support will
be available at all stages of the process for consult.
Figure A2 details the review process for submitted Plans and required reports.
During the review process, a HWM facility is welcome to request a technical assistance meeting between
the HWICU, and, if desired, the contractors involved with the project to further discuss any deficiencies
that need to be addressed in the Site Assessment Plan.
5. Field Documentation
Though largely discussed elsewhere in this document, certain levels of field documentation will be
required to be produced and maintained by the environmental consultant to help demonstrate compliance
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with approved methods and to assist reviewers in making QA conclusions. Examples of required field
documentation would include field logs, monitoring well sampling logs and chain-of-custody forms for
environmental samples. Along with the analytical laboratory data package, field documentation can be
requested as part of the independent data validation. Field documentation will be submitted as part of the
required report in hard copy format.
6. Laboratory Analytical Package
The data package produced by the analytical laboratory should be sufficiently detailed to allow for review
of analytical methods through data verification and validation processes and to determine appropriateness
of data quality. The requirements for the specific content of laboratory data packages will be discussed in
other sections of this QA Program Plan. The laboratory data package should be attached in an electronic
format, with the exception of the chain of custody forms and the laboratory analytical sheets, which
should be included in hard-copy format.
7. Approval of Site Assessment Reports
All site information generated during the assessment or cleanup must be collected, tabulated and
considered in the reports generated by the HWM facility to document the project. Before the report is
finalized, a draft version must be submitted to the HWICU to allow for comments and consideration of
the quality and format of presented data. The format of the report will depend on the project goals.
HWICU recommends that the HWM Facility owner/operator and their contractors use the report
formatting described in EPA’s Document Report Formatting and Presentation Guidelines available at
http://www.epa.gov/evaluate/pdf/tools/report-formatting-presentation-guidelines.pdf.
Supporting documentation relevant to data generation and data quality must be attached to the final
report, either in a hard-copy or electronic format. Generally, all field documentation will need to be
attached to the report in a hard-copy format. The laboratory data package should be attached in an
electronic format, with the exception of the chain of custody forms and the actual laboratory analytical
sheets, which should be included in hard-copy format.
If ADEQ determines that the draft version of the required report does not demonstrate that project
objectives were met, the HWICU may require the collection of additional data for inclusion into a final
report. Otherwise, the responsible party may make the appropriate revisions to a report as outlined in any
comment letters sent by ADEQ.
During the review process, a HWM facility is welcome to request a technical assistance meeting between
the HWICU, and, if desired, the contactor involved with the project to further discuss any deficiencies
that need to be addressed in the site assessment report.
Figure A2 details the review process for submitted Plans and required reports.
8. Project Closeout, Project Completion Letter
Project closeout for the HWM facility will be granted by ADEQ upon receipt of the approved final report.
Closeout will be in the form of a written notification, commonly an NOV closure letter, to the HWM
facility.
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HWPU Processes, Documents and Deliverables
Each TSD Facility is required to have a written Closure Plan (see bullet 1a below). The owner/operator
must submit the Closure Plan with the permit application, and it must be approved by the ADEQ Director
as part of the permit issuance procedures of the HWM Program. In addition, the HWM Permit may
contain requirements for Corrective Action to address historic or current releases of solid waste,
hazardous waste, or hazardous waste constituents.
1. HWM TSD Facility Closure
a. Closure Plan – The Closure Plan must identify steps necessary to perform partial or final closure
of the TSD Facility at any point of its active life. The closure plan must contain the following:
i.
a description of how each hazardous waste management unit at the facility will be
closed in accordance with hazardous waste rules and guidance;
ii.
an estimate of the maximum inventory of hazardous wastes ever onsite over the
active life of the facility and provide a detailed description of the methods to be used
during closure, including methods for removing, transporting, treating, storing, or
disposing of all hazardous wastes;
iii.
a detailed description of the steps needed to remove or decontaminate all hazardous
waste residues and contaminated containment system components, equipment,
structures, and soils during closure, including procedures for cleaning equipment and
removing contaminated soils, methods for sampling and testing surrounding soils,
and criteria for determining the extent of decontamination required to satisfy the
closure performance criteria; and
iv.
a detailed description of other activities necessary during the closure period to ensure
that the closure satisfies the closure performance standard, including groundwater
monitoring, leachate collection, and run-on and run-off control.
The owner/operator of the TSD Facility must close the facility when it will no longer receive
hazardous waste. The owner/operator must complete closure within 180 days after receiving the
final volume of hazardous waste, unless extended by the ADEQ Director. If the owner/operator is
not able to perform closure, ADEQ may draw on the financial assurance provided by the
owner/operator and direct its contractor to complete closure.
b. Closure Report – Each Closure Plan requires the owner/operator to submit a Closure Report upon
completion of closure. The Closure Report is described in the Permit. At a minimum the Closure
Report requires that the following information be submitted:
i.
a summary of results, significant observations, and conclusions;
ii.
a detailed discussion of the closure procedures followed for each unit including: a)
the procedures followed for contamination of the hazardous waste management unit,
including disposition of residues; b) the equipment used for decontamination of the
hazardous waste management unit; c) the sampling procedures used; d) the
equipment used for sampling; e) the remedial procedures (if applicable) used; f) the
equipment used for remediation; g) the analytical procedures and methods used; h)
the analytical equipment used; i) the procedures used to prevent hazards and protect
field personnel during closure; j) the equipment used to prevent hazards and protect
field personnel during closure; k) drawings and photographs where appropriate; and
l) description of any deviations from the approved closure plan;
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data generated from sampling and analysis activities performed pursuant to the plan
including field notes, manifests, bills of lading, land disposal restriction forms,
laboratory submittal forms, chain-of-custody forms, laboratory reports, and drilling
logs;
risk assessment discussion (if applicable), including methodology, data, references,
and assumptions;
certification from the engineer and the owner/operator; and
other information requested by the Director.

2. Corrective Actions
RCRA Section 3004(u), as amended by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) and
A.A.C. R18-8-264.A (40 CFR 264.101 and 40 CFR Subpart S) requires that Permits issued after
November 8, 1984, address corrective action for releases of hazardous waste and hazardous waste
constituents from any Solid Waste Management Unit (SWMU) at the facility, regardless of when the
waste was placed in the unit. Alternatively, when the Permittee discovers a new SWMU or an area of
concern (AOC) at the facility, or determines a release has occurred, the HWM facility must comply with
the Corrective Action Schedule of Compliance (CASOC). The CASOC includes the RCRA Facility
Assessment (RFA), RCRA Facility Investigation (RFI), the Corrective Measures Study (CMS), and
Corrective Measures Implementation (CMI). With the exception of the RFA, each of these phases may
require the TSD Facility to identify the media or wastes to be sampled, physical locations at which
sampling should occur (e.g., the location of a possible release), and collection of other relevant sitespecific information.
a. RCRA Facility Assessment – The objective of the RFA is to identify potential and actual releases
from solid waste management units (SWMUs) and make preliminary determinations about
releases, the need for corrective action, and interim measures. The RFA is conducted by ADEQ
and generally occurs prior to permit issuance. If the HWM facility is in interim status and is not
seeking a permit, the RFA may take place before the facility closes. The RFA begins with a file
review of information about the facility. ADEQ may then conduct a visual site inspection to
confirm available information on SWMUs and to note any visual evidence of releases. Finally, a
sampling visit may be performed to collect data at the suspected release areas/locations to
determine whether a RCRA Facility Investigation is warranted.
b. RCRA Facility Investigation Work Plan and Report – The RFI may take place when a release has
been identified and further investigation is necessary. The purpose of the RFI is to gather enough
data to fully characterize the nature, extent, and rate of migration of contaminants so that an
appropriate response action can be determined.
The investigation typically focuses on the specific units, releases, and exposure pathways that
have been identified as problematic. Permittees may be required to submit one or more work
plans for conducting an RFI. Upon completion of work plan activities, the Permittee may be
required to submit an RFI Report that presents all information gathered under the approved RFI
Work Plan. Typical information in an RFI Report details the type and extent of contamination at
the facility, sources and migration pathways, and actual or potential receptors. The RFI Report
must contain adequate information to support further corrective action decisions at the facility.
c. Corrective Measures Study Work Plan and Report – If the Director has reason to believe, after
review of the RFI Report, that a SWMU has released concentrations of hazardous constituents
that may pose a threat to human health and the environment, the Director may require the
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owner/operator to conduct a Corrective Measures Study (CMS). The CMS Work Plan shall
provide the following information:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

a description of general approach to investigate and evaluate potential remedies;
a definition of the overall study objectives;
the specific plans and factors for evaluating remedies to ensure compliance with
remedy standards, as stated in Permit Condition IV.H (Remedy Selection);
the schedules for conducting the study; and
the proposed format for presentation of the information.

Upon completion of work plan activities, the owner/operator may be required to submit a report
that summarizes the findings of the CMS. The CMS Report shall include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

a summary of the results of investigations and any bench-scale or pilot tests
conducted for each remedy studied;
a description and evaluation of each remedial alternative which passed through the
initial screening of corrective measure technologies;
all information gathered under the approved CMS Work Plan; and
the recommended corrective measure(s) and a justification for selection of the
recommended corrective measure(s).

d. Remedy Selection - Based on results of the CMS and any evaluations of additional remedies, the
Director shall select a remedy that:
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

assures the protection of public health and welfare and the environment;
to the extent practicable, provide for the control, management or cleanup of regulated
substances so as to allow the maximum beneficial use of the water and soil of
Arizona;
is reasonable, necessary, cost-effective and technically feasible; and
meets all applicable waste management requirements.

e. Corrective Measures Implementation Work Plan and Report - After receipt of the Director’s
Remedy Selection, the owner/operator may be required to submit a Corrective Measures
Implementation (CMI) Work Plan. The CMI Work Plan must provide details of specific remedies
(i.e. remove-and-treat or treat-in-place) to be taken which achieve compliance with cleanup
standards, and a description of the remedy’s technical features that are necessary to achieve
cleanup standards, including:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

requirements for quality sampling and analysis - including a plan for CMI
groundwater monitoring that demonstrates an effective post-closure compliance or
assessment monitoring program;
requirements for removal, decontamination, closure, or post-closure of units,
equipment, devices or structures used to implement remedy;
a list of cleanup standards including, but not limited to hazardous constituents list for
each medium (i.e. soil, groundwater);
compliance points and compliance period;
management of hazardous waste;
a schedule for initiating and completing all major technical features and milestones of
remedy; and
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requirements for submission of semi-annual reports, other information, and
modifications if above regulations cannot be met.

3. Site Assessment and Remedy (for releases with limited extent)
Site Assessment and Remedy may be required to assess and possibly remedy sites consisting of suspected
historic releases of small areal/volumetric extent and for which no groundwater contamination has
occurred or threatens to occur. Site Assessment and Remedy shall consist of a Site Assessment Plan and,
if necessary, a Remedial Plan (RP).
The TSD facility owner/operator may be required to follow the provisions of the RFI, CMS, and CMI
processes if, during performance of the Site Assessment Plan or RP, extensive contamination is found or
if it is found that groundwater may be impacted by the historic release. The contents of Site Assessment
Plan and RP’s are included in Appendix B – General Requirements for Quality Assurance Project
Plans/Site Assessment Plans.
4. Planning Documentation Approval
After review of a planning document, HWMU will take one of three actions through written
correspondence to the environmental consultant. These actions are:
a. If the planning document is found to be fully satisfactory, Staff Level Personnel will draft an
approval letter and the Unit Supervisor will give Final Approval to the letter.
b. Where there are minor deficiencies in a plan, Staff Level Personnel will draft a conditional
approval letter, which will provide conditional approval while dictating corrections in the
plan, without requiring re-drafting of the documentation. The Unit Supervisor will give Final
Approval to the letter. These corrections will be considered part of the approved plan.
c. Where there are major deficiencies in a plan, Staff Level Personnel will draft a comment
letter, indicating the plan deficiencies and suggesting corrections for re-drafting of the plan.
The Unit Supervisor will issue Final Approval to the comment letter. Technical Support will
be available at all stages of the process for consult.
Figure A2 details the review process for submitted Plans and required reports.
During the approval process, a HWM TSD facility is welcome to request a technical assistance meeting
between the HWMU, and, if desired, the contractors involved with the project to further discuss any
deficiencies that need to be addressed in the planning document.
5. Field Documentation
Though largely discussed elsewhere in this document, certain levels of field documentation will be
required to be produced and maintained by the environmental consultant to help demonstrate compliance
with approved methods and to assist reviewers in making QA conclusions. Examples of required field
documentation would include field logs, monitoring well sampling logs and chain-of-custody forms for
environmental samples. Along with the analytical laboratory data package, field documentation can be
requested as part of the independent data validation. Field documentation will be submitted as part of the
required report in hard copy format.
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6. Laboratory Analytical Packages
The data package produced by the analytical laboratory should be sufficiently detailed to allow for review
of analytical methods through data verification and validation processes and to determine appropriateness
of data quality. The requirements for the specific content of laboratory data packages will be discussed in
other sections of this QA Program Plan. The laboratory data package should be attached in an electronic
format, with the exception of the chain of custody forms and the laboratory analytical sheets, which
should be included in hard-copy format.
7. RFI, CMS and CMI Report Approval
All site information generated during the assessment or cleanup must be collected, tabulated and
considered in the final reports generated by the TSD facility to document the project. The format of the
report will depend on the project goals. HWPU recommends that the TSD Facility owner/operator and
their contracotrs use the report formatting described in EPA’s Document Report Formatting and
Presentation Guidelines available at http://www.epa.gov/evaluate/pdf/tools/report-formattingpresentation-guidelines.pdf.
Unless otherwise specifically described in the TSD Facility Closure, Corrective Actions, and Site
Assessment and Remedy sections detailed in bullets 1 through 3 above, general requirements for the final
report would be the documentation of all work/field activities, presentation of all environmental data in a
tabular and/or spatial format, and a section where the consultant uses their professional judgment to draw
conclusions from the site data in the context of project goals. Through review of the draft reports, the
HWPU will evaluate the acceptability of the presentation.
Supporting documentation relevant to data generation and data quality must be attached to the final
report, either in a hard-copy or electronic format. Generally, all field documentation will need to be
attached to the report in a hard-copy format. The laboratory data package should be attached in an
electronic format, with the exception of the request for analysis forms and the actual laboratory analytical
sheets, which should be included in hard-copy format.
Figure A2 details the review process for submitted Plans and required reports.
8. Comment Letters
If the HWPU requires revisions to the draft work plans and reports, those revisions will be communicated
to the TSD facility or the TSD facility’s consultant through the drafting of a comment letter. If the work
plan or report is submitted as a component of a permit modification request, the comment letter will
follow the license timeframe regulatory requirements of Arizona Administrative Code Title 18, Chapter 1,
Article 5 concerning formal notices to the applicant. Comment letters and/or notices will include both
suggested and required revisions. It will be the responsibility of the HWPU to determine whether the
statements provided by the TSD Facility owner/operator or their consultant in the submittals are
technically supported or are supported by the data, and whether the technical support or the data are of
sufficient quality and quantity to meet project objectives.
9. Final Report
The final output of a project will be the submittal of a final Closure Report, RFI Report, CMS Report,
CMI Report, or Site Assessment Report or Remedial Action Report to the ADEQ.
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10. Project Closeout, Project Completion Letter
Project closeout for the HWM facility will be granted by ADEQ upon receipt of the approved final report.
For a HWM Facility Closure closeout will be in the form of a written “Acknowledgement of Closure”
letter. Corrective Actions and projects involving Site Assessment and Remedy may be closed out by a
written “No Further Action” letter to the HWM facility. In the event that the Closure, Corrective Action,
or Site Assessment and Remedy project is submitted as a permit modification request, project closeout
may require formal approval of the permit modification request.

A5: Problem Definition/Background
The ADEQ HWM Program administers RCRA Subtitle C requirements for hazardous waste through
Arizona’s Revised Statutes and Administrative Code. The Subtitle C regulations establish a system for
controlling hazardous waste from the time it is generated until its ultimate disposal — in effect, from
“cradle to grave.” To this end, there are Subtitle C regulations for the generation; transportation; and
treatment, storage or disposal of hazardous wastes. In practical terms, this means regulating a large
number of hazardous waste handlers. In administering RCRA Subtitle C, the HWM Program also:






Conducts compliance and complaint inspections to ensure that hazardous wastes are safely
managed and properly managed;
Permits facilities that treat, store or dispose of hazardous waste;
Performs education and outreach for facilities and general public;
Manages ADEQ's pollution prevention (P2) program and other activities aimed at eliminating or
reducing the use of toxic substances and the generation of hazardous wastes;
Tracks manifests and annual reports and issuing HWM facility EPA identification numbers.

Past and present activities at *RCRA facilities sometimes result in the need for corrective action which
may include site investigation. Additionally, when facilities close, site investigations may be required to
determine whether releases have occurred. The requirement for corrective action is a result of the 1984
HSWA passed by Congress. These amendments require the cleanup of contamination due to improper
waste management practices both prior and after the passage of RCRA. These amendments require
responsible parties that are seeking a permit to treat, store or dispose of hazardous wastes to clean up
environmental contaminants at their sites regardless of the time of release. CFR Title 40, 264, Subpart F Releases From Solid Waste Management Units is of particular interest to site investigations as they relate
to groundwater assessment.
* RCRA focuses only on active facilities (both operating and closing) and future facilities and does not
address abandoned or historical sites which are managed under CERCLA – commonly known as
Superfund.
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A6: Program/Task Description
Please see Sections A.4.1.2 (Staff Level Personnel HWM Program), A4.2 and A5 for details on the HWM
Program and Task Descriptions.

A7: Quality Objectives and Criteria for Measurement Data
This section is broken into two parts, consistent with EPA Region 9 guidance for QA Program Plans. The
first section documents regulatory action levels that are specific to the ADEQ; these action levels serve as
the driver for site assessments and cleanup. The second section discusses MQOs and data quality
indicators (DQIs) under the HWM Program.
DQI’s, as defined by EPA, involve precision, accuracy, representativeness, completeness, comparability,
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and sensitivity, also known as “PARCCS” parameters. It is expected that these indicators be used in data
evaluation, but in general, the criteria by which DQIs are evaluated are based on project data quality
needs, i.e., the MQOs. The extent to which program or project QC results meets MQOs determines
whether data are acceptable for the intended use.
MQOs are the acceptance thresholds or goals for project data, usually based on the individual DQIs for
each matrix and analyte group or analyte. MQOs are project-or method-specific quality acceptance
criteria established to support project-specific DQOs, as well as the decisions that will be made based on
the quality of the data. MQOs define whether the data are usable and meet project needs. Like DQOs,
MQOs can be quantitative or qualitative statements.
MQOs specify what the QC acceptance criteria are for each analysis. A.A.C. R9-14-615 (see Appendix
A) details QA requirements for ADHS licensed laboratories. Regardless of how the laboratory evaluates
performance, the laboratory’s acceptance criteria must meet the needs of each project. This QA Program
Plan provides general requirements, but individual Site Assessment Plans or other submitted documents
(see A4.2 Planning Documentation) will provide project-or site-specific requirements. Tables A1 through
A3 are examples of the QC data from laboratories ADEQ typically receives.
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Table A1. Typical QC data from laboratories. This is an example for water samples using EPA
Method 8260B.

Compound
(Laboratory
Method - EPA
Method 8260B)

Matrix Spike
(% Recovery Limits)

Laboratory Control
Sample
(% Recovery Limits)

Method Blank Result
(ug/l)

Matrix Spike Duplicate
(Relative % Difference)

Laboratory Control
Sample Duplicate
(Relative % Difference)

Method Detection
Limit (ug/l)

68-131

68-130

ND

32

20

2.0

65-147

60-150

ND

35

25

5.0

67-131

70-130

ND

31

20

2.0

66-132

70-130

ND

29

20

2.0

Surrogates
(% Recovery
Limits)

Benzene

Carbon
Tetrachloride

PCE

TCE
Dibromofluoromethane

70-130

Toluene

70-130

4-Bromorfluorobenzene

70-130
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Table A2. Typical QC data from laboratories. This is an example for soil samples using EPA
Method 8310.

Compound
(Laboratory
Method - EPA
Method 8310)

Matrix Spike
(% Recovery Limits)

Laboratory Control
Sample
(% Recovery Limits)

Method Blank Result
(mg/l)

Matrix Spike Duplicate
(Relative % Difference)

Laboratory Control
Sample Duplicate
(Relative % Difference)

Reporting Limit
(mg/l)

10-143

38-126

ND

50

18

0.20

18-134

48-137

ND

50

32

0.010

23-136

69-128

ND

50

31

0.020

21-137

73-130

ND

49

31

0.010

2-Chloroanthracene
18-128

2-Chloroanthracene
62-124

2-Chloroanthracene
18 -128

Naphthalene

Benzo[a]pyrene

Chrysene
Dibenz[a,h]anthra
cene
Surrogate %
Recovery Limits
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Table A3. Typical QC data from laboratories. This is an example for water samples using EPA
Method 8081A.

Compound
(Laboratory
Method 8081AZ)

Matrix Spike
(% Recovery Limits)

Laboratory Control
Sample
(% Recovery Limits)

Method Blank Result
(ug/l)

Matrix Spike Duplicate
(Relative % Difference)

Laboratory Control
Sample Duplicate
(Relative % Difference)

Method Detection
Limit (ug/l)

10-161

61-126

ND

20%

35%

0.007

10-143

43-120

ND

20%

33%

0.009

10-147

67-122

ND

20%

35%

0.007

10-157

51-124

ND

20%

33%

0.008

4,4-DDT

Aldrin

Endrin

Heptachlor
Surrogate %
Recovery Limits

Decachlorobiphen
10 -103%

Surrogate %
Recovery Limits

TCMX(S)
10-132%

A7.1 Regulatory Action Levels
The ADEQ has authority to require owners and operators to conduct corrective/remedial actions at the
site of a release. A remedial action is defined at A.R.S. § 49-281 and a corrective action is defined at
A.R.S. § 49-1001. The terms are similar in that each refers to actions intended to stop, minimize and
mitigate damage to the public health and the environment. Therefore, ADEQ has the authority to set
action levels for soil, groundwater and surface water.
Two areas in Arizona’s regulations will be discussed below. These two areas are (1) the release reporting
regulations, which govern the initiation of a site cleanup project, and (2) the establishment of action levels
specific to site media. These two topics are discussed below.
A7.1.1 ADEQ Release Reporting Regulations
The State of Arizona has adopted regulations that govern the reporting of releases of pollutants,
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contaminants, petroleum products and hazardous substances. These regulations are contained in the
A.A.C. Title 18. The enabling authority for these regulations is contained in several statutes adopted by
the Arizona Legislature. Title 49 – The Environment of the Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) - contains
provisions for the regulation of Water Quality, Air Quality, Solid Waste Management, Hazardous Waste
Disposal and Underground Storage Tanks.
These enabling authorities allow Arizona to adopt reporting requirements that would be protective of state
water resources and would also be consistent with federal hazardous waste requirements. The model for
the State release reporting regulations comes from two federal sources: (1) reportable quantities of
hazardous substance as contained in CERCLA and (2) reportable quantities of petroleum product
described in RCRA Subchapter IX.
A7.1.2 Establishment of Media-Specific Action Levels
The ADEQ has authority to require owners and operators to conduct corrective/remedial actions at the
site of a release. A remedial action is defined at A.R.S. § 49-281 and a corrective action is defined at
A.R.S. § 49-1001. The terms are similar in that each refers to actions intended to stop, minimize and
mitigate damage to the public health and the environment. Therefore, ADEQ has the authority to set
action levels for soil, groundwater and surface water.
Remediation Standards for Soils
Remediation standards for soils are established in Arizona Administrative Code Title 18, Chapter 7
Article 2 (Soil Remediation Standards). ADEQ has three standards for soil: Background, Pre-determined
and Site Specific. The Soil Remediation Standards rule is presented in Appendix D and details how each
standard is established. The weblink for Soil Remediation Standards is
http://www.azsos.gov/public_services/Title_18/18-07.htm.

Water Quality Standards for Groundwater and Surface Water
Remediation standards for groundwater and surface water are established in A.A.C. Title 18, Chapter 11
(Water Quality Standards). Water Quality Standards for surface water and aquifer water are established
in Articles 1 and 4, respectively. The Water Quality Standards rule is presented in Appendix E. The
weblink for Water Quality Standards is http://www.azsos.gov/public_services/Title_18/18-11.htm
Please note that for those chemicals that do not have an established Aquifer Water Quality Standard, the
Narrative Aquifer Water Quality Standards (A.A.C. R18-11-405) apply.
A7.2 Measurement Quality Objectives and Data Quality Indicators
Analysis involves the characterization of samples based on chemical and/or physical properties. Analyses
result in generating raw data from instrumental analysis, chemical analysis, or physical testing. The
analytical methods used will be specific, sensitive enough to answer the question posed by the HWM
objectives and meet the data quality goals associated with those objectives.
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MQOs are the project or program QC criteria defined for various DQIs. During the planning phase, these
set pre-determined limits on the acceptability of the data in regards to accuracy /bias, and precision,
completeness and sensitivity.
ADEQ Project/Case Managers may consult with the ADEQ QA/QC Supervisor, or research a variety of
published or written materials, to aid them in selecting or developing measurement technologies. The
ADEQ QA/QC Supervisor shall maintain a file of in-house procedures and practices used in the
measurement process. DQOs and ADEQ’s QA/QC Supervisor’s professional knowledge, are used to
identify appropriate analytical procedures.
DQI’s involve precision, accuracy, representativeness, completeness, comparability, and sensitivity, also
known as “PARCCS” parameters. It is expected that these indicators be used in data evaluation, but in
general, the criteria by which DQIs are evaluated are based on project data quality needs, i.e., the MQOs.
The extent to which program or project QC results meets MQOs determines whether data are acceptable
for the intended use.
Each DQI is defined to help interpret and assess specific data quality needs for each sample
medium/matrix and for each associated analytical operation. The principals along with a brief summary of
information related to assessing each DQI is given below:
Precision
Precision is the degree of agreement among repeated measurements of the same parameter under the same
or similar conditions. Precision is reported as either relative percent difference (RPD) or relative standard
deviation (RSD), depending on the end use of the data. Field precision is assessed through the collection
and analysis of field duplicate samples. Laboratory precision is based upon laboratory matrix spike/matrix
spike duplicate (MS/MSD) analyses.
Accuracy
Accuracy is the extent of agreement between an observed or measure value and the accepted reference, or
true, value of the parameter being measured. For example, the objective for accuracy of the field sample
collection procedures is to ensure that samples are not affected by sources external to the sample, such as
sample contamination by ambient conditions or inadequate equipment decontamination procedures.
Evaluating the results of equipment and trip blank samples for contamination is an assessment of
sampling accuracy. For laboratories, accuracy can be assessed by determining percent recoveries from the
analysis of laboratory control samples (LCSs) or standard reference materials.
Representativeness
Representativeness is a qualitative term that describes the extent to which a sampling design adequately
reflects the environmental conditions of the site. It also reflects the ability of the sample team to collect
samples and laboratory personnel to analyze those samples in such manners that the data generated
accurately and precisely reflect the conditions at the site.
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Completeness
Completeness is defined as the measure of the quantity of valid data obtained from a measurement system
compared to the quantity that was expected under normal conditions. While a completeness goal of 100
percent is desirable, an overall completeness goal of 90 percent may be realistically achieved under
normal field sampling and laboratory analysis conditions.
Comparability
The confidence with which one data set can be compared to another is a measure of comparability. The
ability to compare data sets is particularly critical when a set of data for a specific parameter is compared
to historical data for determining trends. Ensuring that property specific Site Assessment Plans are
adhered to and that all samples are properly handled and analyzed will satisfy the comparability of field
data.
Sensitivity
Sensitivity is the ability of a method or instrument to detect a parameter to be measured at a level of
interest. For example, the sensitivity of the field instruments selected to measure temperature, pH,
conductivity, and turbidity of groundwater should be measured by analyzing calibration check solutions,
where appropriate, that equate to the lower end of the expected concentration range.

Sensitivity is related to the reporting limit. In this context, sensitivity refers to the capability of a
method or instrument to detect a given analyte at a given concentration and reliably quantitate
the analyte at that concentration. The investigator should be concerned that the instrument or
method can detect and provide an accurate analyte concentration that is not greater than an
applicable standard and/or screening level. Analytical results for samples that are non-detect for
a particular analyte that have reporting limits greater than the applicable cleanup standards
and/or screening levels cannot be used to demonstrate compliance with the applicable cleanup
standards and/or screening levels.
The issue of analytical sensitivity may be one of the most difficult to address as it pertains to data
usability evaluations. Samples that are contaminated with sufficient quantity of material, such
that dilutions are performed, are a leading cause of reporting limits exceeding applicable criteria.
However, there may be instances where such exceedances are insignificant relative to the site
specific DQOs. As an example, the project may be on-going and/or other compounds are
“driving” the cleanup such that not meeting applicable criteria for all compounds at that
particular juncture is not an issue.

A8: Special Training/Certification
A8.1 Responsibilities
ADEQ’s Program Unit Supervisors are responsible for ensuring that each staff member involved with
collecting or analyzing environmental data has the necessary technical, quality assurance, and project
management training required for his or her assigned tasks and functions. Section Managers are also
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responsible for ensuring that technical staff maintains the necessary level of proficiency to effectively
meet ADEQ’s QA/QC responsibilities. ADEQ’s QA/QC Supervisor will serve as the Agency resource
for arranging for, and assisting in, defining QA/QC training needs on a regular basis to update Program
staff with developing QA/QC issues.
A8.2 Identification of Training Needs
Core training will be coordinated through the QA/QC Supervisor in conjunction with various Division
supervisory personnel. Intermediate and advanced skill training will be arranged when the appropriate
Agency staff identify the need. The QA/QC Supervisor, in conjunction with Program management, will
identify continuing professional training requirements and address those requirements utilizing external
resources for the latest technological advances and evolution in industry standards.
A8.3 Implementation of Training Requirements
ADEQ staff members are encouraged by supervisors to draw upon their educational background,
experience, technical training, and on-the-job training to enhance their understanding and performance of
QA-related procedures.
ADEQ’s training program will offer, or arrange for through a third-party vendor, the following courses on
a schedule and frequency suited to meet the needs of ADEQ’s staff with QA responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•

An Orientation to Quality Assurance Management
Establishing Data Quality Objectives
Preparing Quality Assurance Project Plans
How to Perform a Preliminary Data Review
Public and Confidential Records Management

In addition, they will be encouraged to attend meetings and seminars, and to take formal training, in
accordance with ADEQ’s training policy, to enhance their understanding of Program specific QA
requirements within the Programs they work. ADEQ’s QA/QC Supervisor will maintain a record of all
QA training taken by staff and managers responsible for environmental data generation.

A9: Documents and Records
A9.1 QA Program Plan Revisions
Throughout the life of the HWM Program, there may be changes to program requirements, or
modifications to the way environmental data are collected, or changes to how enforcement activities are
defined. Therefore, this QA Program Plan is recognized as a dynamic document that is subject to revision,
as needed. The HWM Program, technical support and QA/QC personnel will examine and revise this QA
Program Plan annually, although the plan will only be resubmitted to EPA Region 9 QA manager for
review once every five years or as otherwise needed. Approved revisions will be disseminated to
personnel included on the Distribution List (page 6).
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A9.2 Environmental Data Documentation
This QA Program Plan and referenced policy, guidance and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
include written procedures for all methods and procedures related to the collection, processing, analysis,
reporting and tracking of environmental data. All data generated for and submitted to ADEQ’s HWM
Program must be of sufficient quality to withstand challenges to their validity, accuracy and legibility. To
meet this objective, data are recorded in standardized formats and in accordance with prescribed
procedures. The documentation of all environmental data collection activities must meet the following
minimum requirements:




Data must be documented directly, promptly, and legibly. All reported data must be uniquely
traceable to the raw data. All data reduction formulas must be documented.
All original data records include, as appropriate, a description of the data collected, units of
measurement, unique sample identification, station or location identification (if applicable), name
(signature or initials) of the person collecting the data, and date of data collection.
Any changes to the original (raw data) entry must not obscure the original entry. The reason for
the change must be documented, the change must be initialed and dated by the person making the
change.

Other specific documentation requirements are discussed throughout this QA Program Plan and
referenced SOPs.
A9.2.1 Field Documentation and Forms
Records are maintained for each field activity to ensure that samples and data are traceable and
defensible. Field records will be documented on field forms or in designated field logbooks to provide a
secure record of field activities, observations and measurements during sampling. Field data and
observations will be recorded in real time on activity-specific data forms. Completion of appropriate field
documentation and forms for each sample is the responsibility of the field personnel. Section “B5.1 –
Quality Control in the Field” provides a more complete description of the types of recorded field
information.
A9.2.2 Project Files
HWM personnel are responsible for the maintenance of the project file. The project file will consist of all
site documents specifically listed in Section A4.2 of this QA Program Plan. Additionally, HWM
personnel will collect and include in the project file all other relevant project documentation in the file.
These additional documents may include any official correspondence that does not correspond to any of
those previously listed documents. The project file will also include all information not related to data
generation, including documentation of all public involvement or community notification efforts.
A9.3 Routine Records Management Quality Assurance
The ADEQ Records Management Process addresses the system employed by the Agency for handling
documents. This plan outlines the roles and responsibilities for management and staff concerning chain
of custody procedures and records management.
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ADEQ document control procedures require that documents generated, or obtained, by Agency personnel
be accounted for when a project is completed. ADEQ’s Records Management System dictates the
procedures for checking-in and checking-out files for ADEQ staff, external clients, and the public.
ADEQ management will assure that the objectives of the Records Management Process are achieved.
These objectives include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Prevent the creation of unnecessary records in any media;
Promote the continuous development of filing systems and structures that allow for the efficient
organization, maintenance, and retrieval of records;
Ensure that records of continuing value are preserved, but that valueless or noncurrent
information is disposed of or transferred to storage in a timely manner in accordance with ADEQ
and/or ADHS records retention requirements;
Ensure that the acquisition and use of all direct paper to microform systems and equipment, or
electronic digital imaging, are technically feasible, cost-effective, and most importantly, satisfy
Program needs;
Preserve and protect information that is vital to the essential functions or mission of the
organization. Preserve and protect information that is essential to the legal rights and interests of
individual citizens and the government.
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GROUP B: DATA GENERATION AND ACQUISITION
B1: Sampling Design/Experimental Design
HWM Program site assessments are conducted to determine if site media are contaminated. If the initial
phase of the assessment finds evidence of contamination, then follow-on phases are conducted to
determine characteristics of the contamination. Characterization includes evaluating the threat posed by
the contamination and determining potential solutions for cleanup of the contamination. This QA
Program Plan documents the planning, implementation and assessment procedures for data generated for
and submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program. It describes how specific QA and QC activities are applied
throughout the course of investigations and cleanup.
A HWM Program site assessment routinely involves one or more of the following activities: a
background investigation on the history of site use, a field investigation that includes sample collection
and analysis, an evaluation of cleanup options and costs and an assessment of the usability of resulting
data. Typically, the first step is to conduct an investigation of site history to identify past uses of the
property, including types and amounts of chemicals that may have been used onsite and any disposal
activities that may have contributed to contamination.
This QA Program Plan includes requirements for measurements collected for a typical HWM facility. The
specific design and extent of a HWM facility site assessment will be dictated largely by the conceptual
site model (CSM), the availability of resources and the required level of data quality and QC. Projectspecific DQOs and sampling design should be documented in the site-specific planning documents that
are developed for each HWM facility Site Assessment Plan.
The following sections describe the sampling and analysis requirements under the HWM Program. Sitespecific information required in the Site Assessment Plan for each HWM Program site includes the
number and location of samples, types of samples to be collected, measurement parameters, sampling
frequencies, design of sampling networks for monitoring and the time period over which sampling
activities are to occur. All Site Assessment Plans prepared for the HWM Program must be reviewed and
approved by ADEQ HWM Program personnel.
Section B5.1 has additional discussion on sampling and equipment decontamination procedures.
B1.1 Sampling Design
A sampling design specifies the number and location of samples to be collected at a site. Sampling design
strategies are guided by study objectives and should factor in the conditions unique to the site being
considered for redevelopment, including data gaps in the CSM, exposure potential, projected site reuse
and available resources. As noted above, possible sampling design strategies are identified during the
DQO process, and the details of the sampling design strategy are described in the site-specific Site
Assessment Plan.
Typical designs for the collection of samples at HWM Program sites include biased sampling, statistically
based sampling, one-time events and ongoing (multi-phase) events. Biased sampling specifies sampling
locations based on the judgment of the field team leader and sampling plan designer. Statistically based
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sampling designs use random or systematic sampling locations designed to avoid bias. A single sampling
event may not provide an adequate characterization of the contamination onsite, especially when the CSM
contains significant data gaps. In these situations multi-phase sampling may be helpful. The need for this
sort of investigation should be identified during the DQO process.
Additional information on the development of sampling strategies is available in EPA’s 2002 Guidance
on Choosing a Sampling Design for Environmental Data Collection, EPA’s 2006 Guidance on Systematic
Planning Using the Data Quality Objectives Process and EPA’s 2007 Guidance for Developing Standard
Operating Procedures.
B1.1.1 Sample Types and Matrices
Sample types typically include surface soil, subsurface soil, groundwater and surface water. Some sites
require sampling of sediment, pore water, sludge, air (soil gas or vapors) and other non-routine matrices
such as building materials. Samples may be collected as discrete (grab) or composite samples. Discrete
samples are useful for identifying and quantifying chemicals in areas of a site where contamination is
suspected. The number of discrete samples should be determined during the DQO process. Composite
samples are useful for identifying the average concentrations of contaminants across a site. Composite
samples are composed of more than one discrete sample collected from different locations; the samples
are mixed into a single homogeneous sample and submitted to the analytical laboratory as a single
sample. Multi-increment (MI) samples represent a specific type of composite sample (see Incremental
Sampling Methodology, ITRC February 2012 http://itrcweb.org/ism-1/ ). The number of composite
samples and the number of individual samples within a composite sample should be based on the goals
established during the DQO process.
Background samples should be collected from the same media as site samples, from areas on or near the
site that are unlikely to be contaminated by site-related chemicals. Background samples are analyzed for
the same parameters as the site samples to establish background concentrations of chemicals. Typically,
background data are collected for naturally occurring inorganic chemicals, such as metals, whereas the
background concentrations of manmade organic chemicals are assumed to be zero. It is the responsibility
of the applicant to demonstrate if there is an “anthropogenic background” for organic chemicals that is
unrelated to site activities.
B1.1.2 Sampling Locations and Frequencies
The sampling locations and the schedule for sampling are also specified during the DQO planning
process. The duration over which samples are collected and the frequency of sampling or whether the
work will be done in phases is also determined during the DQO process. For instance, if initial
investigations indicate that contaminant levels in soils are below cleanup standards, no additional
sampling would be required. If initial investigations indicate contaminant levels in soils are above cleanup
standards, additional sampling would be required during remedial activities and/or post remedial
activities.
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B1.1.3 Parameters of Interest
The measurements to be collected at a site depend on the characteristics and history of the site. This QA
Program Plan provides QA/QC information for parameters and media typically analyzed for HWM
Program sites. Unusual parameters and matrices will necessitate preparation of a site-specific Site
Assessment Plan. This topic is discussed in more detail in Section B2 of this QA Program Plan.
B1.1.4 Sampling Event Planning
Advance planning for field sampling events is required to ensure that the necessary arrangements are in
place and that equipment is ready. The following will be considered when planning the sampling event:
1) Sample Handling and Custody Procedures — Field personnel will make arrangements with the
appropriate laboratory for proper sample containers and custody procedures (described
further in Section B3).
2) Equipment — Prior to collection of any sample, field personnel will ensure that all sampling
equipment has been properly assembled, decontaminated, calibrated and is functioning properly
prior to use. Equipment will be used according to manufacturer’s instructions, and should
generally be decontaminated according to the EPA SOP-Sampling Equipment Decontamination
(see Appendix F of this QA Program Plan).
3) Field Forms — Field personnel will need to ensure that all necessary field forms, such field log
books, soil and groundwater sampling forms and boring logs are assembled prior to the sampling
event. Such field forms will be developed individually for each site based on the site’s specific
needs (see Appendix G of this QA Program Plan).
4) Health and Safety — Field personnel will ensure that all site-specific health and safety
procedures are considered, and that personal protective equipment (PPE) is gathered.
5) Investigation-Derived Waste — Field personnel will plan for the generation of investigationderived waste (IDW), and should assemble the appropriate IDW containers prior to the sampling
event.
6) Field Audits — Field personnel will plan to conduct periodic field system audits for ongoing
sampling events.
7) Paperwork and Permits — Field personnel will also ensure prior to the sampling event that
other applicable paperwork is in order, such as permits and access agreements.
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B2: Sampling Methods
Site-specific sampling methods as well as the numbers and types of samples are specified during the DQO
process and documented in the site-specific Site Assessment Plan. Details of sample collection methods
will depend upon site conditions, equipment limitations, chemicals of concern, sample matrices and cost,
and will be described in a site-specific Site Assessment Plan. Collection methods will follow an ADEQ or
EPA approved sampling protocol, unless unforeseen circumstances do not allow for an approved
collection method. The following sections present general information on sampling methods for various
media, including surface water, groundwater, drinking water, soil, sediment, pore water, sludge, air and
non-routine matrices, such as building materials.
Additional methods may be used with approval of the HWM Program. General guidelines for field
sampling are included in the EPA Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) on General Field Sampling
Guidelines (see Appendix F). EPA SOPs for field sampling methods are available for download at
http://www.ert.org/mainContent.asp?section=Products&subsection=List .
B2.1 Soil Samples
Soil samples collected at HWM Program sites may include surface and subsurface samples. Sample types
may be discrete or composite samples. There are a variety of acceptable methods for collection of soil
samples, and selection of an appropriate method will depend on site conditions and the sampling design.
Methods commonly used to collect soil samples include drilling soil borings, digging test pits, sampling
via hand auger and digging with a shovel or trowel. Additional information on the collection of soil
samples can be found in EPA’s Preparation of Soil Sampling Protocols: Sampling Techniques and
Strategies (1992) and in the referenced EPA SOP for soil sampling (see Appendix F of this QA Program
Plan).
B2.2 Groundwater Samples
Samples of groundwater may be collected during HWM Program site assessments and cleanups.
Collection of groundwater samples may be one-time or ongoing and periodic. Groundwater samples can
be collected from soil borings, temporary well points, monitoring wells and existing wells (e.g., municipal
or community supply wells, domestic water wells, irrigation wells, or industrial supply wells).
Groundwater samples may also be collected from shallow, intermediate, deep and perched aquifers.
Groundwater samples collected using soil borings allow for the collection of one-time discrete
groundwater samples at a specific depth interval at a point in time. One-time groundwater samples are
often used to help select locations for future monitoring wells. These one-time samples may be collected
using a direct-push method, which is described in the SOP for direct-push groundwater sampling (see
Appendix F of this QA Program Plan).
Groundwater samples may also be collected from permanently installed monitoring wells. All monitoring
wells should be properly installed according to state regulations (see A.R.S. Title 45, Chapter 2, Article
10) and developed according to an Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR), ADEQ or EPAapproved protocol. Non-standard wells or problems encountered during well installation and sampling
should be noted in the field logbook and in subsequent reports. Collection of groundwater samples from
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monitoring wells is described in the EPA SOPs for groundwater well sampling, monitoring well
installation and monitoring well development (see Appendix F of this QA Program Plan).
The following procedures should be employed when sampling residential water supplies or water-supply
wells of any kind:
•
•
•

Obtain permission to access property and obtain samples for analysis
Inspect the water system to locate the tap nearest to the wellhead. Samples should be collected
prior to any treatment units (e.g., ultra-violet light, reverse osmosis, etc.) if possible.
Purge the water lines to flush the plumbing and holding tanks before collecting samples from
drinking water, irrigation, or industrial wells, so that the sample collected is as representative as
possible. Remove any faucet aerators and reduce water flow before collecting samples.

B2.3 Surface Water Samples
Surface water sampling may be conducted during HWM Program site assessments and cleanups to
evaluate whether contaminants have migrated to nearby surface water bodies. Physical evidence such as
odors, organic films on water surfaces and soil discoloration in the vicinity of surface water are indicators
of possible contamination. Surface water samples include representative liquid samples collected from
streams, brooks, rivers, lakes, ponds, lagoons, seeps, estuaries, drainage ways, sewers, channels, wetlands,
surface water impoundments and other surface water bodies. These samples can also be collected from
the surface or at depth within the water body. Surface water samples will be collected in general
accordance with the EPA SOP for surface water sampling (see Appendix F of this QA Program Plan).
B2.4 Pore Water Samples
Pore water is water contained within the upper few centimeters of sediments just below the surface
water/sediment interface. This interface is known as the hyporheic zone. Sampling of this zone can be
done with equipment such as seepage meters and push-point pore water samplers or lysimeters. Discharge
of groundwater to surface water through the hyporheic zone is unlikely to be homogeneous; therefore,
determining locations for pore water sampling can involve additional investigative steps.
B2.5 Sediment Samples
Sediment samples can be collected for analysis of biological, chemical, or physical parameters. There are
many factors to consider when choosing sediment sampling equipment, including, but not limited to, site
access, sample volume requirements, sediment texture, target depth for sediment collection and flowing
versus standing water. In general, piston samplers are best used for soft, fine-grained sediments where
sediments at depth are required. Grab/dredge samplers are best for coarse, shallow sediments and where
large volumes of sediment are required. Additional information on the collection of sediment samples is
provided in EPA’s SOP for sediment sampling (see Appendix F of this QA Program Plan).
B2.6 Sludge Samples
Sampling of sludge could involve a number of different situations and will likely depend upon site
conditions. Therefore, details of collecting sludge samples will be described in a site-specific Site
Assessment Plan. Common settings where sludge is sampled include catch basins and drywells.
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B2.7 Air/Soil Vapor Samples
Air sampling is typically conducted at sites where vapor inhalation may be an exposure issue with regards
to contaminants. Soil vapor samples are routinely collected to investigate releases of VOCs. Air sampling
and soil vapor sampling is more complex than soil or water sampling because of the reactivity of
chemical compounds in the gas matrix and sample interaction with the sampling equipment and media.
Air and soil vapor sampling equipment is selected based on a number of factors including site conditions,
sampling objectives, chemicals of concern, analytical methods and cost. Methods to sample air at active
facilities include (but are not limited to) soil gas sampling or sampling with flux chambers. Typical
sampling containers include tedlar bags, stainless steel Summa canisters, gas tight syringes and glass
sorbent traps used with sampling pumps. More information on air and soil vapor sampling and analysis
can be found at: http://www.airtoxics.com in EPA’s SOP for general air sampling guidelines (Appendix
F) and ADEQ’s Soil Vapor Sampling Guidance
(http://www.azdeq.gov/environ/waste/download/svsg.pdf).
B2.8 Building Materials Samples
Because sampling at HWM Program sites can involve non-routine sampling of unusual sample matrices,
such as building materials. These matrices include concrete slabs or other types of building materials.
Site-specific sample collection procedures will be developed, if needed, for sampling such non-routine
matrices. Sampling personnel will coordinate with the analytical laboratory on the anticipated sample
collection and handling methods to ensure that the sample data will meet all QA/QC requirements.
Additional information on the collection of non-routine sample matrices is in EPA’s SOP for chip, wipe
and sweep sampling (see Appendix F of this QA Program Plan).

B3: Sample Handling and Custody
Chain of custody procedures differ among laboratories. Title 9, Chapter 14, Article 6 of the Arizona
Administrative Code (R9-14-615) details the necessary documentation for sample control activities at an
ADHS licensed laboratory. Custody procedures of the analyzing laboratory are identified prior to field
activities. Field personnel must make arrangements with the appropriate laboratory for proper sample
containers, preservatives, holding times and chain of custody forms. The custody of a sample must be
traceable from the time of sample collection until results are reported. Chain of custody procedures
provide a mechanism for documenting information related to sample collection and handling. A chain-ofcustody form must be completed after sample collection and prior to sample shipment or release. The
chain-of-custody form, sample labels and field documentation must be crossed checked to verify sample
identification, date and time sample was collected, type of analyses, number of containers, sample
volume, preservatives and type of containers. Additional information on sample handing and custody
procedures can be found in EPA’s SOPs for specific sample collection methods. SOPs and forms for
sample handling, custody (chain-of-custody forms) and transport are referenced in Appendix F of this QA
Program Plan.
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B4: Analytical Methods
All analytical methods used to analyze samples must comply with relevant requirements of applicable
federal or state programs for which they were collected, such as the CWA, SDWA, RCRA, Clean Air
Act, or use other EPA-approved alternate methods. The most recently approved methods under the CWA
and SDWA were promulgated in 40 CFR Part 136 on July 21, 2003. Currently approved methods under
RCRA SW-846 can be obtained from the EPA website at
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hazwaste/test/sw846.htm. Exhibit 1 of Title 9, Chapter 14 of the Arizona
Administrative Code details ADHS approved methods with corresponding analytes.
Table B1 lists the classes of analytes that are typically of the greatest interest during HWM Program site
assessments, as well as the ADEQ's preferred analytical methods. This table provides a starting point for
selecting analytical methods for HWM Program site assessments. Additional methods may be available
and appropriate; consult with the HWM Program or Exhibit 1 of Title 9, Chapter 14, Article 6
(http://www.azsos.gov/public_services/Title_09/9-14.htm) of the Arizona Administrative Code for
alternate methods. The site-specific Site Assessment Plan should identify analytical methods and
equipment, decontamination procedures, waste disposal requirements and performance requirements.

B5: Quality Control
QC requirements are integral to the success of a QA program. QC covers the overall system of technical
activities that measure the performance of a process against defined standards to verify that they meet
predefined requirements. Because errors can occur in the field, laboratory, or office, it is necessary for QC
to be part of each of these functions. This QA Program Plan describes and defines the general quality
objectives of the HWM Program. Site-specific quality objectives are further defined in project-specific
Site Assessment Plans. This approach to quality system management ensures that quality activities are
conducted throughout the data generation process, but allows for the flexibility to tailor quality-related
activities to individual site specific data needs, depending on the complexity of the HWM Program site.
QA and QC parameters apply to the two primary types of data — definitive and non-definitive data —
regardless of whether the data collection activity is associated with field measurements or laboratory
measurements. Non-definitive data are frequently collected during the first stage of a multi-phase
screening assessment, using rapid, less precise methods of analysis with less rigorous sample preparation.
Non-definitive data can provide analyte identification and quantification, although both may be relatively
imprecise. Typically, 5 to 10 percent of non-definitive samples or all critical samples are confirmed using
analytical methods, QA/QC procedures and criteria associated with definitive data. Non-definitive data
without associated confirmation data are of unknown quality. Qualitative, non-definitive data identify the
presence of contaminants and classes of contaminants and can help focus the collection of definitive data,
which is generally the more expensive of the two. Some data uses, such as risk assessments, require
definitive data.
SOPs for data collection should be developed following “Guidance for Preparation of Standard Operating
Procedures for Quality-Related Operations” (EPA 1995). SOPs should be included as an appendix of all
Planning Documents and Reports (see Figure A2) generated for and submitted to ADEQ’s HWM
Program. The project field team should document reasoning for any deviations from an SOP and include
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that documentation in all Planning Documents and Reports (see Figure A2) generated for and submitted
to ADEQ’s HWM Program.
B5.1 Quality Control in the Field
QC parameters should be described in detail for each step of field work and should also include specific
corrective actions to be taken if difficulties are encountered in the field. Evaluation of field sampling
procedures requires the collection and evaluation of field QC samples. Trip blanks, rinsate blanks, field
duplicates and extra volume for matrix spikes and matrix spike duplicates will be collected and submitted
to the analytical laboratory to provide a means of assessing the quality of data resulting from the field
sampling program. Collection frequencies for field QC samples are noted in subsequent paragraphs
contained in this section of this QA Program Plan.
Field QC requirements and documentation of all field sampling and observations are critical for providing
a historical record for analysis of the usability of the data produced. The official field log book will
contain documentation of field activities that involve the collection and measurement of environmental
data. Additional forms may be used in the field to record related activities as explained below.
SOPs delineate the step-by-step approach that field personnel must follow in collecting samples, taking
field measurements, decontaminating equipment, handling IDW and calibrating instruments. Most
qualified sampling contractors and State and Federally certified laboratories develop SOPs and analytical
methods as part of their overall QA program. SOPs should be developed following “Guidance for
Preparation of Standard Operating Procedures for Quality-Related Operations” (EPA 1995). SOPs should
be included as an appendix of all Planning Documents and Reports (see Figure A2) generated for and
submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program. The project field team should document reasoning for any
deviations from an SOP and include that documentation in all Planning Documents and Reports (see
Figure A2) generated for and submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program.
Non-disposable equipment used for sample collection must be cleaned according to the specific
procedures documented in each sampling SOP. Sampling SOPs will be prepared by the group responsible
for sampling and will be submitted to HWM Program for review and approval as part of the sampling
plan. All sampling tools will be decontaminated before sampling begins and between sample locations.
Soil and water sampling tools, including stainless-steel spoons, bowls, hand augers, split spoons, pumps
and Hydropunch equipment, will be decontaminated by scrubbing in a solution of potable water and
nonphosphate detergent (Alconox or Liquinox). EPA SOPs call for use of a 10 percent nitric acid (for
metal analytes) or a solvent such as acetone for organic compound analytes (see Appendix F). The tools
are then double-rinsed with distilled water. Sampling tools that are not used immediately after
decontamination will be allowed to air dry and wrapped in aluminum foil. Larger equipment, such as the
drilling rods and augers, will be decontaminated between boring locations. A temporary decontamination
pad will be constructed near the site and a high-pressure steam cleaner will be used to clean the end of the
rig and all augers, drill rods and core samplers. Decontamination fluids will be placed in containers and
disposed of in accordance with the procedures outlined in the SOP for IDW.
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B5.1.1 Field Instrument/Equipment Inspection and Calibration
Sampling and analysis generally requires the use of different pieces of equipment and tools in the
gathering of environmental data. A field preventive maintenance protocol involves ensuring that all field
equipment has been properly calibrated, charged and inspected prior to and at the end of each working
day and that replacement parts are available.
All field equipment needs to be inspected to determine if it is adequate and appropriate for the media,
parameters and tests to be performed. Data may be generated onsite through the use of real-time
equipment, such as photoionization detectors (PIDs), organic vapor analyzers and pH meters. A more
detailed analysis may call for relevant to later assessments of the usability of data generated by a mobile
laboratory.
For field-testing and mobile laboratories, the team should track the transfer of samples and equipment
should be examined to ensure that it is in working condition and properly calibrated. The calibration of
field instruments should be performed according to the method and schedule specified in an SOP, which
is usually based on the manufacturer’s operating manual. Calibration of field equipment should be
performed more often than specified in the SOP if equipment is used under adverse or extreme field
conditions.

B5.1.2 Field Documentation
The field team should record field activities in indelible ink, in a permanently bound notebook with prenumbered pages or on a preprinted form. For each sampling event, the field team must provide the site
name, physical location, date, sampling start and finish times, names of field personnel, level of
protection, documentation of any deviation from protocol and signatures of field personnel. For individual
samples, field teams should ensure that field logbooks document the exact location and time the sample
was taken, any measurement made (with real-time equipment), a physical description of the sample,
sample ID number, sampling depth, sample volume and type of sample and the equipment used to collect
the sample. This information can be critical to later evaluations of the resulting data’s usability.
Complete and accurate documentation is essential to demonstrate that field measurement and sampling
procedures are carried out as described in this QA Program Plan or the Site Assessment Plans. Field
personnel will use permanently bound field logbooks with sequentially numbered pages to record and
document field activities. The logbook will list the contract name and number, the project name, the site
name, and the names of subcontractors, the service client and the project manager. At a minimum, the
following information will be recorded in the field logbook:
•

Name and affiliation of all on-site personnel or visitors

•

Weather conditions during the field activity

•

Summary of daily activities and significant events

•

Notes of conversations with coordinating officials

•

References to other field logbooks or forms that contain specific information
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•

Discussions of problems encountered and their resolution

•

Discussions of deviations from the Site Assessment Plans or other governing documents

•

Description of all photographs taken

The contractors performing field work are expected to develop field forms to record field activities.
Individual samples should be labeled in the field. Labels should include sample location, sample number,
date and time of collection, sample type, sampler’s name and method used to preserve the sample, if
applicable. Sample preservation involves the treatment of a sample usually through the addition of a
compound that adjusts pH to retain the sample properties, including concentrations of substances, until it
can be analyzed. The field team should create a table listing the total number of samples, types of sample
matrices, all analyses planned for each sample differentiating critical measurements and other information
that may be relevant to later assessments of the data usability.

B5.1.3 Trip Blanks
Trip blank samples are used to evaluate whether the shipping and handling procedures are introducing
contaminants into the samples or if cross-contamination in the form of migration of VOCs between the
collected samples. One trip blank will be submitted to the laboratory for analysis each day that samples
are collected. Trip blanks for soil and water samples are VOA vials filled with purged deionized water
that are transported to the field and then returned to the laboratory without being opened.
B5.1.4 Rinsate Blanks
Rinsate blanks are collected to evaluate the potential for cross-contamination of samples during
collection. Rinsate blanks will be collected at a rate of one per day per matrix when non-dedicated and
non-disposable sampling equipment is used in the field. Equipment rinsate blanks will be obtained by
passing organic-free water through or over the decontaminated sampling equipment and collecting the
rinse water in appropriate sample containers.
Rinsate blanks will be analyzed for the same parameters as the associated field samples. Rinsate blanks
should not contain detectable concentrations of target analytes greater than the PRQL for the compound.
Any detection of target analytes in a rinsate blank will result in an investigation to determine effect on
overall data usability, and affected results will be qualified as estimates or as nondetects at an elevated
PRQL as appropriate.
B5.1.5 Field Duplicate Samples
Field duplicate samples of water and air samples are samples that are collected simultaneously in separate
containers. The purpose of field duplicates is to allow evaluation of the contribution of random error from
sampling to the total error associated with the data. One set of field duplicates will be collected and
submitted for every twenty field samples collected (and at least one per sampling day if less than twenty
are collected) for water, soil and air. Field duplicate precision will be evaluated as described below.
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B5.1.6 Matrix Spike/Matrix Spike Duplicates (Field Requirements)
Double sample volume should be collected at a rate of one per twenty samples per matrix (minimum of
once per sampling event) to ensure that the laboratory has sufficient volume to perform matrix spikes and
matrix spike duplicates (MS/MSDs).
B5.1.7 Inter-laboratory Split Samples (Field Requirements)
Inter-laboratory split samples are field duplicates (liquid matrices) or split samples (solid matrices) that
are submitted to both the primary laboratory and a secondary or QC laboratory. Inter-laboratory split
samples are collected simultaneously with a sample from the same source under identical conditions into
separate containers. Results from the split samples are used to assess laboratory performance by
comparison of qualitative and quantitative results from the two laboratories, including indications of
matrix interferences such as elevated PRQLs. In order to provide useful information, however, the split
sample must be directly associated with the original (primary) sample to evaluate laboratory performance.
The association will be determined by field personnel and maintained during the data import process.
B5.2 Quality Control in the Laboratory
Compliance monitoring on ADHS licensed laboratories is conducted by the Arizona Department of
Health Services (ADHS) as described in Title 9, Chapter 14, Article 6 of the Arizona Administrative
Code (A.A.C. R9-14-605 – Compliance Monitoring). ADEQ also conducts Technical Systems Audits on
ADHS licensed laboratories (ADEQ contract laboratories and contract laboratories of contractors who
submit analytical data to ADEQ). The primary goals of TSAs will be to review the laboratory
organization, operation, and capabilities; determine the reliability of data; and note corrective action for
any apparent deficiencies. Auditors for TSAs will be selected by the ADEQ QA/QC Supervisor based on
their technical proficiency in the subject area. The designated auditors will be responsible for planning
and conducting the audit, and reporting the findings to the laboratory manager and to the ADEQ QA/QC
Supervisor.
B5.3 Data Quality Indicators (DQIs)
Identifying DQIs and establishing Quality Control (QC) samples and Measurement Performance Criteria
(MPC) to assess each DQI, as introduced in Section 1.7, are key components of project planning and
development. These components demonstrate an understanding of how “good” the data need to be to
support project decisions, and help to ensure there is a well-defined system in place to assess that data
quality once data collection/generation activities are complete.
When faced with addressing data quality needs in a Site Assessment Plan, one of the first terms you may
come across is DQIs. DQIs (Precision, Accuracy/Bias, Representativeness, Comparability, Completeness,
and Sensitivity) include both quantitative and qualitative terms. Each DQI is defined to help interpret and
assess specific data quality needs for each sample medium/matrix and for each associated analytical
operation. Section A7.2 of this QA Program Plan explains the principals along with a brief summary of
information related to assessing each DQI. In addition to Section A7.2 of this QA Program Plan, ADEQ
has established the following policies, procedures, and/or guidance for sample collection and analytical
techniques. These procedures, where relevant, apply to all analytical data being generated for use by the
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HWM Program. These procedures should be followed unless special exceptions have been requested and
approved, and/or deviations are outlined in a HWM Program Site Assessment Plan. The following
documents can be found in their entirety in Appendix G.
•
•
•

ADEQ Temperature/Preservation Guidance;
Substantive Policy 0154 - Addressing Spike And Surrogate Recovery As They Relate To Matrix
Effects In Water, Air, Sludge And Soil Matrices Policy; and
Substantive Policy 0170 - Implementation of EPA Method 5035 - Soil Preparation For EPA
Method 8015B, 8021B and 8260B.

B6: Instrument/Equipment Testing, Inspection and Maintenance
All field and laboratory analytical instruments and equipment will be tested, inspected and maintained
according to the manufacturer’s guidelines and recommendations. Data collected from improperly
functioning equipment will not be used.
Records for equipment testing, inspection and maintenance will be maintained in a bound logbook for
each piece of equipment. The date, time, name of inspector, what was inspected and the results of testing
and inspection will be recorded in the logbook. All equipment or systems requiring periodic maintenance
will be inspected.
Preventive maintenance for most field equipment is carried out in accordance with procedures and
schedules recommended in (1) the equipment manufacturer’s literature or operating manual, or (2) SOPs
that describe equipment operation associated with particular applications of the instrument. However,
more stringent testing, inspection and maintenance procedures and schedules may be required when field
equipment is used to make critical measurements.
A field instrument that is out of order will be segregated, clearly marked and not used until it is repaired.
The field team leader will be notified of equipment malfunctions so that service can be completed quickly
or substitute equipment can be obtained. When the condition of equipment is suspect, unscheduled
testing, inspection and maintenance should be conducted. Any significant problems with field equipment
will be reported in the daily field QC report.
The equipment testing, inspection and maintenance logs for all contractor equipment must be made
available to the HWM Program upon request.

B7: Instrument/Equipment Calibration and Frequency
Calibration of all analytical instrumentation is required to ensure that the analytical system is operating
correctly and functioning at the sensitivity that is required to meet project-specific DQOs. Each
instrument will be calibrated with standard solutions appropriate to the instrument and analytical method,
in accordance with the methodology specified and at the QC frequency specified in laboratory or field
sampling SOPs.
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B7.1 Field-Based Instruments
Field equipment, if used, will be calibrated at the beginning of the field effort and at prescribed intervals.
The calibration frequency depends on the type and stability of equipment, the intended use of the
equipment and the recommendation of the manufacturer. Detailed calibration procedures for field
equipment are available from the specific manufacturers’ instruction manuals, and general guidelines are
included in SOPs. All calibration information will be recorded in a field logbook or on field forms. A
label that specifies the scheduled date of the next calibration will be attached to the field equipment. If
this type of identification is not feasible, equipment calibration records will be readily available for
reference. Field-based analytical instruments, such as turbidometers and pH electrodes must be calibrated
following manufacturers’ instructions and frequency recommendations (or following appropriate SOPs)
before they may be used for collecting data.
B7.2 Laboratory Instruments
Calibration and maintenance of analytical instruments will be conducted in accordance with the QC
requirements identified in each laboratory SOP and in QA manuals, along with the manufacturers’
instructions. General requirements are discussed below.
The history of calibration and maintenance for instruments in the subcontract laboratory is an important
aspect of the project’s overall QA/QC program. As such, all initial and continuing calibration procedures
will be implemented by trained personnel following the manufacturer’s instructions and in accordance
with applicable EPA protocols to ensure the equipment is functioning within the tolerances established by
the manufacturer and the method-specific analytical requirements.
The laboratory will obtain calibration standards from commercial vendors for both inorganic and organic
compounds and analytes. Stock solutions for surrogate standards and other inorganic mixes will be made
from reagent-grade chemicals or as specified in the analytical method. Stock standards will also be used
to make intermediate standards that will be used to prepare calibration standards. Special attention will be
paid to expiration dating, proper labeling, proper refrigeration and freedom from contamination.
Documentation on receipt, mixing and use of standards will be recorded in the appropriate laboratory
logbook. Logbooks must be permanently bound. Additional specific handling and documentation
requirements for the use of standards may be provided in subcontractor laboratory QA plans.
The verification standards for initial calibrations should be analyzed after the instrument calibration to
verify the preparation and concentration of the calibration standards. The verification standards for
continuing calibrations should be analyzed (as per method requirements) to verify the calibration of the
analytical system over time.
Analytical balances will be calibrated annually according to manufacturer’s instructions and have a
calibration check before each use by laboratory personnel. Balance calibration shall be documented in
hardbound logbooks with pre-numbered pages.
All refrigerators and incubators will be monitored for proper temperature by measuring and recording
internal temperatures on a daily basis. At a minimum, thermometers used for these measurements will be
calibrated annually, according to manufacturers’ instructions.
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The subcontract laboratories will maintain an appropriate water supply system that is capable of
furnishing ASTM Type II polished water to the various analytical areas.

B8: Inspection/Acceptance of Supplies and Consumables
The laboratory shall inspect supplies and consumables prior to their use in analysis. The description of
materials provided in the method shall be used as a guideline for establishing the acceptance criteria for
these materials. Purity of reagents shall be monitored by analysis of LCSs. An inventory and storage
system for these materials shall assure use before manufacturers’ expiration dates and storage under safe
and chemically compatible conditions.
Analytical laboratories are required to provide certified clean containers for all analyses. These containers
must meet EPA standards described in EPA’s 1992 “Specifications and Guidance for Obtaining
Contaminant-Free Sampling Containers”.
Procedures for receiving supplies and consumables in the field are similar. When supplies are received,
the project manager or field team leader will log the supplies into a supply logbook and then inspect all
items against the acceptance criteria. Any deficiencies or problems will be noted in the field logbook, and
deficient items will be returned for immediate replacement.

B9: Non-direct Measurements
Environmental data generation typically involves planning, sampling, analysis, assessment and data
review. In planning their investigations, project teams generally use existing data to develop sampling
designs and to decide how much and what type of data to collect. The term existing data is used
interchangeably with “secondary data” and “non-direct measurements”. Existing data may come from a
number of sources, including other studies, government databases, etc. The original purpose for collecting
these secondary data may be very different from that of the current investigation. Also, these secondary
data may have been collected using different sampling methods (composite vs. grab, random vs. hot spot
sampling), and/or analytical methods than those selected for the current investigation.
Basing decisions on existing data may result in errors if secondary data were not generated for the same
purpose or using the same methods as the current investigation. Data could be biased and final
conclusions could be impacted.
Therefore, before using secondary data, project team members should evaluate the data to identify any
limitations on their use. Also, to ensure transparency in decision making, criteria and reasons for
including and excluding certain data from use must be clearly documented. Failure to clearly document
why data are included or excluded can result in the appearance of biased data selection and diminish the
product’s credibility.
Project personnel should describe the processes for selecting and for evaluating existing data in the
quality assurance plan in accordance with EPA Requirements for Quality Assurance Project Plans
QA/R-5 http://www.epa.gov/quality/qs-docs/r5-final.pdf.
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For an in-depth discussion on when and how to use existing data in environmental projects, refer to EPA
Guidance for Quality Assurance Project Plans QA/G-5 “Chapter 3: Projects Using Existing Data”
http://www.epa.gov/quality/qs-docs/g5-final.pdf.
Sources of secondary data include the following:
•
Environmental indicator data obtained from federal/state/local databases and records
•
Existing sampling and analytical data from a previous investigation of the area
•
Computer model simulations and applications pertaining to other studies
Historical data (e.g., from organization’s/facility’s corporate records and/or federal/state local
records pertaining to previous monitoring events, site assessments, investigations, etc.)
•
Background information/data from organization’s/facility’s corporate records and/or
federal/state/local records pertaining to site-specific industrial processes, process by-products,
past and current chemical uses, raw material and finished product testing, waste testing and
disposal practices, and potential chemical breakdown products
•
Data generated to verify innovative technologies and methods
•
Data obtained from computer databases (such as manufacturers’ process/product information,
waste management or effluent information, and EPA or state data bases)
•
Literature files/searches
•
Publications
•
Photographs
•
Topographical maps
•
Meteorological data

B10: Data Management
Field data generated for ADEQ’s HWM Program, such as sample ID and latitude/longitude coordinates,
should be recorded on field data sheets or hand-held computers. Field data are reported to the Project
Manager through submission of field notebooks or field sampling data sheets, if used, by contractor field
staff.
Laboratory analytical reports will include QC results and any other necessary analytical information,
enabling reviewers to determine data quality. Laboratory data should be submitted to the ADEQ Project
Manager in both printed and electronic form. Rapid turnaround data from the laboratory are reported to
the Project Manager, if requested, but rapid turnaround is generally not required. Copies of field logs, a
copy of chain-of-custody forms, original preliminary and final lab reports and electronic media reports
must be kept for review by the ADEQ. The field crew must retain original field logs. The contract
laboratory shall retain chain-of-custody forms. The contract laboratory will retain copies of the
preliminary and final data reports.
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Table B1. Common Contaminants at HWM Facilities and Recommended Methods for Analysis
of Soil, Groundwater or Materials Samples
Laboratory Analytical Methods for Investigations
EPA Method
EPA Method See Footnote
Test Method →
8260B
8310 or 8270
3
SIM
Products
VOCs1,2
X
SVOCs
X
Metals
X
Organochlorine Pesticides
EPA Method 8081A
Footnotes:
1.

2.

3.

Soil gas samples to be collected when analysis from soils are not expected to yield results that
would be a satisfactory demonstration of whether or not a Product Type was released into the
environment (e.g. soil has coarse lithology). The analytical method should be TO-15.
VOCs are to be analyzed using the current EPA Method 8260B (full list). For UST systems in
place during 1996 or before, EPA Method 504.1 should be used to investigate for the presence
of EDB (water only).
Metals to be analyzed are: arsenic, cadmium, chromium (total), lead and mercury. Use EPA
methods 6000 and 7000 series for the analyses. Make a due diligent effort to obtain the
background levels of the metals analyzed for comparison purposes.

Abbreviations:

VOC = volatile organic compounds; SVOCs = semi-volatile organic compounds

Please note that when requesting compound specific analyses and the sample is petroleum
based, the laboratory will be informed as such.
Please note that Appendix 1 of Title 9 (Health Services), Chapter 14 (Department of Health
Services Laboratory) in the Arizona Administrative Code contains a listing of ADHS
approved methods for several analytes in different mediums (see Appendix A of this QA
Program Plan).
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GROUP C: ASSESSMENT AND OVERSIGHT
C1: Assessments and Response Actions
Assessment and response actions are part of the quality system for ensuring and documenting that the
procedures required by this QA Program Plan are being followed during the generation of data that will
be included in all Planning Documents and Reports (see Figure A2) generated for and submitted to
ADEQ’s HWM Program.
C1.1 Purpose/Background
During the planning process, many options for sampling, sample handling, sample analysis and data
reduction are evaluated. Selection of specific options depends on the nature of the corrective action or
monitoring activity. This section of the QA Program Plan describes the internal and external checks
necessary to ensure that all elements are correctly implemented. In addition, checks are needed to ensure
that the quality of the data is adequate and that corrective actions are implemented in a timely and
effective manner. Documenting all internal assessments is a critical component of the quality system.
C1.2 Assessment Activities and Program Planning
ADEQ employs several QA assessment tools designed to provide a better understanding of the
components of, and the basis for improving, the ADEQ Quality Management System. Internal
(Programmatic) and External QA audits are one of the principal tools for determining the effectiveness of
the ADEQ QA/QC components. QA audit frequency and scheduling will vary with the type of review
conducted.
C1.2.1 Assessment of Subsidiary Organizations
A.

Management System Reviews (MSRs)

An MSR is an independent assessment of a Program’s QA management practices and data collection
procedures, and is generally performed by the ADEQ QA/QC Supervisor. The MSR will qualitatively
assess a program to determine if the ADEQ Quality Management System is adequate to ensure the quality
of the Program’s data. MSRs address the effectiveness of management controls in achieving and assuring
data quality, the adequacy of resources and personnel devoted to QA functions, the effectiveness of
training and assessments, and the applicability of data quality requirements. While MSRs can identify
significant QA concerns and areas of needed improvement, they also point out noteworthy
accomplishments.
Most MSRs will examine the following elements:
●
●
●
●

An assessment of the overall effectiveness of the QA management system, as measured
by its adherence to the approved QMP
Procedures for developing Data Quality Objectives (DQOs);
Procedures for developing and approving QA Program Plans and QAPjPs;
The effectiveness of existing QA Program Plan guidance and QAPjPs;
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Procedures for developing and approving SOPs;
Procedures, criteria, and schedules for conducting QA audits;
Tracking systems for assuring that the QA Program is operating effectively, and that
corrective actions disclosed by QA audits have been taken;
Responsibilities and authorities of various line managers, and QA personnel, for
implementing the QA program;
The degree of management support;
The level of financial and other resources committed to implementing the QA Program

MSRs performed or arranged by the ADEQ QA/QC Supervisor will be conducted in accordance with
EPA’s 2003 Guidance on Assessing Quality Systems (Management Systems Review Process).
The reviews for the individual ADEQ Quality Assurance Programs are intended to accomplish the
following objectives:
●
●
●
●

Identify any data quality problems;
Identify benchmark practices that could be used in other Agency Programs;
Propose recommendations for resolving quality problems;
Confirm implementation and effectiveness of any recommended corrective actions.

C1.2.2 Assessment of Program Activities
Technical Systems Audits (TSAs)
A Technical Systems Audit is conducted to assess the sampling and analytical quality control procedures
used to generate environmental data. TSAs entail a comprehensive, on-site evaluation of the field
equipment; sampling and analyses procedures; documentation; data validation; and training procedures
for collecting or processing environmental data.
Both laboratory and field TSAs can be performed:
Laboratory TSAs
TSAs will be conducted on the Arizona Department of Health Services State Laboratory, ADEQ contract
laboratories, and contract laboratories of contractors who submit analytical data to ADEQ. The primary
goals of TSAs will be to review the laboratory organization, operation, and capabilities; determine the
reliability of data; and note corrective action for any apparent deficiencies. Auditors for TSAs will be
selected by ADEQ’s QA\QC Supervisor based on their technical proficiency in the subject area. The
designated auditors will be responsible for planning and conducting the audit, and reporting the findings
to the laboratory manager and to ADEQ’s QA\QC Supervisor.
Field TSAs
Oversight of field operations is an important part of the quality assurance process, and the ADEQ QA/QC
Supervisor will conduct QA audits of field sampling activities, both for its own field operations, and on
those contractors that collect samples for Programs sponsored by EPA. ADEQ will specify frequency and
procedures for conducting field TSAs within specific Program areas. When project specific Site
Assessment Plans are reviewed, and also during any MSRs or other QA audits, ADEQ’s QA/QC
Supervisor will determine the necessity of field TSAs.
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Specific items that may be observed during the audit include:
●

Availability of approved project plans such as the Site Assessment Plan and Health and Safety
Plan (HASP) to all project members

●

Documentation of personnel qualifications and training

●

Sample collection, identification, preservation, handling and shipping procedures

●

Decontamination procedures used to clean sampling equipment

●

Equipment calibration and maintenance

●

Completeness of logbooks and other field records (including nonconformance documentation)

Performance Evaluations
Performance Evaluations (PEs) samples are used to assess the ability of a laboratory, or field
measurement system, to provide reliable data. PEs samples will be considered for laboratories providing
analytical services, directly or indirectly, for ADEQ and will be traceable, whenever possible, through the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The evaluation consists of providing a reference,
"blind" or “double blind” sample, to the laboratory for analysis. A PE sample contains known
concentrations of chemical constituents, or pollutants, of interest and will normally be in the appropriate
media (e.g., soil, water, air). The analytical results obtained by the laboratory are compared to the known
concentrations of the chemical constituents contained in the PE sample(s), as a means of determining if
the laboratory demonstrated its ability to properly identify, and quantify, pollutants within established, or
calculated, control limits.
PE samples will be scheduled by the HWM Program on an as-needed basis depending on the laboratory.
All PE studies performed for ADEQ, whether required on a regular basis or performed on a one time
basis, will be coordinated through or requested from the ADEQ QA/QC Supervisor or designee. For
external projects requiring PEs, the Task/Work Assignment, Task/Delivery Order, or similar document
needs to outline the specific details of the Performance Evaluation so the associated costs can be included
in the contractor proposal. The results of PEs provide a means for assessing overall data integrity, and
may be used as criteria for selecting candidates for on-site evaluations.
Audits of Data Quality
EPA 2001 Guidance for Quality Assurance Project Plans defines an audit of data quality (ADQ) as “a
qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the documentation and procedures associated with
environmental measurements to verify that the resulting data are of acceptable quality.” This assessment
primarily involves an evaluation of the completeness of the documentation of field and analytical
procedures and quality control results, and usually involves tracing the paper trail accompanying the data
from sample collection and custody to analytical results and entry into a database. This technique is
commonly used to verify the process involved in entering data residing in large regulatory databases.
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Results of both DQAs and data quality audits can be used in a number of ways. First, they can be used in
making recommendations for changes in the design and performance of data collection efforts, and in the
use and documentation of QC procedures. Secondly, they can be used as a guide for the planning and
acquisition of supplemental data for the project and potentially for other related projects. Problems
identified through DQAs may trigger the need for an MSR to determine management deficiencies, or a
TSA to identify technical problems.
Data Quality Assessments (DQAs)*
A DQA refers to the process used to determine whether the quality of a given data set is adequate for its
intended use. DQAs can be performed on all, or selected projects and/or data generation processes. The
purpose of this type of evaluation is to determine whether the data collected are acceptable to the
decision-maker or end user. Assessments generally take place at one of two points in the data generation
process. First, as data are generated, aspects of the project such as surveillance of field and laboratory
operations, consistency of the data with MQOs, successfully completing performance evaluation sample
studies, and so forth, can be used to arrive as an assessment of whether the data are valid and acceptable.
Rejected or questionable data cannot be used by ADEQ in its decision making, except in limited
circumstances, such as a rough site screening.
Once data have been examined and assessed, and they are found to be of known and acceptable quality,
then the results can be evaluated in the context of the Data Quality Objectives for the project. In some, but
not all, cases, this may involve a statistical evaluation such as null hypothesis testing. EPA 2006 Data
Quality Assessment - A Reviewers Guide guidance and EPA 2006 Data Quality Assessment - Statistical
Methods for Practitioners discusses the types and uses of statistical analyses. In others in may involve a
comparison to regulatory action levels. An assessment must also be made as to whether there is a
sufficient quantity of data to support program or project decisions, and whether the original sampling
design was appropriate. In some cases, the data may suggest that additional data are required to achieve a
higher statistical confidence level. This could be because too many data points were invalidated, that
samples were not collected over a long enough time period, or that a vital sampling area not previously
considered important, was missed. In other cases, an assessment might show that data of a different type
are required, or that the sensitivity of the instrument used in the measurement was not adequate to meet
project objectives. Thus, both types of assessments are vital to the successful completion of a project.
If necessary, ADEQ’s QA/QC Supervisor can review data generated by the ADHS State Laboratory, and
by contract laboratories, for the various ADEQ Programs. These data review activities use checklists,
standard operating procedures, and standardized qualification codes to indicate data quality.
*DQAs are performed on data generated for and submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program. DQA’s are
performed on an on-going basis.
Peer Reviews
Peer reviews are not strictly an internal QA function; rather, they are technical scientific reviews that
evaluate assumptions, calculations, methods and conclusions. The ADEQ will use internal expertise to
evaluate different technical aspects of the reports produced by contractors.
C1.3 Documentation of Assessments
This section identifies the organization and the person(s) that will perform the assessments, as well as the
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documentation of information collected during the audit.
C1.3.1 Number, Frequency and Types of Assessments
An MSR for every major Agency Program is attempted once every four years. TSAs may be routinely
planned by ADEQ’s QA/QC Supervisor, specifically requested by ADEQ’s Project/Case Manager, or
result from the findings of another audit or review. Results will be reported to the audited organization in
the form of a written report within 14 calendar days of the completion of the audit, or a mutually agreed
upon alternative. Written comments by ADEQ’s Project/Case Manager must be supplied to ADEQ’s
QA/QC Supervisor within 14 calendar days of receipt of the audit findings, or a mutually agreed upon
alternative. Copies of the TSA Audit Final Report will be stored in the project file and also with ADEQ’s
QA/QC Supervisor. Additional copies will be distributed as appropriate.
C1.3.2 Assessment Personnel
MSRs and TSAs are generally conducted by ADEQ’s QA/QC Supervisor and focuses on the HWM
Program’s adherence to the approved Agency QMP and its Quality Assurance Program Plan.
C1.3.3 Schedule of Assessment Activities
See Section C1.3.1 above.
C1.3.4 Reporting and Resolution of Issues
Nonconformance to practices and procedures outlined in this QA Program Plan or project-specific Site
Assessment Plan will be addressed in a timely manner to ensure that nonconforming issues or deficiencies
are corrected. The ultimate responsibility to ensure that all issues and deficiencies are satisfactorily
resolved rests with the Unit Supervisors.
The HWM Program will have 30 days to prepare a written response to the reviewer’s assessment
memorandum. If the evaluation report recommends corrective actions, the HWM Program should address
these recommendations and include a schedule for making any appropriate changes in its quality
assurance procedures. These reviews will be used by the ADEQ Leadership team to gauge the
effectiveness of the Agency QMP and of the HWM Program approach to data quality management.

C2: Reports to Management
Effective management of environmental data collection requires (1) timely assessment and review of all
activities and (2) open communication, interaction and feedback among all project participants. This
section outlines the reporting requirements for activities conducted under the HWM Program.
C2.1 Purpose/Background
Planned reports provide a structure for evaluating the management of program schedules, assessing the
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effect of deviations from approved program and project plans on data quality and determining the
potential uncertainties in decisions made based on the data. QA reports keep managers and project
members informed on the performance of QA/QC activities. QA reports summarize the results of projectspecific audits, list any significant problems and discuss the solutions and corrective actions implemented
to resolve QA/QC problems.
C2.2 Frequency, Content and Distribution of Reports
A QA report is generated by field, technical, laboratory or QA personnel and sent to the HWM Program,
as required throughout the duration of the project. The laboratory QA report is prepared by the Laboratory
Manager or designee with the assistance of senior staff. The report is submitted in written or oral form,
depending on the problems observed. The report can be included in one of the Planned Documents listed
in Figure A2.
The contractor field team will record daily activities in a field log book to summarize activities
throughout the field investigation. This daily log book will describe sampling and field measurements,
equipment used, subcontractor personnel on site, QA/QC and health and safety activities, problems
encountered, corrective actions taken, deviations from the QA Program Plan or Site Assessment Plan and
explanations for the deviations. The daily log book is prepared by the field team leader and submitted to
the HWM Program, if requested. The content of the daily log book will be summarized and included in
the final report submitted for the field investigation.
The QA reports submitted for the project should include discussion of the following, if appropriate:
•

Sampling and support equipment that were used, other than those specified in the approved QA
Program or Site Assessment Plan

•

Preservation or holding-time requirements for any sample that were not met

•

QC checks (field and laboratory) that were found to be unacceptable

•

Analytical requirements for precision, accuracy, or MDL/PQL that were not met

•

Sample collection protocols or analytical methods specified in the QA Program Plan that were not
met

•

Any activity or event that affected the quality of the data

•

Any corrective actions that were initiated as a result of deficiencies

●

Any internal or external systems or performance audits that were conducted

The following example contains a list of recommended topics that may be used to develop a
comprehensive QA Report. The information listed below should be contained within a QA
Report, if appropriate.
Title Page – The following information must be listed:
Time period of the report,
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QA Project Plan Title and/or Plan number
Laboratory name, address and phone number
Preparer’s name and signature
Table of Contents – Should be included I f the report is more than ten pages long
Audits – in table form, summarize all project specific audits that were performed during
the specified time period
Performance audits must include the following
Date of the audit
System tested
Who administered the audit
Parameters analyzed
Reported results
True values of the samples (if applicable)
If any deficiencies or failures occurred, summarize the problem area and
the corrective action
System audits must include the following:
Date of the audit
System tested
Who administered the audit (agency or department)
Parameters analyzed
Results of tests
Parameters for which results were unacceptable (include the reported and
true values, if applicable)
Explanation of the unacceptable results. Include probable reasons and the
corrective action.
Copies of documentation such as memos, reports, etc., shall be enclosed
Significant QA/QC Problems
Identify the problem, and the date it was found
Identify the individual who reported the problem
Identify the source of the problem
Discuss the solution and corrective actions taken to eliminate the problem
Corrective Actions Status
Discuss the effectiveness of all corrective actions taken durin ghte specified time
frame as well as any initiated durin gth eprevious report period.
Discuss any additional measures that may be implemented as the result of any
corrective action.
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The field team will prepare a QC summary report (QCSR) that will be submitted to the HWM Program,
along with (or included within) the final report for the field investigation. The QCSR will include a
summary and evaluation of QA/QC activities, including any field or laboratory assessments, completed
during the investigation. The QCSR will also indicate the location and duration of storage for the
complete data packages. Particular emphasis will be placed on evaluating whether project MQOs were
met and whether data are of adequate quality to support the required decisions as stated in the DQOs for
the project.
C2.3 Identify Responsible Organizations and Individuals
The HWM facility owner or operator – either directly or through its contractor - is responsible for
preparing Planning Documents and Reports and incorporating any comments received from ADEQ
HWM Program personnel. The HWM facility owner or operator is responsible for ensuring that a
complete environmental laboratory report is included in all Planning Documents and Reports generated
for and submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program. Organizational and individual roles and responsibilities
are described in detail in Section A4.1 of this QA Program Plan. A list of Planning Documents and
Reports is included in Figure A2.
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GROUP D: DATA REVIEW
D1: Data Verification, Validation and Assessment
This section describes the procedures that are planned to review, verify and validate field and laboratory
data. This section also discusses procedures for verifying that the data are sufficient to meet DQOs and
MQOs for the project.
D1.1 Purpose/Background
Data verification, validation and assessment are done to ensure that environmental programs and
decisions are supported by data of the type and quality needed and expected for the intended use.
D1.2 Data Verification
Data verification is the process of evaluating the completeness, correctness, conformance and compliance
of a specific data set against the method, procedural or contractual requirements. Data verification
evaluates whether sampling protocols, SOPs, analytical methods and project specific planning documents
(Site Assessment Plans) were followed during data generation. Verification also involves examining the
data for errors or omissions. Field and laboratory staff can verify that the work is producing appropriate
outputs.
D1.3 Data Validation
Data validation is a systematic process for reviewing a body of data against a pre-established set of
acceptance criteria defined in this QA Program Plan and in project-specific Site Assessment Plans. Data
validation is an analyte-and sample-specific process that extends the evaluation of data beyond data
verification and is performed to determine the analytical quality of a specific data set.
ADEQ’s HWM Program performs a partial validation on selected analytical data routinely generated for
and submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program. This partial validation involves an examination of the data
package to determine whether MQOs for precision, accuracy and sensitivity have been met. Partial
validation is based on discrepancies noted during the verification step. For example, perhaps some, but
not all, surrogates in a method requiring an organic extraction are outside method defined acceptance
criteria, but other QC data such as precision of the measurements and blank data are acceptable. This
might lead to a review that centered on surrogate recoveries. The intent of the partial validation is to
qualify data so that the user is alerted that s/he should understand the limitations when making decisions
based on the data. Full data validation may occur if results are used in court cases.
D1.4 Data Quality Assessment
A Data Quality Assessment (DQA) refers to the process used to determine whether the quality of a given
data set is adequate for its intended use. DQAs can be performed on all, or selected projects and/or data
generation processes. The purpose of this type of evaluation is to determine whether the data collected are
acceptable to the decision-maker of end user. Assessments generally take place at one of two points in the
data generation process. First, as data are generated, aspects of the project such as surveillance of field
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and laboratory operations, consistency of the data with MQOs, successfully completing performance
evaluation sample studies, and so forth, can be used to arrive at an assessment of whether the data are
valid and acceptable. Rejected or questionable data cannot be used by ADEQ in its decision making,
except in limited circumstances, such as a rough site screening.
Once data have been examined and assessed, and they are found to be of known and acceptable quality,
then the results can be evaluated in the context of the DQO’s for the project. In some, but not all, cases
this may involve a statistical evaluation such as null hypotheses testing. In others, it may involve a
comparison to regulatory action levels. An assessment must also be made as to whether there is a
sufficient quantity of data to support program or project decisions, and whether the original sampling
design was appropriate. In some cases, the data may suggest that additional data are required to achieve a
higher statistical confidence level. This could be because too many data points were invalidated, that
samples were not collected over a long enough time period, or that a vital sampling area not previously
considered important, was missed. In other cases, an assessment might show that data of a different type
are required, or that the sensitivity of the instrument used in the measurement was not adequate to meet
project objectives. Thus, both types of assessments are vital to the successful completion of a project.
If necessary, ADEQ’s QA/QC Supervisor can review data generated by the ADHS State Laboratory and
contract laboratories for the various ADEQ Programs. These data review activities use checklists,
standard operating procedures, and standardized qualification codes to indicate data quality. The use of
checklists and SOPs help standardize the data review process. The extent and level of verification for
individual data sets should clearly be defined in the project Site Assessment Plan.

D2: Approaches to Verification, Validation and Assessment
The integrity of the data generated over the life of the project is confirmed by data verification and
validation. The process for determining if the data satisfy program-defined requirements involves
evaluating and interpreting the data, in addition to verifying that QC requirements were met. Projects
planned using EPA’s DQO process should produce data that provide answers to critical study questions.
The process for verifying and validating data is presented in EPA 2002 Guidance on Environmental Data
Verification and Data Validation. Section 5 of this EPA guidance provides tools and techniques for data
verification and validation: http://www.epa.gov/QUALITY/qs-docs/g8-final.pdf
D2.1 Approaches to Data Verification
Project team personnel will verify field data through reviews of data sets to identify inconsistencies or
anomalous values. Any inconsistencies discovered will be resolved as soon as possible by seeking
clarification from field personnel responsible for data collection. All field personnel will be responsible
for following the sampling and documentation procedures described in the project Site Assessment Plan
so that defensible and justifiable data are obtained.
Laboratory personnel will verify analytical data at the time of analysis and reporting and through
subsequent reviews of the raw data for any nonconformances to the requirements of the analytical
method. Laboratory personnel will make a systematic effort to identify any outliers or errors before they
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report the data. Outliers that are found to be the result of errors will be identified and corrected; outliers
that cannot be attributed to errors in analysis, transcription, or calculation will be clearly identified in the
case narrative section of the analytical data package. All analytical data generated for and submitted to
ADEQ’s HWM Program are to be verified by the laboratory.
Verified data are checked for a variety of topics including transcription errors, correct application of
dilution factors, appropriate reporting of dry weight versus wet weight and correct usage of conversion
factors, among others. Verified data may have laboratory qualifiers. Verified data are one output of this
process.
A second output from the verification process is documentation, which may include a certification
statement signed by the laboratory manager and included in the data package. Narratives on technical
issues, non-compliance and any corrective action taken are included in the laboratory data package.
Records from field activities are likely to be logbooks or handwritten notes, all of which should be dated
and signed.
The laboratory QA manual must be used to accept, reject or qualify the data generated by the laboratory.
ADEQ, though, makes the decision on whether or not to use the data. The laboratory management is
responsible for validating the data generated by the laboratory. The laboratory personnel must verify that
the measurement process was “in control” (i.e., all specified MQOs for the DQIs were met, or acceptable
deviations are explained) for each batch of samples before proceeding with analysis of a subsequent
batch. In addition, each laboratory must establish a system for detecting and reducing transcription and/or
calculation errors prior to reporting data. Only data that have acceptable deviations explained, shall be
submitted by the laboratory. When QA requirements have not been met, the samples will be reanalyzed
when possible, and only the results of the reanalysis will be submitted, provided these results are
acceptable.
D2.2 Approaches to Data Validation
Data validation determines the analytical quality of data within a specific data set; it is an analyte-and
sample-specific process based on achieving the MQOs set forth in the planning documents for the project.
Validation assesses whether data quality goals specified in the planning phase have been achieved. Unlike
data verification, which may be done by the laboratory, data validation is typically performed by a
qualified person who is not affiliated with the laboratory. Validation of analytical data generated for and
submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program is performed by the Unit Supervisor, staff level personnel or, upon
request, Technical Support.
The level of data validation depends on the size and complexity of the project and the decisions to be
made. Basically, data validation is the process of evaluating the available data against the project MQOs
to make sure that the objectives are met. Cursory validation is performed on data generated for and
submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program. If full data validation is ever needed on a HWM Program project,
the QA/QC supervisor will be notified. Criteria for data validation are summarized in Table D-1.
The personnel validating the data should be familiar with the project-specific MQOs. So, the validator
should have access to the QA Program Plan, Site Assessment Plans, SOPs and approved analytical
methods. The validator must identify these and other project records, obtain records produced during data
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verification, and validate the records by determining whether the data quality meets goals established in
the planning documents.
Data validation generally includes the following steps:

Validation of Field Data
1

Evaluate field records for completeness and consistency

2

Review field QC information

3

Summarize deviations and determine effects on data quality

4

Summarize number and type of samples collected

Validation of Laboratory Data
1

Assemble planning documents and data to be validated. Review data records to determine
method, procedural and contractual QC compliance or noncompliance;

2

Review verified, reported sample results collectively for the data set as a whole, including
laboratory qualifiers;

3

Summarize data and QC deficiencies and evaluate the impact on overall data quality;

ADEQ uses Arizona Data Qualifiers that are revised periodically with the consensus of the Arizona
Environmental Laboratory Advisory Committee (ELAC). The most up to date version should be used
when applying qualifiers to data and can be found on the ADHS and ADEQ websites or at the following
weblink: http://www.azdeq.gov/function/programs/download/azdatqa.pdf.
Any field or laboratory data that did not meet the quality goals established in the planning documents are
summarized in a comment letter to the party responsible for performing the Site Assessment.
D2.3 Approaches to Data Assessment
The purpose of a data assessment is to integrate all aspects of data generation to determine the usability of
the data. The final step in the process is to compare the data obtained to the DQOs established by the
program in its QA Program Plan or else in project-specific planning documents. Aspects of the sampling
program evaluated during the data assessment include sampling design, sample collection procedures and
sample handling. Analytical procedures (both field and laboratory) and QC procedures are also reviewed
during the process. Field and laboratory instrument calibration logbooks are maintained by the
environmental consultant and laboratories, respectively, and are reviewed by the appropriate personnel
(Unit Supervisors, staff level personnel, Technical Support and/or QA/QC Supervisor) on an as needed
basis. Criteria for evaluating all aspects are provided in the following paragraphs.
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D2.3.1 Sampling Design
Samples should conform to the type and location specified in the project-specific Site Assessment Plan.
Any deviations should be noted, along the likely effect on the usability of the data for its intended
purpose. An overview of sampling design is also discussed in Section B1.1 of this QA Program Plan.
EPA also provides guidance in its 2002 Guidance on Choosing a Sampling Design for Environmental
Data Collection: http://www.epa.gov/QUALITY/qs-docs/g5s-final.pdf
D2.3.2 Sample Collection Procedures
The data reviewer (i.e. typically the field team leader from the contracted environmental
consultant) should verify that the appropriate specified methods were used during sampling. The
reviewer should:
1
2
3
4
5

Evaluate the field records for consistency
Review QC information
Summarize deviations and determine their effect on data quality
Summarize the samples collected
Prepare a field data verification summary

Improper field practices can compromise the useability of a data set. Specific issues to look for include
mislabeling of sample containers, problems with field instruments, improper documentation (such as
failure to properly fill in the log book), improper collection of VOC samples (such as leaving a cap off a
container or collecting VOC samples from a well-mixed composite sample), biasing sampling locations or
forgetting to obtain location information for each sample, improper purging of monitoring wells,
improper decontamination procedures or intentionally cutting corners by collecting many samples from
one location to save time.
For preparation of the field data verification summary, the field team leader evaluates field records and
notebooks for consistency with field methods and procedures described in the Site Assessment Plan to
assure that these procedures were followed properly or that deviations from the procedures still yield data
of acceptable quality. The verification summary should include observations on (1) the consistency and
completeness of field records, (2) the adequacy of field QC information, (3) any deviations from Site
Assessment Plan procedures and the probable effect of the deviations on data quality and (4) the number
and types of samples collected and how this compares with specifications in the Site Assessment Plan.
The different parts of the data verification summary are typically incorporated into the final deliverable to
ADEQ HWM Program personnel for review. ADEQ HWM Program personnel can request from the
HWM facility owner/operator copies of field records and notebooks for their own review on an as needed
basis.
Most qualified sampling contractors and State and Federally certified laboratories develop SOPs and
analytical methods as part of their overall QA program. SOPs should be developed following EPA 1995
Guidance for Preparation of Standard Operating Procedures for Quality-Related Operations. The field
team should document which SOPs they are using in the field and any deviations from an SOP. Appendix
F lists references and weblinks to EPA generated SOPs.
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D2.3.3 Sample Handling
QA personnel should confirm that samples were handled in accordance with protocols required in the QA
Program Plan and project-specific Site Assessment Plan. Sample containers and preservation methods
should be confirmed as appropriate for the nature of the sample and type of data generated from the
sample. Chain-of-custody records and storage conditions should be checked to ensure the
representativeness and integrity of the samples.
D2.3.4 Analytical Procedures
Section B4 of this QA Program Plan identified the requirements of analytical methods used to generate
the data. Each sample should be verified to ensure that the procedures used to generate the data were
implemented as specified. Acceptance criteria for these data follow those used in data validation, with
suitable codes to characterize any deviations from the procedure.
D2.3.5 Quality Control
Section B5 of this QA Program Plan specified the QC checks that should be performed during sample
collection, handling and analysis. Here, the QA reviewer should confirm that results for QC samples were
evaluated against acceptance criteria (i.e., MQOs) specified in Section B.
D2.3.6 Calibrations
Section B7 of this QA Program Plan addressed the calibration of instruments and equipment and the
information required to ensure that the calibrations (1) were performed within an acceptable timeframe
prior to generation of measurement data; (2) were performed in proper sequence, included the proper
number of calibration points; (3) were performed using standards that bracketed the range of reported
measurements (i.e., were within the linear working range of the instrument) and (4) had acceptable
linearity checks to ensure the measurement system was stable when the calibration was performed. The
environmental consultant performing the field work for the HWM facility owner/operator is responsible
for the calibration of all field sampling equipment. Contracted environmental laboratories are responsible
for the calibration of all laboratory equipment used to analyze samples associated with all samples
collected for the data generated for and submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program. All equipment and
instrument calibrations shall be recorded in an appropriate log book and be made available to ADEQ
HWM Program personnel upon request.
D2.3.7 Data Reduction and Processing
Internal checks by laboratory staff should verify the integrity of the raw data generated by the analyses.
Electronic data deliverables (EDDs) automatically produced by the laboratory should help minimize data
entry errors. Steps in data reduction should be clearly documented so that the validity of the analysis can
be properly assessed.
Data should be cross-checked to confirm consistency or comparability in analytical methods and
detection limits, units of measurement, compatibility of file types or software and other critical factors
that affect how the data will ultimately be interpreted to influence conclusions and recommendations.
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D3: Reconciliation with Data Quality Objectives
After the data have been verified and validated, the data are evaluated against project DQOs.
Implementation of the DQA process completes the data life cycle by providing the assessment needed to
determine if project objectives were achieved.
Two 2006 EPA guidance documents on DQA are available from EPA at
http://www.epa.gov/quality/qa_docs.html. DQA is the scientific and statistical evaluation of
environmental data to determine if they meet the planning objectives of the project, and thus are of the
right type, quality and quantity to support their intended use. Data Quality Assessment - A Reviewers
Guide broadly describes the statistical aspects of DQA in evaluating environmental data sets. A more
detailed discussion on implementation of graphical and statistical tools is found in the companion
guidance document on statistical methods for practitioners (Data Quality Assessment - Statistical
Methods for Practitioners). These EPA guidance documents discuss the use of DQA to support
environmental decision-making (e.g., compliance determinations).
The DQA process is built on a fundamental premise: data quality is meaningful only when it relates to the
intended use of the data. Data quality does not exist in a vacuum; a reviewer needs to know in what
context a data set is to be used, in order to establish a relevant yardstick for judging whether or not the
data are acceptable. By applying the DQA process, a reviewer can answer four important questions:
1

Can a decision (or estimate) be made with the desired level of certainty, given the quality of the
data?

2

How well did the sampling design perform?

3

If the same sampling design strategy is used again for a similar study, would the data be expected
to support the same intended use with the desired level of certainty?

4

Is it likely that sufficient samples were taken to enable the reviewer to see an effect if there really
were an effect? That is, is the quantity of data sufficient?

D3.1 Purpose/Background
This section outlines methods for evaluating the results obtained from the sampling and analysis.
Scientific and statistical evaluations of the data are used to determine if the data collected are of the right
type, quantity and quality to support their intended use and to adequately address the primary study
questions.
Please note that statistical evaluations of data generated for and submitted to ADEQ’s HWM Program are
rarely employed. This is because judgmental sampling is most always the appropriate method for
collecting samples for situations encountered. For the rare occasion when a project needs a statistical
evaluation, confidence intervals (step 3 of the “Five Steps of Statistical DQA” in Section D3.2 below) is
the statistic that would most likely best fit the project. If statistical evaluation other than confidence
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intervals is needed, a contractor may be selected to perform independent statistical evaluations in
accordance with the DQA process outlined in this QA Program Plan.
D3.2 Reconciling Results with Program Objectives or DQOs
EPA guidance documents for data evaluation (EPA 2006) describe an iterative five-step process called
the “Five Steps of Statistical DQA”:
1

Review the DQOs and sampling design described in the project planning documents.

2

Conduct a preliminary data review or exploratory data analysis to understand the character and
structure of the data set and to evaluate whether there are any anomalies in the data that may not
have been noticed during data verification and validation. Are there outliers or other anomalies
that should be further investigated before continuing with statistical testing?

3

Select a statistical test. Choose appropriate statistical tests based on the characteristics of the data
and the questions that the investigation was intended to address.

4

Verify the assumptions of the statistical tests and assess the effect that violations of test
assumptions may have on the result (i.e., is the test sufficiently robust to provide a valid result at
a reasonable level of confidence?) and consider other factors (i.e., Are there effects of seasonality
that must be considered? Would alternative statistical tests be better suited to the data than the
tests proposed in the planning documents?).

5

Draw conclusions from the data. Using multiple lines of evidence, the results of statistical tests
and professional judgment, the data analyst should be able to provide conclusions and
recommendations for the site. In some cases, the conclusion may be that more data are needed to
answer the primary study questions.

If DQOs have not been adequately developed, the analyst may need to review the planning documents
and sampling design, and then define the statistical hypotheses to be tested and establish tolerable limits
on decision errors.
When the DQOs are qualitative, judgmental sampling is utilized and statistical tools are not appropriate,
the ADEQ will still systematically assess data quality and data usability. This DQA assessment – Four
Steps of DQA for Qualitative DQOs - will include the following:
1.

A review of the sampling design and sampling methods to verify that these were implemented as
planned and are adequate to support project objectives;

2.

A review of project-specific MQOs for precision, accuracy, representativeness, completeness,
comparability and quantitation limits to evaluate whether acceptance criteria have been met;

3.

A review of project-specific DQOs to assess whether they have been achieved by the data
collected; and

4.

An evaluation of any limitations associated with the decisions to be made based on the data
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collected. For example, if data completeness is only 90 percent compared to a project-specific
completeness objective of 95 percent, the data may still be usable to support a decision, but at a
lower level of confidence.
D3.2.1 Review DQOs and Sampling Design
Step 1 of the DQA process should (1) document or define the project specific DQOs, (2) verify that the
hypothesis is consistent with project objectives and (3) identify any deviations from the sampling plan
and assess the potential effect of the deviations.
The objectives of the study should be reviewed in order to provide a context for analyzing the data. If a
systematic planning process has been implemented before the data are collected, then this step reviews the
study objectives to evaluate whether project goals have been met and whether the study questions have
been adequately answered. If no clear planning process was used, the reviewer should:
•

Develop a concise definition of the problem (DQO Step 1) and of the methodology of how the
data were collected (DQO Step 2). These two steps should provide the fundamental reason for
collecting the environmental data and identify all potential actions that could result from the data
analysis.

•

Identify the target population and determine if any essential information is missing (DQO Step 3).
If so, either collect the missing information before proceeding, or select a different approach to
resolving the problem.

•

Specify the scale of determination (any subpopulations of interest) and any boundaries on the
study (DQO Step 4) based on the sampling design. The scale of determination is the smallest area
or time period to which the conclusions of the study will apply. The apparent sampling design
and implementation may restrict how small or how large the scale of determination can be.

•

Evaluate whether the data support the conclusions offered (DQO Step 5)

The overall type of sampling design and the manner in which data were collected will likely place
constraints on how the data can be used and interpreted. The data analyst should assess whether features
of the design support or contradict the stated objectives of the study. Were there deviations from the
planned design? What might be the effect of these deviations? Are data adequate to address the primary
study questions? How do these objectives translate into statistical hypotheses (null and alternative
hypotheses)?
The design and sampling strategy should be discussed in clear detail in the project-specific Site
Assessment Plan. The overall type of sampling design and the manner in which samples were collected or
measurements were taken will place conditions and constraints on how the data can be used and
interpreted.
A key distinction in sampling design is between judgmental sampling (also called authoritative or biased
sampling), in which sample numbers and locations are selected based on expert knowledge of the
problem, and probability-based sampling, in which sample numbers and locations are selected based on
randomization, and each member of the target population has a known probability of being included in
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the sample. Judgmental sampling has some advantages and is appropriate in some cases. This type of
sampling should be considered when the objectives of the investigation are not of a statistical nature (for
example, when the objective of a study is to identify specific locations of leaks/hot spots or when the
study is focused solely on the sampling locations themselves). Generally, conclusions drawn from
judgmental samples apply only to those individual samples.
Probabilistic sampling typically takes more effort to implement than judgmental sampling, because
systematic or random locations must be selected for sampling. However, a probability-based sampling
design has the advantage of allowing the use of statistical tests, which permit confidence and uncertainty
of the results to be specified. Probability-based designs do not preclude the use of expert knowledge or
the use of existing data to establish the sampling design. An efficient sampling design is one that uses all
available prior information to stratify the site (in order to improve the representativeness of the resulting
samples) and set appropriate parameters. Common types of probabilistic sampling designs include the
following:
•

Simple random sampling – the method of sampling where samples are collected at random times
or locations throughout the sampling period or study area.

•

Stratified sampling – a sampling method where a population is divided into nonoverlapping
subpopulations called “strata,” and sampling locations are selected randomly within each stratum
using a random or systematic sampling design.

•

Systematic and grid sampling – a randomly selected unit (in space or time) establishes the starting
place of a systematic pattern that is repeated throughout the population. With some important
assumptions, can be shown to be equivalent to simple random sampling.

•

Ranked set sampling – a field sampling design where expert judgment or an auxiliary
measurement method is used in combination with simple random sampling to determine which
locations should be sampled.

•

Adaptive cluster sampling – a sampling method in which some samples are taken using simple
random sampling, and additional samples are taken at locations where measurements exceed
some threshold value.

•

Composite sampling – a sampling method in which multiple samples are physically mixed into a
larger sample and samples for analysis drawn from this larger sample. This technique can be
highly cost-effective (but at the expense of variability estimation) and had the advantage it can be
used in conjunction with any other sampling design. (Multi-increment sampling is a particular
form of composite sampling, and may be an effective design for certain types of sites to answer
certain types of questions).

Regardless of the type of sampling scheme, the reviewer should review the description of the sampling
design and look for design features that support the project objectives. For example, if the goal of the
study is to make a decision about the average (defined here as the arithmetic mean) concentration of a
contaminant in an effluent stream over time, then composite samples may be an appropriate sampling
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design. On the other hand, if the goal of the study is to find hot spots of contamination at a hazardous
waste site, compositing should be used with caution, to avoid "averaging away" hot spots.
The reviewer should also look for potential problems in the implementation of the sampling design. For
example, if simple random sampling was used to collect the data, can the reviewer be confident that the
sampling locations or data point were truly random? Small deviations from a sampling plan probably
have minimal effect on the conclusions drawn from the data set, but the effects of significant or
substantial deviations should be carefully assessed. Finally, the reviewer should verify that the data are
consistent with the project-specific Site Assessment Plan and the overall objectives of the study.
D3.2.2 Conduct Preliminary Data Review
Step 2 of the DQA process reviews graphical representations of the data and calculates some basic
statistical quantities. By reviewing the data both numerically and graphically, the reviewer can understand
the structure of the data, and thereby identify appropriate use of the data.
Statistical quantities numerically describe the data. The quantities that are typically calculated include the
arithmetic or geometric mean, the median and other percentiles and the standard deviation. These
quantities provide estimates of characteristics for the sample population and allow one to make inferences
about the population from which the data were drawn. Graphical representations permit the reviewer to
identify patterns and relationships within the data, confirm or disprove assumptions and identify potential
problems.
The preliminary data review allows the reviewer to understand the structure and characteristics of the data
set and the population from which these data were drawn. Graphical depictions of the data permit the
analyst to identify anomalies that may require further investigation or perhaps even reanalysis by the
laboratory. Output from DQA Step 2 typically includes (1) tables of summary statistics and (2) graphs
and/or statistical plots of the data.
D3.2.3 Select Statistical Test
Under Step 3 of the DQA process, the data analyst selects the most appropriate statistical test or method
for evaluating the data. The statistical method will be selected based on the sampling plan used to collect
the data, the type of data distribution and the assumptions made in setting the DQOs, noting any
deviations from these assumptions. Conclusions about other aspects of the data set or the stated null
hypothesis are made based on the results of this evaluation. EPA DQA guidance provides a discussion
(with mathematical formulas and examples for conducting statistical tests) of the process for statistically
evaluating environmental data. Detailed technical information that reviewers can use to select appropriate
procedures may be found in Chapter 3 of EPA’s 2006 Data Quality Assessment: Statistical Methods for
Practitioners.
For the rare occasion when a HWM Program project needs a statistical evaluation, confidence intervals
(step 3 of the “Five Steps of Statistical DQA” in Section D3.2 above) is the statistic that would most
likely best fit the HWM Program project. For example, the project’s objective may be to estimate the
average level of pollution for a particular contaminant. A reviewer can describe the desired (or achieved)
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degree of uncertainty in the estimate by establishing confidence limits within which one can be
reasonably certain that the true value will lie. When interpreting a confidence interval statement such as
“The 95% confidence interval for the mean is 19.1 to 26.3”, the implication is that the best estimate for
the unknown population mean is 22.7 (halfway between 19.1 and 26.3), and that we are 95% certain that
the interval 19.1 to 26.3 captures the unknown population mean.
If a particular statistical procedure was specified in the project Site Assessment Plan, the reviewer should
use the results of the preliminary data review to determine if the procedure is appropriate for the data
collected. If not, then the reviewer should document why the procedure is deemed inappropriate, and then
select a different method. Chapter 3 of EPA 2006 Data Quality Assessment: Statistical Methods for
Practitioners provides alternatives for several statistical procedures. If a particular procedure has not been
specified, then the reviewer should select a statistical test or method based on the study objectives, results
of the preliminary data review, and key assumptions necessary for the method.
All statistical tests make assumptions about the data. For instance, the t-test, which is a parametric test
used to compare two data sets, assumes that each data set approximates a normal distribution and that the
two data sets have approximately equal variance. In contrast to parametric tests like the t-test,
nonparametric tests make much weaker assumptions about the distributional form of the data. However,
both parametric and nonparametric tests assume that the data are derived from statistically independent
samples Common assumptions of statistical tests include distributional form of the data, independence,
dispersion characteristics, approximate homogeneity and the basis for randomization in the sampling
design. For example, the one-sample t-test assumes random and independent samples, an approximately
normal distribution, no outliers and no more than a small percentage of non-detections.
Statistical methods that are insensitive to small or moderate departures from the assumptions are called
“robust.” However, some tests rely on the data meeting certain key assumptions in order for the test
results to be valid. The reviewer should note any sensitive assumptions where relatively small deviations
could jeopardize the validity of the test results.
After completing Step 3 of the DQA process, the data analyst or reviewer should have selected
appropriate statistical tests and noted the critical assumptions of the statistical tests.
D3.2.4 Verify Assumptions of Statistical Tests
The validity of a statistical test or method depends on the key assumptions underlying the test, and
whether the data violate these assumptions. Minor deviations from assumptions are usually not critical if
the statistical technique is sufficiently robust to compensate for such deviations.
If the data do not show serious deviations from the key assumptions of the statistical method, then the
DQA process continues to Step 5, ‘Draw Conclusions from the Data.’ However, it is possible that if one
or more of the assumptions are called into question, this could require a reevaluation of which test may be
most appropriate for the data. It is true that some deviations do not invalidate the results of a statistical
test, but this should be confirmed here in Step 4 of the DQA process. For example, deviation from
normality may not be seriously important for a large sample size, but could be critically important for a
small sample size.
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This step in the DQA process is an important check on the validity and reliability of the conclusions that
are drawn. Outputs from this step include documentation of the method used to verify assumptions and
verification that the test results are valid. Additionally, the reviewer should provide a description of any
corrective actions that were taken.
D3.2.5 Draw Conclusions from Data
Step 5 of the DQA process represents the culmination of the planning, implementation and assessment
phases of the project operations. In this step, the data analyst draws conclusions that address the project
objectives. All of the analysis and review conducted in Steps 1 through 4 should ensure that the
conclusions drawn in Step 5 adequately address project objectives in a scientifically defensible manner.
In Step 1, the project objectives are reviewed (or developed retrospectively) and the sampling design is
evaluated. In Step 2, the implementation of the sampling scheme is reviewed and a preliminary picture of
the data set is developed. In Step 3, the appropriate statistical tests are selected. Finally, the underlying
assumptions of the statistical test are verified in Step 4.
Conclusions drawn in the final step of the DQA process allow the reviewer or data analyst to present valid
statistical results with a specified level of significance. The confidence and power of the tests are stated,
along with the study conclusions in plain English. Finally, the data analyst provides an assessment of the
overall performance of the sampling design and identifies additional data that may be needed (that is, data
gaps are identified).
If data were collected using a judgmental sampling design or if few samples were collected, professional
judgment rather than formal statistical testing may be applied to draw conclusions. Or, statistical tests
may be applied, recognizing that the results may present a biased “worst-case scenario.” For example, if
the data from biased samples (e.g., selective sampling of visibly stained soils) are used in a one-sample
statistical test to compare concentrations against a cleanup standard or action level, and test results show
that concentrations do not exceed the action level, then a conclusion can be drawn. If test results show
that concentrations do exceed the action level, then, in formulating conclusions, the reviewer should
balance the test results against the knowledge that the data were biased toward the sampling of “hot
spots.”

D4: Revisions to the QA Program Plan
Throughout the life of ADEQ’s HWM Program, there may be changes to program requirements, or
modifications to the way environmental data are collected, or changes to how enforcement activities are
defined. Therefore, this QA Program Plan is recognized as a dynamic document that is subject to revision,
as needed. ADEQ HWM Program personnel, Technical Support and QA/QC personnel will examine and
revise this QA Program Plan annually, although the plan will only be resubmitted to EPA Region 9 QA
manager for review once every five years or as otherwise needed. Approved revisions will be
disseminated to personnel included on the Distribution List (page 6).
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Table D1 – Criteria for Partial and Full Data Validation
Analytical Group
CLP Organic Analyses

CLP Inorganic Analyses

Notes:
CLP
ICP
SDG
QC

Criteria for Partial Data
Validation
● Holding times
● Calibration
● Blanks
● Surrogate recovery
● Matrix spike and matrix spike
duplicate recovery
● Laboratory control sample or
blank spike
● Internal standard performance
● Field duplicate sample analysis
● Temperature
● Overall assessment of data for
an SDG

● Holding times
● Calibration
● Blanks
● Matrix spike recovery
● Matrix duplicate sample
analysis
● Laboratory control sample or
blank spike
● Field duplicate sample analysis
● Temperature
● ICP serial dilution
● Overall assessment of data for
an SDG

Criteria for Full Data
Validation
● Holding times
● Gas Chromotography/Mass
Spectroscopy tuning
● Calibration
● Blanks
● Surrogate recovery
● Matrix spike and matrix spike
duplicate recovery
● Laboratory control sample or
blank spike
● Internal standard performance
● Field duplicate sample analysis
● Compound identification
● Target compound list
identification
● Compound quantitation and
reported detection limits
● Tentatively identified
compounds
● System performance
● Temperature
● Overall assessment of data for
an SDG
● Holding times
● Calibration
● Blanks
● ICP interference check sample
● Matrix spike recovery
● Matrix duplicate sample
analysis
● Laboratory control sample
● Field duplicate sample analysis
● Graphite furnace atomic
absorption QC
● Sample result verification
● Temperature
● ICP serial dilution
● Detection limits
● Overall assessment of data for
an SDG

Contract Laboratory Program
Inductively coupled plasma (emission spectroscopy)
Sample delivery group
Quality Control
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Appendix A

Arizona Administrative Code for Department of Health
Services Laboratories

Below is the hyperlink to the Arizona Administrative Code for Title 9 (Health Services) Chapter
14 (Department of Health Services Laboratories):
http://www.azsos.gov/public_services/Title_09/9-14.htm

Appendix B

General Requirements for Quality Assurance Project Plans/Site
Assessment Plans

EPA’s document QA/R-5 - EPA Requirements for a Quality Assurance Project Plan - indicates
that the level of detail of the QA Project Plan should be based on a graded approach. This is so
that the level of detail in each QA Project Plan will vary according to the nature of the work
being performed and the intended use of the data. As a result, an acceptable QA Project Plan for
some environmental data operations may require a qualitative discussion of the experimental
process and its objectives while others may require extensive documentation to adequately
describe a complex environmental program.

Site Assessment Plan Projects of Limited Scope
EPA’s document R9QA/008.1 - Sampling and Analysis Plan Guidance and Template, Version 2 –
provides a template for Site Assessment Plans for projects of limited scope. This template combines the
basic elements of a Quality Assurance Project Plan and Field Sampling Plan.
A.A.C. R18-8-280(D)(2) states a “… site assessment plan shall describe in detail the procedures to
determine the nature, extent and degree of hazardous waste contamination in the environment”. Site
assessment plans should be designed to combine the basic elements of a Quality Assurance Project Plan
and Field Sampling Plan. Notices of Violations and Compliance Orders routinely ask for the following
information with regards to Site Assessment Plans of limited scope:

a. An introduction, including purpose, problem, brief scope of the Site Assessment Plan,
and project manager(s) or contact individual(s);
b. A facility description, including street address, property owner, tenant if other than
owner, and legal description of property;
c. Facility operation, including manufacturing process(es), chemical usage, storage,
disposal, and facility layout;
d. Facility/property history, including former processes performed at the facility and
past spills/releases of solid or hazardous wastes;
e. Provisions for the submission of an amended Site Assessment Plan, in the event that
activities conducted did not meet the terms and conditions set forth in the approved
SAP;
f. Provisions for submitting a remedial plan (RP) to ADEQ if warranted by information
obtained during the implementation of the approved SAP;
g. Scope of assessment activities to be undertaken and a schedule for all work activity;
h. Rationale for assessment activities including a description of why the particular
activity has been selected;
i. A list of the contaminants of concern based upon historical and current chemical
usage, or as determined from preliminary sampling at the site or vicinity;
j. Sampling methodologies and equipment to be used to obtain samples;
k. Sample locations and depths with rationale for location selections;
l. Site specific depth to groundwater information;
m. Maps and figures depicting:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Sample locations
Property boundaries
Above and below ground utilities and structures
Areas of contamination
Exclusion and decontamination zones

n. Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) procedures for obtaining, preserving
and transporting samples, including decontamination procedures, chain of custody,
sample labeling and identification;
o. Laboratory certification and QA/QC procedures. All contracted laboratories must be
certified by the Arizona Department of Health Services. Typical QC data from
laboratories reported to ADEQ are tabled in Section A7 of this document;
p. A description of how investigative derived hazardous and/or potentially hazardous
waste(s) will be handled;
q. Tables summarizing the following:
i. Soil sampling information including sample location identification number
and sampling depth interval; and
ii. Itemized schedule of implementation and completion of each activity of the
SAP including dates for submittal to ADEQ of documentation or reports.
r. Appendices containing the following items:
i. Any drawings larger than 11.5" x 17"; and
ii. References.
Projects Involving Extensive Characterization, Monitoring or Remediation
For projects involving extensive characterization, monitoring or remediation, EPA’s document
QA/R-5 EPA Requirements for a Quality Assurance Project Plan should be utilized to document
the QA/QC procedures to be utilized for project activities.
(1)

Site Assessment Plan - Any SP submitted by the owner/operator shall contain the
following:

(a) A description of the purpose for the SP;
(b) A general description of the site including a site diagram or drawing. Identify as
applicable:
(i) property boundaries;
(ii) buildings and fences;
(iii) process and maintenance areas;
(iv) active and inactive waste generation, handling treatment, storage, disposal, and
spill areas;
(v) water wells, dry wells, sumps, storm sewers, industrial and sanitary sewers,
septic tanks, surface waters (including intermittent washes, discharges or
irrigation ditches, canals, etc);
(vi) depth to ground water;

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

(vii) soil coverings (asphalt, concrete, vegetation, etc);
(viii) topography and drainage patterns
Identity of each waste which has been stored, treated, or disposed at the site, and the
identity of each hazardous constituent present in that waste;
The method(s) used to determine sample locations and depths (random, systematic,
biased, or combination) and a rationale for the number of samples taken;
A diagram showing the number, type, and location of samples;
Detailed sampling procedures describing:
(i) Contents of the field notebook
(ii) Sampling equipment used
(iii) Sample sizes
(iv) Use of any sample compositing
(v) Sample containers, labels, and seals
(vi) Field and trip blanks
(vii) Sample preservatives
(viii) Quality assurance procedures (blind field duplicates, use of a check lab, and
chain of custody)
(ix) Sample packaging and shipment
(x) Reserved samples (samples to be taken but not immediately analyzed)
(xi) Backfilling and grouting of sample borings
(xii) Equipment decontamination procedures, including disposal of spent solutions
Analytical parameters and the rationale for choosing such parameters. Typical QC data
from laboratories reported to ADEQ are tabled in Section A7 of this document.

(h) Provision for expanding the SP if contamination is found to have migrated
(i) Provision for the submittal of a Site Assessment Report within 90 days of
performance of the SP, providing the following information:
(i) A summary of results, significant observations, and conclusions.
(ii) A discussion of the sampling followed for each site, including a description of:
a. The sampling procedures used;
b. The equipment used for sampling;
c. The analytical procedures and methods used;
d. The analytical equipment used; and
e. The quality assurance procedures used.
(iii) The procedures used to prevent hazards and protect field personnel;
(iv) The equipment used to prevent hazards and protect field personnel;
(v) Drawings and photographs where appropriate;
(vi) Description of any deviations from the approved SP;
(vii) Data generated from sampling and analysis activities performed pursuant to the
plan, including field notes, manifests, bills of lading, LDR forms, laboratory
submittal forms, chain-of-custody forms, laboratory reports, and drilling logs.
(j) Provision for the submittal of a Remedial Plan, if any hazardous constituents are
found above the applicable soil remediation standards of Title 18, Chapter 7, Article 2
or if any hazardous constituents may be expected to migrate to ground water.
(k) Provision for a request of a Finding of No Further Action from the Director, if no
hazardous constituents are found above the applicable soil remediation standards of
Title 18, Chapter 7, Article 2, or if no hazardous constituents may be expected to
migrate to ground water.

(l) The final approved SP is incorporated into the owner/operator’s HWM Permit.
(2)

Remedial Plan - Any Remedial Plan (RP) submitted by the owner/operator shall
contain the following:
(a) A description of the process to be used in the removal of all hazardous waste,
hazardous waste constituents, and/or soils determined to be contaminated with
hazardous waste or hazardous waste constituents;
(b) An estimate of the amount of waste or soils to be generated, including a site map
indicating the location and vertical and horizontal extent of the area to be remediated;
(c) Identification of the personnel to be used during the remediation, including the name
of the project officer who will be responsible for managing the site;
(d) A provision for a site safety plan which will be enforced during the remediation. At a
minimum, the site safety plan should specify the precautions to be taken and
monitoring to be performed which ensures the safety of the site workers and the
surrounding community;
(e) The method(s) used to determine sample locations and depths (random, systematic,
biased, or combination) and a rationale for the number of samples taken;
(f) A diagram showing the number, type, and location of samples to be taken;
(g) Detailed sampling procedures describing:
(i) Contents of the field notebook
(ii) Sampling equipment used
(iii) Sample sizes
(iv) Use of any sample compositing
(v) Sample containers, labels, and seals
(vi) Field and trip blanks
(vii) Sample preservatives
(viii) Quality assurance procedures (blind field duplicates, use of a check lab, chain of
custody)
(ix) Sample packaging and shipment
(x) Reserved samples (samples to be taken but not immediately analyzed)
(xi) Backfilling and grouting of sample borings
(xii) Equipment decontamination procedures, including disposal of spent solutions;
(h) Analytical parameters and the rationale for choosing such parameters. Typical QC data
from laboratories reported to ADEQ are tabled in Section A7 of this document;
(i) The chain of custody procedures to be followed;
(j) If the remediation may be expected to include the storage of hazardous waste or soils
contaminated with hazardous constituents on-site, the storage method, location, and
expected duration must be detailed. The description must specify the precautions to
be taken to protect the facility and surrounding community from exposure to the
waste or soils contaminated with hazardous constituents;
(k) If the remediation entails excavation, the steps which will be taken to limit access to
the excavated area must be described;
(l) If the remediation entails the use of imported back-fill, provisions for documenting
that the back-fill is clean;
(m) The decontamination procedures and disposal techniques to be employed for all
decontaminated solutions and personal protective equipment;

(n) The disposal method and identification of the disposal site(s) of all hazardous wastes
and contaminated soils generated during the remediation;
(o) A schedule for performance of the remedy, including provision for prior ADEQ
notification (5 days);
(p) Provisions for amendment of the RP should confirmatory sampling indicate the
presence of hazardous waste or hazardous waste constituents, are found above the
applicable soil remediation standards of Title 18, Chapter 7, Article 2 or if any
hazardous constituents may be expected to migrate to ground water;
(q) Documentation that the site has been flagged prior to remediation;
(r) Provisions for the submittal of a Remedial Report within 90 days of completion of the
remedy providing:
(i) A summary of results, significant observations, and conclusions.
(ii) A discussion of the sampling followed for each site, including a description of:
a. the sampling procedures used;
b. the equipment used for sampling;
c. the analytical procedures and methods used;
d. the analytical equipment used;
e. the quality assurance procedures used;
(iii) The procedures used to prevent hazards and protect field personnel;
(iv) The equipment used to prevent hazards and protect field personnel
(v) Drawings and photographs where appropriate
(vi) Description of any deviations from the approved RP.
(vii) Data generated from the remedy and confirmatory sampling and analysis
activities performed pursuant to the RP, including field notes, manifests, bills of
lading, LDR forms, laboratory submittal forms, chain-of-custody forms,
laboratory reports, and drilling logs;
(s) Provision for a request of a Finding of No Further Action from the Director, through a
Class 1 Permit Modification request, if no hazardous constituents remain above the
applicable soil remediation standards of Title 18, Chapter 7, Article 2, and if no
hazardous constituents may be expected to migrate to ground water;
(t) The final approved RP is incorporated into the owner/operators HWM Permit.

Appendix C

Arizona Administrative Code for Soil Remediation Standards

Below is the hyperlink to the Arizona Administrative Code for Title 18 (Environmental Quality)
Chapter 7 (Department of Environmental Quality Remedial Action) Article 2 (Soil Remediation
Standards):

http://www.azsos.gov/public_services/Title_18/18-07.htm

Appendix D

Arizona Administrative Code for Water Quality Standards

Below is the hyperlink to the Arizona Administrative Code for Title 18 (Environmental Quality)
Chapter 11 (Department of Environmental Quality Water Quality Standards):

http://www.azsos.gov/public_services/Title_18/18-11.htm

Appendix E

Standard Operating Procedures

This appendix contains references and web addresses for numerous standard operating procedures (SOPs)
from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). General sampling guidelines are included in the
EPA SOP on General Field Sampling Guidelines. SOPs delineate the step-by-step approach that field
personnel must follow in collecting samples, taking field measurements, decontaminating equipment,
handling IDW and calibrating instruments. Most qualified sampling contractors and State and Federally
certified laboratories develop SOPs and analytical methods as part of their overall QA program. SOPs
should be developed following "Guidance for Preparation of Standard Operating Procedures for QualityRelated Operations" (EPA 1995). The field team should document which SOPs they are using in the field
and any deviations from an SOP.
EPA SOPs for field sampling methods are available for download at:
http://www.ert.org/mainContent.asp?section=Products&subsection=List
Field personnel will ensure that all sampling equipment has been properly assembled, decontaminated
and calibrated, and is functioning properly prior to use. Equipment will be used according to
manufacturer's instructions, and should generally be decontaminated according to the EPA SOP for
Sampling Equipment Decontamination.
The following list provides references and web addresses for a variety of SOPs provided by the
EPA:
#1702 Sentex Scentograph Gas Chromatograph Field Use
#1703 Summa Canister Cleaning Procedures
#1704 Summa Canister Sampling
#1705 GC/MS Analysis of Tenax/CMS Cartridges and Summa Canisters
#1706 Summa Canister Field Standards
#1707 X-MET 880 Field Portable X-Ray Fluorescence Operating Procedures
#1708 Low Level Methane Analysis for Summa Canister Gas Samples
#1713 Spectrace 9000 Field Portable X-Ray Fluorescence Operating Procedure
#2001 General Field Sampling Guidelines
#2006 Sampling Equipment Decontamination
#2007 Groundwater Well Sampling
#2008 General Air Sampling Guidelines
#2009 Drum Sampling
#2010 Tank Sampling
#2011 Chip, Wipe, and Sweep Sampling
#2012 Soil Sampling
#2013 Surface Water Sampling
#2015 Asbestos Air Sampling
#2016 Sediment Sampling
#2017 Waste Pile Sampling
#2020 7-Day Standard Reference Toxicity Test Using Larval Pimephales promelas
#2021 24-Hour Range Finding Test Using Daphnia magna and Daphnia pulex
#2022 96-Hour Acute Toxicity Test Using Pimephales promelas
#2023 24-Hour Range Finding Test Using Larval Pimephales promelas
#2024 48-Hour Acute Toxicity Test using Daphnia magna and Daphnia pulex
#2025 Three Brood Static Renewal Toxicity Test Using Ceriodaphnia dubia
#2026 7-Day Static Renewal Toxicity Test Using Larval Pimephales promelas
#2027 96-Hour Static Toxicity Test Using Selenastrum capricornutum
#2028 10-Day Chronic Toxicity Test Using Daphnia magna and Daphnia pulex

#2030 Chlorophyll Determination
#2033 Plant Protein Determination
#2034 Plant Biomass Determination
#2035 Plant Peroxidase Activity Determination
#2036 Tree Coring and Interpretation
#2037 Terrestrial Plant Community Sampling
#2038 Vegetation Assessment Field Protocol
#2042 Soil Gas Sampling
#2043 Manual Water Level Measurements
#2044 Monitor Well Development
#2045 Controlled Pumping Test
#2046 Slug Tests
#2048 Monitor Well Installation
#2050 Model 5400 Geoprobe Operation
#2084 Activity-Based Air Sampling for Asbestos
#2101 Retrieving Meteorological Information
#2102 Tedlar Bag Sampling
#2103 Charcoal Tube Sampling in Ambient Air
#2104 Tenax/CMS Tube Sampling
#2107 Photovac 10A10 Portable Gas Chromatograph Operation
#2108 Photovac 10S50, 10S55, and 10S70 Gas Chromatograph Operation
#2109 Photovac GC Analysis for Soil, Water, and Air/Soil Gas
#2110 Microsensor P200
#2114 Photoionization Detector (PID) HNU
#2119 Air Sampling For Metals (NIOSH Method 7300, Elements)
#2120 Remote Meteorological Station
#2121 High Volume Polyurethane Foam Sampling
#2123 ALOHA 5.2.3 Air Model
#2124 CAMEO 1.2 Software System
#2129 Met One Remote Meteorological Station
#2138 Installation and Use of the MicroMet Plus® Software
#2200 Dry Suit Diving
#2201 Surface Supplied Diving Operations
#3019 Dive Operation Safety

The following list provides references and web addresses for a variety of SOPs provided by ASTM:
ASTM D 5088- 02(2008) Standards Practice for Decontamination of Field Equipment Used at Waste
Sites
ASTM D 5679-95a. 1995. Standard Practice for Sampling Consolidated Solids in Drums or Similar
Containers
ASTM D 5680-95a. 1995. Standard Practice for Sampling Unconsolidated Solids in Drums or Similar
Containers.
ASTM D 5743-97. 1997. Standard Practice for Sampling Single or Multilayered Liquids, With or
Without Solids, in Drums or Similar Containers
ASTM D 6063-96. 1996. Standard Guide for Sampling of Drums and Similar Containers by Field
Personnel
ASTM D6232 - 2008 Standard Guide for Selection of Sampling Equipment for Waste and Contaminated
Media Data Collection Activities

Appendix F

Field Forms

Contractors working on projects for HWM Facilities are expected provide their own field log sheets and
field forms for common tasks, such as drilling and logging borings, drilling and installing monitoring
wells, and sampling environmental media. Daily field logbook entries also constitute part of the record
and should be included as an appendix to site assessment reports prepared for the HWM Program.

Copies of the chain-of-custody forms should be reported along with the analytical data from the
laboratory. These are typically reported as a separate appendix in the investigation report.
Sampling sheets filled out during sample collection should correlate with the information
reported on the chain-of-custody forms.
For the occasions when the ADEQ HWM Program staff level personnel collect field samples,
sample collection field sheets are used. Examples of these field sheets are included in the
appendix.
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ADEQ Specific Quality Assurance Guidance and Policies
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to ~EQ meets
.~lato~
~i~~s
and
are
legally
defensible
by establishing
alternative
criteria
for when the established
method
recovery
acceptance
criteria
for matrix
spikes
and/or
surrogates
are
exceeded.
ADEQ
is concerned
with
the
assu~tion
that
if spike
and/or
surrogate
recoveries
exceed method acceptance
criteria
and that if
those results
can be duplicated
without
re-extracting
the sa~le,
the failure
of that ~ality
control
criteria
is a result
of matrix
effects.
Duplication
of out-of-range
results
can be the result of
influences
other than matrix effects and could be indicative
of the
method or instrument
being out-of-control.
The
ADEQ
QA/QC
Unit
believes
a more
accurate
and
reliable
assessment
of possible
matrix
effects
can be established
using
either
a (1) dilution
technique,
(2) the method
of standard
additions,
or (3) analyzing
a laboratory
fortified
blank (LFB)
a laboratory
control
sa~le
(LCS).
Because
~EQ is a regulatory
agency,
co~liance
results
must
be able
to meet
all
legal
constraints
and uphold all analytical
method requirements.
~~I~
A.A.C.

R18-4-I06

and

R9-14-608.

DEFINITIONS
Data:
For the purposes
of this policy,
data is defined
as "raw
data’ (~a~les
include
but are not limited
to calibration
curves,
chromatograms,
spectras,
sample
preparation
and injection
logs

etc.) and does not include
laboratory
unit for further
information.)

reports.

(Contact

the

Laboratory
Fortified
Blank (LFB):
(aka blank spike)An
aliquot
organic free reagent
water to which known quantities
of the method
analytes
are added in the laboratory.
The LFB is analyzed
exactly
like
a sample,
and its purpose
is to determine
whether
the
methodology
(analytical
process)
is in control,
and whether
the
laboratory
is capable
of making accurate
and precise
measurements
at the required
method detection
limit.
Laboratory
Fortified
Blank
Duplicate
(LFBD):
(aka
blank
spike
duplicate)
A duplicate
sample
of the aliquot
of reagent
water to
which
known quantities
of the method
analytes,
are added in the
laboratory.
The LFBD is analyzed
exactly
like a sample,
and its
purpose
is to determine
whether
the methodology
(analytical
process)
is in control,
and whether
the laboratory
is capable
of
making
accurate
and precise
measurements
at the required
method
detection
limit.
¯Laboratory
Control Sample (LCS) : A sample of clean dirt or sand
which
known quantities
of the method
analytes
are added
in ~ the
laboratory.
The LCS is extracted
and analyzed
exactly
like a
sample,
and its purpose
is to determine
whether
the methodology
(sample
preparation
and analytical
process)
is in control,
and
whether
the laboratory
is capable
of making
accurate
and precise
measurements
at the required
method detection
limit.
Laboratory
Control
Sample Duplicate
(LCSD) : A duplicate
sample
clean dirt or sand to which known quantities
of the method analytes
are added in the laboratory.
The LCSD is extracted
and analyzed
exactly like a sample,
and its purpose
is to determine
whether the
methodology
(sample
preparation
and analytical
process)
is
control,
and whether
the laboratory
is capable
of making accurate
and precise
measurements
at the required
method detection
limit.
Laboratory
Fortified
Sample
Matrix
(LFM) : (aka matrix
spike)
aliquot of an environmental
sampleto
which known quantities
of the
method
analytes
are added in the laboratory.
The LFM is analyzed
exactly
like a sample,
and its purpose
is to determine
whether the
sample
matrix
contributes
bias
to the analytical
results
and
therefore
determines
to what degree,
the method
is successful
in
analyzing
the target
analytes.
The background
concentrations
of
the analytes
in the sample matrix must be determined
in a separate
aliquot and the measured
Values in the LFM corrected
for background
concentrations.
Laboratory
Fortified
Sample Matrix
Duplicate
(LFMD) : (aka matrix
spike
duplicate)’
A duplicate
sample
of the
aliquot
of an
environmental
sample
to which
known
quantities
of the method
analytes
are added in the laboratory.
The LFMD is analyzed
exactly
like a sample,
and its purpose
is to determine
whether
the sample
matrix
contributes
bias to the analytical
results
and therefore
determines
to what degree the method is successful
in analyzing
the

target analytes.
The background
concentrations
of the analytes
in
the sample matrix must be determined
in a separate
aliquot
and the
measured
values
in the
LFMD
corrected
for
background
concentrations.
Matrix:
The predominant
material,
component
contains
the analyte
of interest.
Matrix
synonymous
with phase (liquid
or solid).

or
is

substrate
which
not necessarily

Matrix
Interference:
Also referred
to as matrix
effects.
Matrix
spike interference
are those chemical
and/or physical
interferences
that impede
the analytical
instrumentation
in detecting
the true
value concentration
of a target
analyte
within
a sample.
One
possible
source
of matrix
interferences
may
be caused
by
contaminants
that are co-extracted
from the sample and result in a
positive
or negative
bias. The extent of matrix interferences
will
vary considerably
from source to source,
depending
upon the nature
and diversity
of the sample ~atrix.
Method
of Standard
Additions:
A technique
used most commonly
in
metals analysis
by atomic absorption;
however,
it can be applied
in
many areas,
of the laboratory.
It serves
to correct
for matrix
effects
in the sample.
Aliquots
of a sample
are spiked
with at
least three different
concentrations
of a standard.
Surrogate:
A pure analyte,
which is extremely
unlikely
to be found
in any sample,
and which
is added
to a sample
aliquot
in known
amounts
before extraction
and is measured
with the same procedures
used to measure
other
sample
components.
A surrogate
behaves
similarly
to the target analyte and its use is most often used with
organic
analytical
procedures.
The purpose
of a surrogate
analyte
is to monitor
method
performance
with each sample.
POLICY
ADEQ will not accept test results
for regulatory
purposes
when the
LFM and/or surrogate
recovery exceed the acceptance
criteria
unless
the
laboratory
has
demonstrated
that
the
sample
itself
is
responsible
for the QC results
exceeding
the methods
acceptance
criteria.
RESPONSIBILITY
The ADEQ Program staff will be responsible
for reviewing
the final
report
or the quality
control
summary
sheets
which accompany
the
final
results
of the laboratory
analysis
to verify
that matrix
spikes
and/or
surrogate
recoveries
were within
the acceptance
criteria.
If the program staff are uncertain
as to how to evaluate
the final report,
or if required
information
is missing,
it shall
be the
responsibility
of the
program
staff
to forward
the
information
to the ADEQ QA/QC Unit for review and recommendations.
The ADEQ QA/QC Unit will review
data referred
by
ensure that the procedures
outlined
in Attachment

program
staff to
A of this policy

were followed
by the laboratory
and
appropriate
ADEQ program
staff.

to report

their

findings

to the

APPLICABILITY
This
soil

policy
is applicable
matrices
regardless

to all types
of the method

of water,
air,
of analysis.

sludge,

and

PROCEDURES
The ADEQ program staff shall review the final report or the quality
control (QC) summary sheet which accompanies
the final report. ADEQ
program
staff shall assess
the results
of the LFM and LFMB on the
QC Summary
sheet
to determine
if the recoveries
are within
the
acceptance
range.
If the LFM or LFMB
results
exceed
the
established
recovery
criteria,
ADEQ programstaff
will assess
the
recovery
criteria
for those
out of range analytes
in either
the
LFB/LFBD
or LCS/LCSD.
If the required
information
is not included
with the final
report
or program
staff
are uncertain
as how to
evaluate
the final report,
they shall notify the QA/QC Unit so the
QA/QC staff can perform
a more thorough
evaluation
of the results.
The ADEQ QA/QC staff,.if
necessary,
shall request a laboratory
data
package
to review
the raw data,
determine
the validity
of the
results
and compliance
with the ADEQ data reporting
policy.
The
QA/QC Unit shall also submit in writing,
to the program
staff, the
data validation
findings
and the ADEQ QA/QC Unit’s recommendations.
ATTACm~ENT

ATTACHMENT
LABORATORY

A

PROCEDURES

The ADEQ policy for addressing
spike and surrogate
recovery
as they
relate
to matrix
effects
in water,
air, sludge
and soil matrices
suggests
three
different
techniques
(analysis
of an LFB/LFBD
or
LCS/LCSD
pair,
dilution
procedure,
or the standard
additions
technique)
which may adequately
explain the out-of-range
QC results
of samples.
These
three
techniques
do not represent
an all
inclusive
list for demonstrating
matrix effects within a sample and
laboratories
may have alternate
and valid techniques
to demonstrate
matrix
interference.
These
alternate
techniques
should
be
discussed
with and approved
by the ADEQ QA Unit prior to analysis
to avoid the rejection
of data.
ADEQ also requires
the analyses
of either an LFB/LFBD,
LCS/LCSD
or
LFM/LFMD
pair to satisfy
the precision
requirements
for drinking
water methods.
More useful
information
can be obtained
regarding
precision
when comparing
samples
containing
target
analytes.
Very
little useful precision
information
is obtained
when comparing
the
instrument
precision
using
two samples
that
are non detect.
Whenever
included
in the analytical
batch,
the laboratory
must
report the results
of the LFB/LFBD
or LCS/LCSD
in addition
to the
LFM/LFMD
to ADEQ and shall include the numerical
values established
by the laboratory
for the QC acceptance
criteria
whenever
the
method has not provided
any.
While the method
would require
a re-extraction
of that sample,
to
confirm
matrix
interference,
if the LFM and/or
the LFMB
fall
outside
the method’s
acceptance
criteria,
ADEQ will accept
the
results
of the LFB/LFBD
or LCS/LCSD
which
demonstrate
that the
analytical
process
is in control.
The LFB/LFBD
and LCS/LCSD
provide
an interference
free matrix
such that if the surrogates
and/or
matrix
spike analytes
are within
the method’s
acceptance
criteria,
then
there
is compelling
data
that an instrument
is
operating
properly,
the extraction
procedure
provided
no bias, and
the method
is in control.
The LFB/LFBD
must be analyzed
with the
same batch as the LFM/LFMD
for ADEQ to accept the LFB/LFBD results.
The LCS/LCSD
samples
must be extracted
and analyzed
with the same
batch as the LFM/LFMD
samples for ADEQ to accept the results of the
LCS/LCSD
samples.
The laboratory
shall include
the numerical
values established
by the laboratory
for the QC acceptance
criteria
whenever
the method has not provided
any.
Another
option
is the dilution
technique.
The dilutiontechnique
is particularly
well suited for demonstrating
matrix effects in the
LFM samples for analyses
that don’t require extraction
procedures.
Laboratories
performing
analytical
work for ADEQ that suspect
matrix interference
in LFM samples may dilute that sample such that
all suspected
matrix
effects
are diluted
out as well prior
to
spiking.
Once the matrix
effects
have been diluted
out, recovery
of the matrix
spikes
and surrogates
should
fall
within
the

acceptable
recovery
criteria
established
by the method,
or the lab
if none are given in the method.
The dilution
of samples suspected
.
of having matrix
interference
such that interference
is no longer
a factor strongly
suggests
that there may have been matrix effects
in the sample
and the recovery
of the spiked
analytes
within
the
acceptance
range demonstrates
the instrumentation
and method are in
control.
ADEQ
will accept
use of the dilution
technique
to
demonstrate
matrix
effects
in LFM and LFMD samples
because
not
every
sample
is matrix
spiked
and it cannot
be assumed
that the
matrix
effects
observed
in one sample
are representative
of the
entire sample batch.
Because
the dilution
technique
raises
the reporting
level
of an
analyte,
it may not be a suitable
technique
to demonstrate
matrix
interference
if the
resulting
reporting
level
exceeds
the
regulator Y (trigger)
or action
level.
The method
of standard
additions
would,
be a preferred
technique
to help
correct
for
positive
or negative
bias in the samples
because
this technique
is
unlikely
to raise
the reporting
level
of regulated
contaminants
that
may be present
in the sample.
The method
of standard
additions
usually
employs
aliquots
of a digested
or extracted
sample
which
are
spiked
with
at least
three
different
concentrations
of a standard.
The standard
additions
are chosen to
bracket
the unknown
sample
concentration
and the response
of the
instrument
must be linear.
Those samples
whose matrix spikes or surrogate
recoveries
continue
to fall outside
the acceptance
criteria
after
any of the above
three techniques,
or an alternate
method pre-approved
by the ADEQ
QA Unit have been employed,
shall be.reviewed
by ADEQ on a case-bycase
basis.
Any results
reported
which
are affected
by matrix
interference
shall be flagged
as an estimated
quantitation.
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PURPOSE
The EPA Office of Solid Waste promulgated
Method 5035, ClosedSystem Purge-and-TrapExtraction
for Volatile
Organics
in Soil
and Waste
Samples
(Attachment
i), in June 1997 in SW-846,
UpdateIII.
The Arizona
Department
of Nealth
Services
(ADHS)
Office
of Laboratory
Licensure,
Certification
and Training
adopted
Method
5035
in May 1998
and Method
5035
became
enforceable
on March i, 1999 in Arizona.
The collection
and
analytical
procedures
for the approved
method
are flexible
and,
without
further
guidance,
could
result
in multiple
interpretations.
This
policy
establishes
the
sampling
options
and
the
preservation
holding time requirements
for individual
programs
within
the ADEQ’s
Waste
Programs
Division.
This policy
is
necessary
to provide an understanding
of the options set forth
by the method
and the.limitations
imposed
on specific
field
sampling requirements.
This policy does not eliminate
the need
to read
and understand
EPA Method
$035.
The method,
in
conjunction
with this
policy,
will
provide
a technically
defensible
and consistent
approach
to sampling
for Volatile
Organic
Compounds
(VOCs) in soils.

II.

DEFINITIONS:

(FOR

PURPOSES

OF EPA

METHOD

5035

ONLY)

i.

Sample

Preservation:

The addition
of methanol
or
sodium
bisulfate
to
an
unpreserved
sample in the field
or in the laboratory.

2.

Sample

Extraction:

The addition
of methanol
to an
unpreserved
. sample
in the
laboratory.
After extraction,
the methanol
is transferred
to
a vial and can be stored at 4°C
(± 2°C) until analysis.

3.

Hermetically

4.

Sample

Sealed:

For the purposes of this policy
a hermetically
sealed container
shall
be defined
as a sample
storage
device
that
consistently
shows
less
than
10% loss
from
volatilization
over
the
intended
storage
holding
time (usually
14 days)
or a minimum
of 48 hours
for
the compounds
of concern
at a
given site.

Freezing:

A preservation
which the sample

technique
is frozen

in
and

stored
at 0°C (32°F),
or lower
upon receipt at the laboratory.
Blue ice is unacceptable.
5.

Calcareous

Soil:

A soil whose content
of
carbonate
is sufficient
to
cause effervescence
when
tested with hydrochloric
acid.
(Referenize:
Bates R. L. and
Jackson
J. A.. (1987).
Glossary
of~eolo~v.
(3rd ed.)
Alexandria:
American
Geological
Institute.)

2

III.

POLICY
Method 5035 is structured
as a 2-tier
approach
for low and
I.
high concentration
sampling
Preservation
is recommended
for both low and high contaminant
concentrations
as stated
in the Method.
Based upon program
requirements,
preservation
can be conducted
in the field or subsampled
in
TM
an EnCore
Sampler and the sample preserved
in accordance
with sample handling.
A. Sample
~g/kg)
I.

collection

Methanol

options

for

low

reporting

limits

(<200

Preservation-

EPA has permitted
the use of methanol
preservation
for
low level analysis
if the target analyte(s)
can
quantitated
below 200#g/kg.
As a result,
laboratories
must demonstrate
their ability
to detect
below 200
#g/kg to the client
and ADHS. Samples
preserved
in the
field with methanol
using a 40 ml glass VOA vial with a
plastic
screw cap and a Teflon
septa must be analyzed
within 14 days from the time of sample collection.
ii.

EnCore

TM

Sampler-

The sample
can be collected
using either
a 5-gram or
TM
25-gram EnCore
Sampler.
The sample must be stored at
4°C (±2°C) and preserved
or extracted
within
48 hours
if not preserved.
Approved
preservatives
include
either
methanol
or sodium
bisulfate.
Once preserved,
the
sample
must be analyzed
within
14 days from the time
of sample collection.
The EnCore TM Sampler 48-hour
preservation
hold time as required
in the method
TM
applies
only to the EnCore
Sampler
option and is based
on manufacturers’
studies.
Fre@zing
the unpreserved
sample
in the EnCore TM Sampling
d~ice can extend the

~Refer to EPA Method
5035 (Attachment
1 and Regional
Interim
Policy for Determination
of Volatile
Organic
Compound
(VOC)
Concentrations
in Soil and Solid Matrices,
June 23, 1999
(Attachment
2).

holding
time up to
and 5 days frozen.)
iii.

Sodium

Bisulfate

seven

days

(e.g.,

48

hours

unfrozen

Preservation-

Samples
preserved
in the field with sodium
bisulfate
must be analyzed
14 days from the time of sample
collection.
This technique
should
be used if detection
limits in the range of 2 - 5 #g/kg are desired.
Calcareous
samples,
however,
may effervesce
upon
contact
with the sodium bisulfate
preservative
solution
(thereby
liberating
the volatile
gases) and compromise
the integrity
of the sample.
In these instances,
sodium
bisulfate
preservative
solution
cannot
be utilized
to
attain the lower reporting
levels and one of three
alternative
sample collection
methods
must be employed.
a)
The sample can be collected
in a VOA vial
containing
i0 ml of reagent
grade water,
sealed
with a
plastic
screw cap containing
a Teflon
septa and stored
at 4°C (±2°C.)
This sample must be analyzed
within
hours from the time of sampling
using a closed
system
purge and trap.
b) The sample can be collected
in a dry VOA vial,
sealed with a plastic
screw cap containing
a Teflon
septa and stored at 4°C (±2°C.)
Once at the lab, water
must be introduced
through
the septa and analyzed
by
closed
purge and trap within
48 hours from the time of
sample
collection.
Freezing
the unpreserved
sample can
extend the holding
time an additional
5 days for a
total of 7 days from the time of sample collection.
c) The sample
can be collected
in an EnCore ~ Sampler,
stored at 4°C (±2°C) and analyzed
within 48 hours from
the time of sample collection.
~reezing
the unpreserved
sample can extend the holding
tim~ up to seven days.
iv.

Bulk

Sampling-

The rationale
for the collection
of bulk samples
must
be clearly
documented
and approved
by the appropriate
program
in a work or sampling
plan or other written

communication
with ADEQ. If samples
are not preserved
in the field, the reasons
for not preserving
must be
clearly
documented
and approved
by the relevant
program.
ADHS rules require
laboratories
to flag data generated
from samples
that have not been preserved
in the field
or have not been collected
in recommended
containers
if
the reporting
levels are below 200 #g/kg.
B.

Sample
limits

colle~tion
(>200~g/kg)

I.

~
Methanol

options

for

high

reporting

Preservation

This technique
may be used if the reporting
limits
are above 200 ~g/kg.
Samples
preserved
in the
field with methanol
using a 40 ml glass VOA vial
with a plastic
screw cap and a Teflon septa must
be analyzed
within
14 days from the time of sample
collection.
ii.

EnCore

TM

Sampler-

TM

The sample can be collected
using an EnCore
Sampler.
Methanol
must be added within the 48-hour
period immediately
following
sample collection.
The EnCore TM Sampler 48-hour preservation
hold time
as required
in the method
is applicable
specifically
only to the EnCore TM subcoring
device
and is based on the manufacturers’
studies.
After
collection
the sample~must
be stored on ice at 4°C
(±2°C) until analyzed.
Freezing
the unpreserved
TM
sample in the EnCore
Sampling
device can extend
the holding
time up to seven days (e.g., 48 hours
unfrozen
and 5 days frozen.)
Once the sample is
preserved,
it must be analyzed
within
14 days from
the time of sample collectio~.
iii.

Bulk

Sampling-

The rationale
for collection
of bulk samples
be clearly
documented
and approved
by the

must

appropriate
program
in a work or sampling
plan or
other written
communication
with ADEQ. If samples
are not preserved
in the field or subsampled
in
TM
EnCore
Samplers,
the reasons
for not preserving
must be clearly
documented
and approved
by the
relevant
program.
Significant
volatile
loss occurs when samples
are
collected
in glass jars and transported
to a
laboratory
for analysis 2. Therefore,
glass jars
with Teflon TM -lined lids containing
no
preservative
ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE
for the collection
of soil for VOC analysis,
unless otherwise
specified
in this policy
(Program
Specific
Requirements)
or prior approval
has been received
from the relevant program.
III.

Program
1.

Specific

WQARF,

Requirements3:

Hazardous

Waste

Compliance,

Solid

Waste

Programs

When utilizing
the field preservation
option of the
5035 method,
samples
must be preserved
immediately
after collection
with minimal
handling
to be considered
reliable
compliance
samples.
Samples
maybe collected
and held on ice at 4°C (±2°C) for a maximum
of 2 hours
before preserving
or analyzing
the sample.
This option
of holding
samples
on ice for up to 2 hours is
accepted,
but not encouraged,
due to the known volatile
loss over time.
~ ....

2Siegrist, R.L., and P.D. Jennsen, 1990. Evaluation.of Sampling Method
Effects of Volatile Organic Compound Measurements in Contaminated Soil,
Environmental Science and Technology, Voi.24, pp. 1387-1392.
3For specific programs, a sample collected in ~ brass/steel sleeve is
acceptable under the conditions noted in Section IV.’. The brass or steel
sleeves must have each end covered with a sheet of Teflon, aluminum foil
(aluminum is optional, but preferred) and sealed with a plastic cap. The
plastic caps must be secured and the capped sleeve should be placed in a
plastic ziplock bag which is then taped to ensure the caps are secure. The
use of tape to bind the cap to the end of the sleeve is discouraged. The
length of time a sample can be held in this.container is finite and subject to
specific program requirements set forth in Section V.

Samples
collected
and preserved
or analyzed
after 2
hours will be considered
bulk samples
and not suitable
for compliance
purposes.
Data generated
from samples
colle~ted
and transported
to a laboratory
in this
manner has limited
compliance
value and may not be
accepted
by the above referenced
programs.
2.

Hazardous
Programs

Waste

Inspections

and

Emergency

Response

For planned
field sampling
events,
samples
must be
preserved
immediately
after collection,
with minimal
handling,
to be considered
compliance
samples.
The
sample may be held on ice at 4°C (±2°C) for a maximum
of 2 hours before preserving
or analyzing
the sample.
For unanticipated
sampling
events,
where significant
difficulties
exist for preserving
samples
onsite,
bulk
soil samples
may be collected
and stored at 4°C (±2°C)
but must be preserved
within 72 hours with the approval
of the program.
3.

UST

Program

When site-specific
sampling
conditions
prevent
the use
of appropriate
sample
collection
and preservation
techniques
as defined
in Section
I or Section
II,
samples
may be submitted
in properly
sealed brass
sleeve
containers
maintained
at 4°C (±2°C) for
laboratory
analysis
of VOCs. The laboratory
must
document
sample holding
time and flag the associated
analytical
results
if sample preservation
or extraction
exceeds
48 hours, regardless
of the reporting
limit.
Reasons
for lack of field preservation
within
the 48
hour period
and submittal
of bulk samples
for
laboratory
analysis
must be clearly
documented.
IV.

Quality

Control

for

unpreserved

sample~:

Unpreserved
samples
submitted
to the laboratory
should
have matrix
spikes
and surrogates
added directly
to an
aliquot
of the sample
before extraction.
The laboratory
should be requested
to provide
a narrative
describing

the procedures
for sample spiking
which the matrix
was not directly
extraction.
V.

Example

Example
Samples:

of Holding

Time

Calculations

be analyzed

data
to

in

Frozen

(±2°C)

within

48

hours

2 The sample is collected
in a hermetically
sealed
subcoring
and storage
device in the field, stored
at
4°C (±2°C) and transferred
into a vial without
chemical
preservative
in the laboratory.
The sample must
of collection.

Example

for

1 Sample
is placed in a vial without,chemical
preservative
in the field and stored at 4°C
The sample must
of collection.

Example

and flag all
spiked prior

be

analyzed

within

48

hours

3 The sample is collected
in a hermetically
sealed subcoring and storage
device,
transported/stored
at 4°c
(±2°C), frozen at the laboratory
18 hours after
collection,
thawed (at ambient
temperature)
after
days and transferred
into a vial without
a chemical
preservative
in the laboratory.
The sample must be analyzed
from the time the sample is

within 30 hours
defrosted
to 4°C

(±2oc).
48 hours allowed
before
analysis
- 18 hours
before freezing
= 30 hours allowed
from
thawing
(at ambient
temperature)
to analysis.
Freezing
can only extend
the hold%ng
times for
unpreserved
samples.
Freezing
is an alternative
to
preserving
samples
in the field. Freezing
can never
extend the holding
times of samples
beyond
the
analytical
methods
required
holding
time. (Ex. Freezing
cannot extend the holding
time from 14 days to 19
days).

VI.

RESPONSIBILITY
All staff in the respective
Waste Programs,
Division
programs
are responsible
for knowledge
and
i~l~t~i~
of this
policy.
Supervisors
are
responsible
for ensuring
that the information
contained
in this policy
is consistently
and equitably
applied
by
all staff. It is the responsibility
of the sampler
to
inform the laboratory
receiving
personnel
which program
requirements
are appropriate
for the sample.
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C~E~~M
VO~
1.0

SCOPE

~~N~P
ORGA~CS/N~L

ANQ

~T~C~QN
~ND
~~P~S

~R

AND~PU~~

1.1
Th~
meRod
d~b~
a ~~m ~~p
p~c~ss
~r
the
an~
of
~i~e,o~
~m~ ~) ~ sold
m~d~s
~, so~ ~me~,
and sold
~. W~e
Re me~d.~ deigned
~r use ~ .~mp~ ~n~ ~w leve~ of ~Cs,pmcedums am ~so
prodded
~r ~~ and preparing
sold
~m~ ~a~g high
~n~n~ of.~
~d ~
o~ ~. ~r ~e h~h ~n~~n and ~ m~teri~,
s~mp~ ~~ and pmpa~on
a~
pe~ using
the p~cedum~ described
he~, and sarape ~du~ ~ pe~ u~ng ~e
~u~ ~~p pm~um ~ Me~od ~30.
~ese
pmcedu~s
m~ be used
~ ~~on
with any appmpd~e d~e~~ gas ~m~og~ph~ pmceduR, ~du~ng, but n~ ~mffed ~,
Me~o~ 8015, 8021, and 8260.
1.2 ~e [~ ~B meRod ~es a h~~~d s~mp~ ~a~ Re se~ of wh~h ~ never
broken ~m,~e ~me ~ samp~g to the ~me of an~s~. S~ceRe samp~ ~ never exposed ~ ~e
~mo~phem aff~ sam~ng, Re ~ of VOCs dudng sarape ~~ ~n~ng, and ana~ a~
negUg~l~ The ~b~ conce~m~on range of ~e I~ s~ me~od ~ dependent on the
~le~~ me~o~ ma~ and compoun~ H~e~ ff ~ ~~ ~11 in the 0.5 to 200 P~kg.
r~nge.
. 5030.

1.3 ~~ms am ~dud~ ~r p~pa~ ~gh ~~n samp~ ~r pu~g by
~gh conce~m~on sam~ a~ ~e ~n~ng ~C levis
of >200 p~g.

mis~e

1.4 Pmc~duRs a~ a~ ~duded ~r ~d~s~ o~ ~ that
soNent ~e s~m~ a~ ~so pu~ed us~g M~od 503~.

are

M~hod

~u~e ~ a ~te~

1.5 M~od 5035 ~n be ~ed ~r mo~ v~e o~n~ ~m~ ~t h~e bdBng po~
b~ ~0oC ~d ~ ~ ~so~e
or ~ so~b~
~ w~teK
V~,
~~ compounds
can be ~duded in ~ ana~ ~n~u¢ H~ qua~ff~on
I~ (~ GC or G~M~ are
app~m~e~ ten ~mes ~ghet be~e of poor pu~g e~en~
1.6 Me~od 5035, ~ ~~ ~ Me~od 8015 ~~, may be used ~r ~e an~ys~
¢f ~e ~pha~
h~m~ ~on ~ ~e ~ ~ of
~t~
~l~m
h~m~~ ~g.,
g~.
For the
~om~c ~on ~, ~ M~d 5035 and M~hod 8021 ~PI~.
A ~tal
d~e~~ ana~ o~gaso~e
~ons m~ be ~n~ us~g Me~od 8021 ~ sedes
~
Me~od 8015.
1.7 As wffh a~ pm~m~e me~od ~r ~, ~m~ shoed be s~eened to avo~
~am~
of
~e ~~p
s~m ~ sam~es
th~
~a~
ve~
~gh
~n~n~
of
purgeab~
m~edal above ~e ~~n range of ~e I~ ~~n meRo~ In add~on,
be~u~ ~e se~ed sarape"
~a~ ~nnot be opened ~ ~move a sarape ~qu~ ~out
~mpmm~ngRe ~egff~ of Re sarape, mu~e sarape ~quo~ shoed be co~e~ed ~ ~ ~r
s~een~g
and ~a~.
1.8
~e ~~mm pu~~p
~pme~
emp~yed
~r
I~
~~ sam~es
i5 not app~pd~e ~r so~ sam~es p~se~ed ~ ~e fi~d ~ m~hanoL Su~ s~mp~s shoed be
~al~ using Me~od 5030 ~ee ~e note ~ Sec 82.2).
5035- 1
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1.9 This meRo~_~ ms~ed Io use by or under ~ supe .. on of ~a~ed anWy~s. Each
ana~s~ must demons~a~ Re a~ to generate accept~e re~ with R~ me~o~
¯ 2.0 ~UM~ARY OF METHOO
_.~i

Low concentr~n so~ me~od- gene~ applicable ~ and so~s ~nd o~ersalid s~mp~s
with VOCconcen~a~on5~ ~e range of 0.5 ~.200 p~kg:

Vo~e o~an~ compounds(VOC_a) ~m de~.,’m~ed by c~lle~Jng an ~ppm~m~e~
5~ s~m~e,
weighed in the ~d at the time of colle~ion, and p~ng ff ~ a pro-weighed vial wi~ a se~umsealed screw-c.zp ~ee ~e~ 4) thal ~ire~dy con~s a s~rring bar and a sa~um b&~M~
preservative s~ufio~ ~ne ~ & se~ed and shaped.to a ~bor~ry or appmpda~~n~ys& sffe.
.The en~e Wal ~ ~en p~ce~ unopene~ ~m ~e ~.strdrnent carouse: Irnme~e~ beam ana~s~,
organic-freereagentwater, surrog~es,r~nd intem~~,~ndardsOf ~pplic.sble) are au~mz~c,sl.lyadded
wi~o~ ope~ng ~e sarn~e v~L The v~i conlain~g ~e sarape & heated, to 40~C and ~e vo~es
purged into an ~pp~opd~te trap us~g ~n ~e~ gas comb~edwith ag~a~on of ~e s~m~ Purged
compon~s~avel via a transfer line ~ a trap. Whenpu~g ~ complete, Re t~p & hosed and
backflushed wiR heSum~ desorb the trapped sarape compone~s~to a gas chmm~graphfor
ana~sis by an appropriate de~.,m~ative m~ho~
2.2

High conceo~ation so~ m~hod- genem~applica~e to ~o~s ~nd ~her solid s~mp~s
wffh VOCconcentra~ons gre~r ~sn 200 pg/k~

The sarape introdu~ion ~cchn~ue~ Se~ 2.1 ~ not ~pplicab~ to s~ szm~es, pa~cu~dy
~ose con~g h~h concen~a~on-s ~ene~i~ gre~n 200 p~k~ of VOCs w~ch may ovedoad
effher the volatile trapp~g m~edal or exceed ~e ~o~ing r~nge of the d~errn~ative ~rument
~ystem(e.g., GC/MS,GCIRD~
GC, tEC, ~c.). In such ~znces, ~ methoddes~:ribes b, vo sarape
come,ion opdons and the co~espond~g sarape pu~g procedures.
2.2. I The fir=t option ~ ~ tolled a bulk sarape ~ ~ ~I or ~her ~a~ab~c~nt~er
witho~ the u.~e of~e prese~afA, e s~u~on descn"ned ~ ~e~ ~1. A po~on of~ s~mp~~
removed Pore ~e c.nnt~Jn~ ~ ~ ~e ~b~r~o~ ~nd ~ ~spe~ed ~ a w~er~ni~ble s~ent t~
~sso~e the vo~e organic cons~tuen~. An aliquot of ~e =~u~on ~ ~dded ~ 5 mL of
re~gent w~ier ~ a purge tub~ Surrogates and irtlem~ ~nd~’ds Of applic~J~le) am~dded~o
the solutio~ ~en purged u~ng Me~od5030, ~nd an~y-z~d by ~n appmpfi~e de~rm~tive
m~hod.Bec..~use ~e prncedu.re inv~ve= open~g~e.vi~ and remo~nga po~onof ~e so~,
some vo~e con~’dtuen~ m~y be ~st dudng h~n~
"
2.2.2 The = .~nnd opSon~ ~ c_~eOan ~pprn~rr~t~ly ~ s~mple~ ~ pr~-weighed ~
wi~ ~ se~um-se~ed screw-cap Oee ~ec ~ ~t co~ns 5 mL of ~ w’~misd~ org~n~
solvent (e.g., methanol). AI the ~meof ~na~sis, su~ogates~re added~ the ~1, then
atiquot of ~e so~t ~ removedfromthe ~al, purged Us~gMethod5~30 ~nd ~n~lyz~d by an
¯ ppropdate deten-n~a~ve me~od.
\
2.3

~
High concentra~on ~ waste me~od- general~ a~plicable to o~y sam~eswith VOG
concantr-a~onsgre=--ter th~n 200 p~kg that can be d~uted ~ a water--m~blesoNent

8am~es~at are comprised of oils or s~mples ~t co~n ~gn~cant amoun~of o~ present
add~on~ an~cai ch~lenges. ~ procedure ~ ge~e~ appnopdate ~ such sam~es when ~ey
are s~ub~n a wate~mis~e soNenL
..
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2.3.1
po~e~ene
d~uted ~
~ a pu~e
~m~ ~a~
5030 ~nd

ARer ~m~~g that a t~t ~qu~t of the sarape ~ s~ub~ ~ me~n~l or
g~co| ~E~, a sepa~ a~q~t of Me samp~ ~ sp~ed ~ su~g~ and
~e ~p~e so~L ~ a~t~f~e so~on ~ added ~ 5 mL o~ reagent water
~b~ ~g ~m ~ ~ ~= a ~a~g ~r of ~ ~ n~ pmse~ ~ ~e pu~e tube.
~ ~~ are added ~ ~e soludon
~i~ ~ ~en pu~ using
Me~0d
~a~ by an app~pd~e d~e~a~e me~o~

2.3.2
Samp~s ~ ~n~ ~ m~da~ ~ a~ n~ ~b~
must be prepaid a~ng ~ M~hod 3585.
3.0

~ w~e~s~b~

s0~ents

INTERFERENCES

3.1 . Impu~ ~ ~e pu~e g~ ~d ~m o~a~c ~mpo~ ~a~g ~m ~e ~um~g
ah~d of ~e ~p a~o~t
~r ~e m~od~ of ~am~ pm~em~ ~e ~a~ s~tem m~
be demonized
to be ~ee ~m ~a~n~ under
~e ~n~ of ~e ana~ by ~nn~g
me~od
~n~.
~e use
of
~~~~~
~m~F~
~ ~aS~,
nomPTFE
~sd
se~a~s, or flow ~~ ~ robber componenm ~ ~e pu~ng de~ must be avoided, sinc~
su~ m~e~s o~as o~c compounds ~i~ ~g be conce~d ~ ~e ~p during
~e pu~e
ope~So~ ~ese ~m~un~ ~! ~su~ ~ ~~ or ~Se pos~ves
~ the d~e~~ step.
3.2
Sam~es ~n be ¢on~m~ed
by ~on of v~e o~a~ ~~y m~h~ene
~e and ~om~~ ~mugh ~e sep~m se~ ~ ~e sarape ~ dudng sh~me~ ~nd ~o~ge.
A ~p blank
prepaid
~m o~~e ~ ~ and ~ed ~mugh samp~ng and h~n~g
p~c~ se~es
~ a chec~
on su~ ~a~m
3.3.
C~n~0n
by
~ver
~n
occur
~~
~~~n
and
lo~
~~~
samp~s
a~ ~~ ~ ~~,
~e~
p~,
samp~s
~ unusu~
h~h
~n~ ~ ~~ .~
~ ~w~ ~ an ana~s~
of
o~~e
m~ge~
~er
to
~eck
~ ~~~~
ff
~e
~ ~m~
p~e~
~ ~ ~~
~n~n~d
~m~e
~
a~o ~und
~ be pmse~
~ ~e s~qu~t
~m~-~e
~a~ m~ ~o~m ~m ~e
~m~ a~ n~ due ~ ~v~ Conve~e~
~ ~ose
~ ~m~ a~ ~t p~e~
~ ~e
sunsuit
~mp~
~en
~e ~ ~ ~~e
mage~
~ ~ ~t
ne~a~
3.4 ~e ~bo~ ~ ~l~e
ana~ ~ pe~ she,d
be ~m~e~ ~e e of so~en~.
Special
p~~s must be taken
~ de~e mealie
~ ~e ~a~l
and sample
storage
a~a shoed be ~o~ed ~m ~1 a~p~ souses
of m~e ~fide,
~e
~ndom ~gm~d ]~e~
~1 ~u~ S~ce m~ ~de ~ ~e~e ~mugh P~E ~b~g,
~ GG ~r ~ ~ ~d pu~e g~ ~umb~g ~o~d be ~~ ~ ~~ ~e~ or ~pper
.
~b~g;
’
~o~
~~ ~o~g
pmv~
~p~
~ me~ne
~e
~m~
dung
~mmon
~q~
~~~~
~n ~n~b~e
~ ~mp~
=n~n~o~
~e p~sence
of oth~ o~a~c so~en~
~ ~e ~~ ~ vo~e o~ am a~ed ~il
~so lead
~
~ndom bangled
leve~
and ~e same p~o~ mu~ be ~.
\
4.0

~~S
4.1

AND
Sa~

~R~S

Co~ne~

The spe~c
sarape
~ne~ .~q~d
~g depend
on ~e ~~p ~em ~ be
emp~yed (see Sere 4.2).
Seve~ ~tems am ~e~ av~e.
~ome ~tems empty
40-mL ~ear ~s ~ a spe~ ~t and eq~pped ~th ~ P~~d s~cone septa.
C~er
5035- 3
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~ems pe~ the use - my good quaS~ glass ~ t~t ~ large. .ugh ~ ~nta~ at ~st 5 g of
so~ or sold mmed~and ~ ~ 10 mL of w~er and ~at ~n be s~a,~d ~th a s~e~p ~n~ng
a FTFE-~ced
s~ sep~
Cons~t
~e ~~p
sy~em
~n~~s
~s~ons
~g~g.
~e s~b~ sp~ ~, septa,
~ps,
~d m~h~/a~on
de~e~
4.2

Pu~man~T~P

s~em

The ~~p s~em c~ns~
of a u~!
~t
~ms~ adds
w~ ~~,
and
~m~l ~a~ ~ ~~ ~ a ~ ~n~n~g ~e sarape,
pu~es ~e VOCs ~g ~ ine~ aas
stream while ~~ the conten~ of ~e ~1. and ~=o ~ps ~e r~eased ~Cs ~r ~~m
deso~on ~ the gas ~mm~g~p~ ~uch ~ems ~ comm~a~ av~a~e ~m seve~l
sources and sha~ meet ~e ~~ spe~BcaHonm ¯
4~.1 The pu~g ~e~c~ should be ~pab~ of accep~ng a v~ ~ffi~ la~e to
con~ a ~g saQ samp~ p~s a msgned¢ ~g bar and 10 mL ofw~en ~e de~ must
~t ~ast 5 mL of o~m~e m~gent water ~ ~e samp~ ~al wh~e ~pp~g ~e d~p~ce~
he~dspace vapor, ff must ~so be ~p~e of ~g the se~ed sam~e du~ng pu~g,
(e.g.,
us~g a magne~c ~ng b~r added ~ ~e ~al pdor ~ szmp~ ~o~ ~~n, or
o~er means).
~e a~ b~ng pu~ed must be qu=~a~ ~~d ~ an abso~er
~p. ~e ~p must be ~pa~e of ~~ ~e abso~ed ~C~ ~ ~e g~ ~ma~g~ph

~ee 4~.~.
/.

NOT~

-, ~..

The eq~pme~ used to dev~op ~= mmhod w~s a ~e~ P~-30 ~
A~osamp~n
~ d~ ~ ~~ so~ ~ VaHan,
and M n~ ~ab~
~ ~e ~on Pu~e and T~p A~o~m~en See ~e O~~ ~ ~e ~nt of
~s manu~ ~r ~e on ~e use ~ a~ema~ve eq~pment

4~2
A ~ ~ ~ ~g
~ m~ be
~~
~ ~ m~ho&
~e
choice
of ~pp~g mat~l
~y depend
~ ~e an~ of ~t~t
~~ ~o ~
emp~ye~
~ m~ d~~
~t
a~n
~d
d~o~n
~~
~ me~
~e
quan~a~on gm~s of ~ ~e ~ an~es ~r a ~ven p~e~ and ~e QC ~m~ ~
¯ Method
8000
and the
d~~e me~. ~e mo~ ~ an~ ~ g~e~ ~e
gases,
~pe~
~o~~e~
~e ~p mu~ be ~p~M ~ d~o~g
~e ~te
e~ng ~ ~~
""
~OT~

~~

Che~ ~e ~~ of
~e ~~ compounds
~en us~g
~m~e
~a~ ~ ~~ ~ 400~.
as some d~d~
has been
noted
when
~her
~~n
~~ (~~
above
240
- 250°~
a~
~p~
~~e~i
~ ~ ~ d~d
on
~ ~ b~
pe~s
~m~
~ ~ 3~0
~ ~ ~e
p~aW
~e~
~ ~ ab~a,
~ ~t
~ ~ ~ m~
~e
~~
~m~
~ a ~ p~e~
of ~2~.1
~ 105
~e ~p
~es,~sed and
to:dev~op
was pa~
~me~
~h~s ~~~~
25 ~ ~W~=
~n~ ~’ an~c).
~de

4.~2
~e s~nd~ ~p ~ ~ ~her
EPA ~~p me.ode
~ also
acce~a~ ~t ~p ~ 25 ~ ~ng and h~s an ~s~e ~am~ of = ~ast 0.105 ~.
S~ng ~m be ~, ~e ~p ~s ~e equal
amoun~ ~ ~e a~~s ~d
beo~ R ~ ~mm~d ~ 1.0
~ of mm~ ~~~ pa~ng
~5~0 mesh,
Dav~o~ g~de 15 a¢ eq~v~enO be ~e~ed ~ ~e ~ to e~end ~e ~ of ~e ~p. If
5~5 - 4
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¯ e ~n~s~
of
~~o~m~
~ ~h~ ~om~s
of s~r
v~a~
~ not
mq~m~ ~en Me ~a~ ~n be ~md and the palmer ~e~ed to ~1 ~3 of Me
~p, If on~~mpoun~ bo~ng above 35°C am to be ~~, bo~ Me s~ic= gel and
cha~oal
~n be ~m~ed and Me ~~ ~~d to ~! ~e end~ ~p.
~m~~

6~0

4~1
grade

2,~phen~ene
o~de
~en~ GC or eq~va~n0.

4~2~
m~h or

Me~ ~ne
~u~e~

pa~ng

po~

-

O~1

-

60180

mesh,

on

~m~o~

~%)

4~.~3
Cocon~ ~o~ - P~p~ ~m B~mebey
CA~8~2~ or eq~v~en6 by c~s~ng,~ugh 26 mesh s~een.

Cheney,

4.2~.3
~pp~g m~ed~s ~n ~ose ~d ~ove ~so m~ be em~oye~
p~ded that ~ey meet ~e spe~~ ~ Sec 4~.3, belo~
4~.3 ~e deso~er ~r the ~p mu~ be ~e of ~p~y he~ng Me ~p to Me
~m~u~ ~mm~d ~ ~e ~p m~ m~~ pdor
~ the
be~nn~g
of ~e flow
of ~~ gas.
S~e~ ~mme~l
deso~e~
~u~~p
un~s)
~ av~a~e.
4.3

Sydnge and $~nge V~ves

4.3.1
2~mL glass ~de~ s~ ~th Lue~Lok
are ~ccep~b~ depen~ng on s~m~e vo~me ~e~.

(or

equ~enO ~p ~er

~zes

4.~2 2~ay ~dnge v~ves ~ Luer ends.
4:3.3
25-pL mi~o ~nge ~ a 2 ~ x~006 ~ iD,
~02N oF equ~enO.

4.4

4.3.4

~c~

~~.-

1~,

10~L

4.3.5

S~ -

0.~

1.0-,

and

Gl~s

~

5~ gas-0ght

~" bev~ nee~e ~am~on

~th

~ff~

~aneo~
4.4.~

4.4.1.1
d~e~om

¯

60-m~

s~s~

~ ~ samp~s

~r

s~~,

d~

we~ht

"~ ~" p,or
’~

~’u’~
4.4~

to4"~l~ensu--~"~at
Top~oa~ng

b~an~

~eS~P’~"
-

~pa~e

~
h--a~~~~

Of a~~ ~~ to

0.01

4.4.3
~s s~n~on ~s - 2~ ~ s~~ ~d ~E ~ne~,
or
~bes ~ s~ew-~ps and PT~ I~e~ ~r ~ut~n ~ o~ ~e samuel.
4.4.4

- Vo~m~c flasks-

~
gi~ss

Cl~s A, l~mL and lO~m~ ~th groundless

5~5 - 5

cul~

~oppe~.
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4.4.5 2-mL ~ss v~, ~r GC a~osam~-~sed ~r~o~ wgste sam#as e~r~ed ~th
meRan~ or PEG.
4.4.8

8pa~& s~ss ste~ - nohow enough ~ fit

4.4.7

~sposa~e PoSeur p~e~e&

into a ~ample ~.

4.4.8 MagneScs~ng ba~ - PTFE- er ~ass~oa~& of Re app~pd~e s~e ~ fit ~e
s~mp~ N~s. Cons~ m~u~s ~comme~dadon ~r spedfic
~ng ba~ $g~ng ba~
may be ~used, prodded ~! ~ey are ~o~ugh~ cleaned be~en ~es. Cens~ ~e
manu~u~ of ~e purg~g device end ~e ~ng ba~ ~r sugge~ed dea~ng p~cedu~s.
4.5

Field

SampBngEq~pment

4.5.1
Pu~an&T~p’ sea Somber- Model 3780PT ~sso~ed Oes~n and
-Manu~udng Compan~ 814 No~ Hen~ S~, ~e×andfi& ~ 2231~, or ~u~a~
4.5.2 ~m sam#~ ~ (~ Chore, ln~,
~u~e~

or

1795 ~dus~ Ddve, G~en B~ WI 54302),

~.5.3
~em~ ,~s~e ~c ~ M~ a ba~e sm~er
~ t~ neck
of
- the so~ N~ maybe used to collect ~e sam#&The syringe end of ~e ba~l ~ cut off prior
to sampBng. One sydnge ~ needed ~r ea~ sample a~qu~ to be coBe~e&
4.5.4 Portable balance - ~r fi~d use, ~pa~e of we~ngto 0.01 g.
4.5.5 B~n~ ~ - 8~a~ em#oyed ~ the
app~pd~& ~nce we~ zt I~st
enc8 da~
~~ in the s~mp~ng #~n. The sp~fic
~s
Re sample ~n~ sam#~ sg~ng ba~ ~age~
,,

5.0

fled
pdor
~ ~B
w~er

should be ~e~ed ag~n~ an
to ~h~g ~y ~m~, or as
depend on ~e ~ we~ht of
addS, ~p, ~d ~u~

R~G~S

5. t O~an~e ~g~ ~ -~I ~n~s’to
reagent ~te~ as defined ~ Chap~r One.
5.2

M~h~n~,

C~OH -

5.3
P~e~e
g~l
of the targ~ ~a~e&
5.4

Low

~n~on

5.&

1 So.urn

~),

pu~~P

b~,

qu~

~C~H
.-

samp~

water

-

~ ~ m~hod.~r

~ o~a~c~ee

~ ~u~e~

S~ ~ ~m o~er

#ee

~n~s

~ ~e

g~de

~ ~u~

~e~

NaHS~ -A~

of

so,ants.
de~n

~m~

~.
~age~

5.4~ ~e p~a~e shoed be added ~ ~e ~,pdor
mu~t be p~ent ~ ~e ~ pdor to ad~ ~e ~mpl~

t~ s~pme~ ~ ~efieM,

5.5 So9 ~e ~~e meRod and Me~od 5~00 ~r guidance
su~g~
to
be em#~ ~ ~s pm~

and

on ~tem~ ~anda~s and

,

/¯ ~
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SAMP
Rear ~ ~e ~odu~o~ m~ed~ ~ ~ ~ap~ O~n~ Ana~e~ Se~ 4.~,
~r gene~l
samp~
~n ~~~e I~
~~n
po~on
of
~ m~hod
emp~ ~m~e ~als
~at are ~ed and w~ghed ~.~e fi~d and n~er opened dudng ~e ~a~l p~c~ss. As a msu~,
s~mpl~g pe~onnel should be equipped ~h apo~mble ba~nce ~p~le of~h~g ~ 0.01 ~
6.~

P~~n

of

samp~

~a~

. ~e spe~c p~pa~on p~du~s ~r sam#e ~a~ de~end on ~e ~pem~ concentmEon
~nge of ~e sample,
~th ~e p~~ p~~s ~r low concent~Eon
so~ sampl~ and
high conce~on so~ and solid waste samp~ ~am#e ~a~ should be p~p~ed in a ~ed
~bo~ ~ o~ ~n~d ~v~nme~ sea~ and shaped to the fie~
io~ G~ves should
be worn during
~e ~a~ ~ep~
~

6.1.1

Low~~

~e
con~~n
eq~pme~

so~s~p~s

~~ ~e~ app~ ~ ~e ~e~n of
so~
sam~
~ ~ ~a~
d~d ~ Me~od 503&

v~s
~

used in ~e
~e
~e~em

~~ ~ ~
~~p

6.1.1.1 Add a dean magnetic ~ng bar ~ each dean ~. If ~e pu~andt~p device
~e~ ~ emp~ a means of ~ng ~e.s~ple
o~ ~an a magn~
~r ~.g.,
~~n ~ ~h~ me~a~l mean~,. ~en ~e s~r bar ~ om~ed.
6.1.1~
Add p~~ ~ ea~ v~. ~e pr~e~ve ~ added ~ each v~l
pdor~ s~p#ng ~e ~ ~ ~e fi~d.
~d app~ma~.l,
g of s~um b~u~ ~ each
v~L If samp~s ma~ed~ sm~ ~ ~er ~an 5 g a~ to be ~~, a~u~ ~e
amou~ of p~e~a~ve
added ~ ~~d ~ app~m~e~ 0~ g of pm~~ ~r
e~ 1 g of s=mp~ ~ough so~ ~u~te shoed be p~sent to ensu~ a Samp~ pH

of k~
6o1.1.3
AddSmL~~~g~~
~ ~L
~ewa~erand~e
p~~.~g
~ an a~d s~on
~ ~! ~u~ or e~m~e ~e m~o~ ~ ~e
b~o~
~ ~ ~e s~p~,
~e~ p~ng
b~deg~daEon
~e v~a~e
~
an~.
~e~,

6.1.1.4
v~ are

Se~
used,

~e ~! ~ ~e ~p and sepia
seal.
F~e
se~ both en~ ~ ~mm~ded by ~e ~n~~

~~~

6.1.1,5"
A~ a ~b~ to ea~ v~L ~ ~t~ ~e need to lab~ the ~s ~
¯ e fi~d ~d a~ums ~= ~e t~ ~ ~ ~e ~ ~dudes ~e lab~ ~e w~ig~ of
a~ ma~s added ~ ~e ~b~ ~ ~e fi~d ~ neg~bl~.
6.1.1~
~h ~e
and ~e ~ on ~e ~b~

p~pa~

~ ~ ~e

nea~

0~

g,

~ ~e

~ ~ht,

6.1.1.7
Because
vo~e o~~ pa~on
~o the
~a~ of~e
~
~om ~e aqueous solu~on and ~1 be ~st when ~e ~al is opened, ~g~, ma~
sp~ and ~emal ~~s ~ ~p~ shoed on~ be added ~ the ~als after
~e
sarape has been added ~ ~e ~ ~ese ~anda~s shou~ be ~~d b~ ~ ~e

5~5 - 7
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~b~o~ ~ _.~er manu~ by pun~udng Re ~ap~....i~R
a sm~ge needle
a~omat~a~ ~ ~e sarape ~~ s~te~, ~st prior
to ana~s.

or

6.1.2 ~gh conce~on sog samples coge~ed ~out a p~sema~ve
~en ~ ~~ s~p~
are
~e~ed
~Ro~ a P~v~
a va~e~
o~ s~mple cen~e~ m~ be emp~ye~ ~dud~g 6~mL gl~ss v~s ~h se~um se~ls
(see Sac. 4.~.
6.1.3

~

~~

~

s~

~~

and

~~

~

~e

~d

~he ~llo~ng ~eps ~pp~ ~ ~e p~pa~5on of v~ used ~ ~e ~t~ of h~h
c~nce~5on so~ s~m~es ~ be p~se~ed ~ Re fi~d ~ meRan~ and ~a~ b~. Re
aqueous p~g~and~p eq~pme~ desc~bed ~ Me~od 503~
6.1.3.1 A~d 10 mL of me~an~~ ea¢~ vial.
6.1.3.2 Se~ ~e ~ ~h ~e ~~p and Sep~m seal
6.1.3.3
A~ a ~b~ ~ e~ch ~aL Th~ ~~ the need ~ ~bel ~v~ls ~
~e ~e!d and assures ~at ~e tare w~ght of Re ~al ~udes ~e ~b~ ~e w~ght ~f
a~ ma~n~ ~ded ~ ~e ~b~ ~ ~e fi~d ~ ne~i~.
6.1.3,4 W~gh Re pmp~d ~al to the nea~ ~01 g, re~ ~e ta~ we~hL
~nd w~te E on Re ~b~
NOTE:

~k ~n~g m~han~ sho~d be ~hed a sa~nd ~me on the ~ay that
R~ ~ to be-usad.
~ ~und to have !~ me~an~ ~on in we~
~ =~01 ~ ~o~d n~ be ~ ~r s~mp~ ~o~

6.1.3.5.
S~~,~m~
be ~dded ~ ~e s~m~e after
6.1.4

egg

~e

s~nd~s
and m~t~ sp~ ~ ~l~ shcutd
R ~ ~med to the ~bo~ and prior ~ ~.

s~

~en o~ ~ ~mp~ ~ ~ ~ be ~b~ ~ me~ or PEG, ~mple ~a~ may
be prepared as d~ ~ See 6.1.3, us~g ~e appmpd~e so~enL H~veE when the
so~b~ of ~e ~e ~ u~o~, ~e sarape shou~ be ~~ ~out Re use of a
pmsemaSve, ~ a v~ su~ ~ R~ d~ed ~ See 6.1~.
6~ Sample

~ge~

¯

Co~ Re sarape
a~ng ~ ~e ~~ o~Rned ~ ~ samp~g plan.
~ ~
aW smp~g
pm~
~m~,
~ ~ be
~ ~ m~ ~e
~~
of~e
~m~e ~ o~ ~ m~m~ ~e ~ ~ ~e ~ ~mp~.
8~e~
~qu~
mw be
used to t~n~ a sarape ~ ~e ~~ n~ ope~n~ Of ~e ~w ~n~~n so~ ~aL
~ese ~ude de~ su~ ~ ~e ~Co~ s~p~
~e ~~~p So~ Samp~r
~,
and a ~t ~as~c
~g~~ ~ ~ ~~ han~ng
~e ~ samp~
~a~.
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&2.1

Low co~C~on

so~ sam~es

6.~.1
Us~ an ~p~e ~ ~e~ de~ce,
~lle~
~Pp~m~y
S
g ~ sam~eas soon as p~s~e after the su~c~ of ~e so~ or other solid m~edal has
been exposed m ~e ~m~e~ g~e~ ~ a ~ m~mes at mosL Care~fly
~pe
the e~edor of ~e sam~e ~~ de~c~ ~ a dean do~ or ~oweL
6~.1~ U~ng ~e samp~ ~n de~, add aba~ 5 g~ - 3 ~) of s~ to
¯ e sam~e ~al ~n~ng ~e p~se~ so~g~ Q~ b~sh any so~ off ~e ~1
¯ ~ads and ~me~e~ se~ ~e ~ ~ ~e sa~um and S~p. 8~ ~mples
on ~e ~ 4°C.
NOT~

S~ ~m~es
~ ~ ~~e
m~e~s
~ ~m n~u~l
~u~
~r
app~ed
as an ~~ may e~m~ upon ~n~ ~th ~e a~d~
pmse~Ne solu~on ~ ~e ~w ~n~n~n samp~ ~. If ~e amou~ of
gas ~~ ~ ve~ ~g ~, s~l m~, any ~ss of ~s as a resuE
of su~ e~~n~ m~ be m~mal ~ ~e ~al ~ sealed qQc~% Howevec
~ la~er amoun~of gas are gene~d, not on~ may the sample lose a
~n~ ~ ~ ~ but ~e gas p~sum may sha~er
~e ~al F ~e
s~e ~al ~ sealed, ~em~ ~en sam~ are known or suspe~ed to
~n~n h~h levis
of ~~e~ a ~ sam@e shou~ be co~e~e~ added
to a vial,
and ~e~ ~r e~~ F a ~pid or ~gomus ~a~on
occur,
d~ ~#sam@e and .~ge~
1~ ~n~~ sam~es ~ ~a~
¯ ~ do not ~n ~e p~e~e ~i~.

6.~!.3
~en
co~ng ~e sam~e to
shoed be ~~d ~
emp~ ~ &&~ R~
~~ ~01
~

p~, ~e
ensu~ ~
~e g~d
~e ~ ~

a potable
b~an~ ~ we~h ~e sealed
~
5.0 ~ 0.5 g ~ s~ ~m added. The b~ance
us~g an a~~ ~ ~r ~e samp~ oo~ne~
~e s~l~
~ ~n~n~g
~e sam~e ~ ~e

&~1.4
~~
~s~emi
~1
~p~
~ p~c
~~
~h
e~ ~ sam~e and note ~e ~n~ of ~e s~ ~ ~ ~e ~ge. Use ~ese d~a
to de~e ~e ~n~ of so~ ~ ~e ~nge .~at ~~n~ ~ ~0 ± 0.5 g. ~s~
ea~ ~! samp~
6~.1.5
~ ~ ~e ~~ of aqueous sam~ ~r ~I~, coge~ at least
~ ~e s~p~.
~ ~ ~ ~e
~o~
~ ~~
sam~e
~r
m~a~
~e ~ ~m~e shoed be ~ken ~m ~e ~me so~ ~um or the same se~on of
~e s~d ~.b~g
s~p~,
~d ~ d~e p~ ~ ~e ~don
~m ~h ~e
odg~
~m~
~ ~~.
6~1.6 ’ ~ ad~ dn~ ~e so~ ~ ~nnot be opened ~out ~mpmm~
~e ~g~ ~ ~ ~m~ = ~ one ad~l
~qu~ of samp~ m~ be ~ed ~r
s~n~
~
~
~~,
~
h~h
~~~~
~
~a~.
~is
¯ i~ a~qu~ m~ be ~~ ~ a ~L g~ ~1 or a ~ 4~k so~ samp~ v~l.
H~
~ ~ ~1
~ ~t
~ ~e
~ p~~
~M~n,
~ an
~qu~
~ ~ ~ ~ d~e
~ ~ F ~h ~n~on
~mp~
a~ ~~ ~ via~
~n~n~g me~an~, then ~ add~onal aEquo~ shoed be coge~ed, one ~r high
. ~~on an~ coge~ed
~ a ~ ~ng m~an~ and an~h~
~r ~e d~
~t ~e~b~ ~ a ~ ~tho~
e~er me~an~ or ~e I~ ~n~~n aqueous
p~se~a~ve so~o~
.
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6.2. ~.
If samp~s ~e~ or ~e~ ~ ~ ,n ~el a~es .over a ~de
r~nge of concen~a~ons,
~ereby r~dng ~e an~ysedof mulfiCesamp~ ~qum~ it
may be ad~sa~e and p~l to take ~n ad~on~ s~mp~ ~quo~ ~ a ~w
~n~n~n so~ ~ ~a~g ~e pr~ve,
but co~em~g on~ 1-2 g ~ead of ~e
5 g co~e~ed ~ Se~ 6~.1.1. ~ a@qu~may be used ~r those anodes ~at exceed
~e ~st~ment
~~n ~nge ~ ~e ~ an~
6.~ 1.8 The ~Core TM s~r h~ ~ot been ~oroug~y e,~a~d by EPA as
sto~ge~,A~. ~e pr~iqa~ ~uits ~di~ ~at ~o~ge ~ ~e EnCore
devi~ m~.be ~p~pdate ~ up ~ ~ ho~, samp~s co~e~ed ~ ~ de~ce shoed be
trans~ed to ~e sob s~m~e via~ as soon as pos~b~, or an~ ~n ~8 houm.
TM
a samp~

6.2.1.9
The co~on of 1~ ~nc~n tog samp~s ~ ~s ~at con~
mmhan~ ~ n~ app~pda~ for samp!~ a~d ~ the dose~sys~m ~e-~n~p
eq~pmem desc~bed ~ ~ m~hod ~ee S~. 6~.
6.2.2

~gh concent~nsog sam~es p~se~ed in ~e fie!d

The co~e~n of sob samp~s ~ ~s ~ cont~n me~anol has been sugge~ed by
some as a ~mb~ ~ese~on and ~n p~c~dure. Howeve& th~ p~cedure ~ ~not
appropd~e ~r ~se ~ ~e ~w concen~n sob proced~e described ~ ~s m~ho~
NOTE:

~e use ~ me~n~ prese~n has not been ~y evolved ~ EPA and
ena~ mu~ be ~m. ~ ~ ~en~a! p~blems. ~t, ~e use of m~han~ as
a presew~ve
and e~on s~vent
~ces a s~n~ ~u~on ~or ~
~]1 r~se ~e m~hod ~an~on @m~beyond the operaSng ~nge of ~e low
concen~tion
~re~ pu~an~p p~cedure (0.5-200
p~k~. ~e exa~
¯ diiu~on ~or ~ depend ~n ~e mas=es of so~ent and samp~ b~ ~ne~
ex~s 1000,.
~d m~ m~e ~ ~ffi~
to demon~te ~m~ance ~th
regu~o~ Bmffs or a~on ~v~s f~ some anodes. Bemuse ~e anodes of
~re~ are vo~ ~e me~an~ e~ ~nn~t be ~nc~t~ to over,
me
~e dB~on p~em. ~, for s~ of unsown ~m~on, ff m~ s~ be
n~~ ~ ~ ~ aliqu~
for
~ ~ ~ dose&~em
pm~dum ~nd
another
~qu~ p~e~ ~ me~ and an~d.~
o~er p~du~.
~e
sound pmb~m~ ~at ~e adC~n ~ m~han~ to the sam~e ~ ~y to ~use
the samp~ ~ ~l ~e ~ab~ ~a~eds~c,
~e~by m~g ~e unused
sa~p~ v~ume a h=~o~ ~
~¯

6~:1
~en sam~i~
am kn~ ~’~n~
vo~e~ at ~n~ns high
enough that
~.~n ~dor~il
n~ p~ude o~a~ng resu~s
~ ~e ~m~n
~nge of the app~pda~
d~e~a~e me~o~ a sam~e m~ be ~~ and
imme~e~ placed
~ a sam~e ~ ~n~ng ~Bn~t~p g~de m~han~.
6~ ~g an ~mp~e sa~ ~on de~c~
~Be~ appm~m~e~
5
g of sample ~ soon ~ p~M ~ ~e ~ ~e soft or o~er soft d m~ed~ ha~
¯ been ~os~
~ ~e ~~:
g~~ a few,
min~ ~ mo~. CaR~ ~pe
the e~edor of ~e ~ ~on de~ ~ a dean ~oth or t~l.
6.~3 Using ~e sam~e ~on device, add about 5 g ~ - 3 ~T ~ s~il to
the ~ co~n~g 10 mL ~ m~h~nok Q~ b~ any s~ off ~e ~ ~re~ds ~nd
~me~ semi ~e ~ ~ ~e s~p~m ~d s~w-~p. Sto~ samp~ on ~e ~ 4°C
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6.~2.4 When p~L use a p~dable b~ance to we~h Me se~ed yial
~n~n~g ~e sarape ~ ensur~ ~at 5.0 ± 0.5 g of samp~ we~ adde~ The b~ance
shoed be ~~d ~ the fi~d ~ng an appmp~e w~ght ~r ~e sarape co~ne~
emp~d ~e~ ~5.~.
Re~ ~e ~ of~e se~ ~al com~n~g ~e samp~ ~ the
nearest 0.01 ~
6~.~5 Ntema~ve~ ~e~ seve~l ~al sampl~ ~th p~s~c ~ges. ~h
~ ~ s~m~e and note the leng~ of the soil c~mn ~ ~e s~nge. Use ~ese dat~
to d~e~e ~e }eng~ of so~ ~ ~e ~dnge ~t ~~.~ 5.0 ~ 0,5 g. ~s~
each ~al s~mp~.
¯ ¯,

6~.6 Other samp~ w~gh~ and v~umes of me~an~ may be emp~ye~
provided
that ~e ana~ ~n demon~ that ~e ~ffM~ ~f ~e ove~ ~a~I
p~c~e
~ app~pd~e
~r ~e ~d~ a~~m
6~.7 ~e ~~ of at least
one add~on~ sam~e ~quot ~ ~qu~d ~r
Me d~e~n of ~e dw w~g~ as des~bed ~ Se~ 6~.1.6.
Samp~s coffered
~
me~asol shou~ be shaped as descSbed ~ Se~ 6.3, and must be d~ labeled as
~n~n~g me~anoL so th~ ~e samp~s a~ not ~a~ us~g ~e dose~sy~em
p~gm~p
eq~pme~
d~d ~ ~ pmcedu~.
6.2.3

H~h ~n~m~n sob samp~ n~ ~esemed in the fie~

The ~e~on of high ~~n soil
Sam~e~ ~ are n~t p~~ in ~e
fi~d
~~ ~o~ s~ p~d~ as ~r the other
~ of sam~ ~s~bed in
~. 6~.1 and 6~.2, ~ the ob~0us ~pdon ~ the samp~ ~s cohen nether
¯ e ~o~
~~ ~ nor
me~ H~veK
~en
fi~d
p~~
~ not
emp~ye~ ~ ~ be~er to co~e~ a ~er v~ume sarape, ~g ~e samp~ ~ma~ as
~ ~ p~ ~ o~er
to
~m~e
the
h~~.
Su~ ~~ p~cedu~s
~~ ~ n~ ~ ~e ~@~on of a ~e ~uot
~r d~ ~ d~e~i~n,
but ~ m~ be a~~ to ~e~ a se~nd sarape
a~qu~ ~ s~~ ~~, ~
o~ ~ ~m~ ~e I~
of
v~a~s
~ e~ ~
6~.4

~~te

samp~

~e c~e~on
p~~s ~F~ s~p~ depend
and ~ so~ ~ m~ol or o~er sSven~.

on ~o~ge

of

~e

~e

6~.~1 When an ~ ~e ~ kn~ ~ be soluble
~ m~han~ or PEG, the
sarape m~ he ~~ ~ a v~ co~n~g su~ a so~e~ ~ee Sere ~1.~, us~g
~~ ~m~ar
~ ~ose
d~ ~ Se~ 6.2.~
6~2 .~en
~e sa~ of ~e o~ ~e ~ ~ ~, ~e ~m~e should
e~her
be ~~ ~ a ~ ~o~ ~ p~e~ as d~b~ ~ S~m 6~3,
or the
~~ of a ~I samp~ shou~ be ~sted
~ ~e fi~.
~g a v~ ~~g s~venL
If the ~ samp~ ~ s~u~e ~ ~e ~o~L ~en ~fl~ the o~ ~te sam~a ~
des~
~ Se~
6~ ~e~ ~ an unpr~e~
s~p~
~ d~ed
~ Sec.
6~3.
¯.,
..
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6.3

Sampleh~. ,,rig

and sh~ment

= ",

..:,.

..

\

A~! sam~es ~r vo~es ana~s~ shou~ be ~oled ~ appro~atety 4=C, pa~ed ~
~pmp~ ~n~e.~, and s~pped ~ ~e ~o~ on ~, ~ des~b~ ~ ~e samp~ng plan.
6.4

Samp~s~ge

6.4.1 On~ ~ ~e ~to~ sto~ sam~es at 4=C unW an~y~s, ~e sample storage
~rea shou~ be ~e ~ o~a~c soNe~ vapor.
6.4.2 ~ samp~s should be an~ as soon a~ g~, ~nd ~Nn ~e des~n~ed
honing time from co~on. Samples not ~na~ ~th~ Ne de~gna~d h~ng ~m~ mus~
be noted and ~e data are ¢onsNered m~umvalues.
6.4.3 When ~e low ~ncent~n sam~es are ~mng~ ~k~ne or~gh~ c~reous
~ naN., Ne soNumb~N~ prese~afive sN~n may not be ~rong enough to reduce ~e
pH of ~e sNgw~er solu~on to b~ow 2. ~ere~, when low con~t~n so~s to be
s~mp~d a~ ~o~ or su~e~ ~ be ~rong~ aNagne or h~Ny ~lc=re~us, addNon~ steps
m~ be re~d ~ ~ese~e ~e samNes. Nu~ steps Ndud~ adNSon of N~er amoun~ of
. the so.urn Ns~ presemafive to non-~l~ous samp~s, ~o~ge of Nw ¢oncen~n
sam~es m-lO°C ~aMngc~re not ~ N ~e ~aN so ~1 ~ Ne e~ans~n of ~e waier N ~e
vNI brea~ ~e ~a0, or Ngn~cantN ~dudng ~e m~mumho~ng ~me ~r Nw conce~on
so~ samNes. ~i~ever Neps are emp~ye~ ~ ~ou~ ~ de=~ des~ in ~e samp~ng
and ~ p~e~ plans and ~s~b~ed ~ bmh ~e field
and Nbo~ pe~onn~ See Se~
6~.1.2
~r addNonal N~om
~0 PROCEDURE
~ se~on des~ p~~s ~r sarape s~e~n~g, ~e ~w ~n~on soil m~hod,
~e ~gh ~n~n~n sog me~o~ and ~e p~~ ~r d~ ~e s~e~ ~gh ~ncen~n
samples ~re to be ~duc~d ~to ~e GC ~stem u~ng Me~od 50~0. ~ ~e samp~s ~re to
be ~t~d ~to ~e C~ ~em ~g Me~od ~030 ~ ~ey a~ so~b~ ~ a ~er~fs~b~ so~en~
or us~g Me~od 3585 ~ ~ ~re n~L
~1 Sam~e s~eening
~ 1.1
~ ~ ~ ~end~
~ ~ s=m~ be s~en~
p~ b ~ ~~d-t~p
GG or GCIMS ana~s~. Samples m~ con~n ~gher ~an ~p~ed quan~es ~ pu~eab~
o~ani~ ~d ~1 ~0~nate ~e ~an~p ~em, ~ereby req~g ~ensive
~eanup
and ~s~me~ ma~enanc~ ~e s~eeni~
data a~ used t~ d~e~e ~i~ ~ ~e
apprapdme
s~p~ p~ti~n
p~cedu~ ~r ~e ~~r sam~e, ~e I~ ~nce~n
ctose~s~em
~re~
~an~p
me~ ~ec 7~, ~e h~h ~n~on
~mhanol
~o~ me~ ~ ~,
or ~e nona~us
E~ ~Wam~ me~ or PEG ~on
pmcedu~ ~ec ~
~
7.1~ ~e ana~t may emp~ any appmpd~e s~n~g
s~een~ ~n~u~ erupting
SW-8~ me~o~ a~:

~~ Tw~ suggested

~1~.1 A~om~ ~a~ ~e~od 5~21)
u~ng a g~ ~roma~g~
(G~
equ~ped ~ a p~on~ d~e~r (PI~
and an ~e~c ~u~v~ detect~r
(HEC~ ~ sedes, o&
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of

(M

hod:

of Me e~ra~ on a GC equipped with a ~D an~or an ECO.
7.1.3 The ana~st may i~e~ a c~I~tion ~nda~ contai~ng ~e ana~es of ~st
~t a concantm~oneq~v~lent to ~e upp~ ~m~of ~e ~ibration ~nge of ~e low concem~Eon
soil me~o~ ~e ~sui~ f~m ~ ~and~ may be used to dete~e when the s~en~g
resul~ approach ~e uppe~ ~m~ of ~e ~w conce~m~on so~ me~o~ The~ are no ~ne~
or other pedo~an~ ~teda assod~ted wi~ ~e injedion of such a ~ands~, and other
approaches may be employed to es~m~e sarape conce~fions.
7,1.4
Use ~e l~.~n~n~5ondose~em
pu~nd~p m~hod ~ec 7.~ ~ ~e
e~im~ed ~n~mffon from ~e s~ening p~d~e ~ with~ the ~mtion ~nge of ~e
s~e~ed de~tive
m~ho~ ¯ the conce~on exce~s the ~rat~n ~nge of ~e low
~n~on so~ me~o~ ~en use effh~e ~gh ~n~n~8on soil me~od ~e~ 7.~, or ~e
oBy waste me~od ~e~ 7.~.
L~ ~n~n~tion so~ m~hod ~ppm~m~econce~fion range of 0.5 to 200 p~kg ~e ~n~n~on ~ge ~ depende~ upon ~e d~e~tive
m~hod and ~e sens~
of ea~ anal~e.)
7~.1

In~

~libmt~n

Pdor ~ u~ng ~ ~odu~on ~que ~r any GC or GCIMS me~o~ ~e ~stem must
be ~lib~ General ~iibmtion
p~dures am d~cussed in Me~od 8000, w~e the
dete~aSve
me.otis
and Me~od 5000 pro~de sp~3c ~ation
on ~~n and
p~pamSon of stand~. No~all~ e~em~l ~anda~ ~l~m~on ~ prefe~d ~r ~e GC
me~ods .~on-MS d~e~o~ bemuse of poss~ inteffe~nce
pmb~ms ~ internal
~anda~ E intefferen~
a~ not ~ pm~em, or when a GC/M~ m~hod ~ used, ~m~
s~ndard ~lib~on m~y be emp~y~.
7~.1.1
~~e a pu~~p de~ca ~ me~s ~e spe~l~tion
~ Se~
.4.2 and ~at ~ conn~ed to a g~ ~m=ogmph or a gas ~mm=ogmpNm~ss
spe~mmeter
~em~2.1~ Before ~al use, a ~op~Ca~sieve trap shoed be con~oned
ovem~ ~ 245=C by hatching ~h an ~e~ gas flow of at lea~ 20 mWm~If
other ~app~g m~eda~ a~ sub~ed ~r the ~opa~Ca~osieve,
follow
the
man~um~ m~mmen~ns ~r ~n~on~ Ve~,~e t~p e~uent ~ ~e hood, not
to ~e ~~1 ~. Pdor~ d~ us~ ~e ~p shoed be ~nd~oned ~r 10 m~utes
~ 2~=C ~ ba~hing. ~e ~p m~ be vent~ ~ ~e an~ioi ~lumn dudng d~y
~nC~oning; however, ~e co~mn must be ~n ~mugh ~e ~mpe~tu~ program pdor
to anaI~ of samp~.
~1.3 E~e ~nda~ ~p ~ S~ 4~ ~ e~p~yed,pdor
~ ~ use, the
~p shoed be ~nd~oned ovem~ = 180"C by ba~uShing ~ ~ ~ed g~ fl~ of
at I~ 20 mUmin, or a~mg ~ ~e m~urefs m~mmendaSon~ Veto ~e ~p
e~ue~ ~ ~e hood, not to the ~a~i~ ~mn. Pdor to dagy ~e, ~e ~p shoed be
con~5oned ~r 10 min at 180=C ~ b~hin~ ~e trap m~ be vented ~ the
~n~l ~mn d~g da~ ~n£~onin~ h~ever, ~e c~umn mu~ be mn ~mugh the
~mpemtumprogram pdor ~ ~alys~ of samp~
,
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7~.h~+ Es~b~h ~he purge-~n~%~p ~s~ ope~g ~n~ons. A~ust
lhe ~s~umenllo ~e~ .5 mL of ~aleq ~ hee~ ~he s~mple~40°C,.and~0 ho~ ~e
sample at 40°C ~r 1.5 min~es he.re commenting the pu~e process, or ~s
recommended
by Re ~menl m~nu~urec 7~ 1.5
~epa~
a m~um of he ~ ~~n ~n~s
co~
~ Re
anal~es of inierest
~nd su~o~es, as d~ob~ ~ Me~d 80~0, and ~fla~ng ~e
~me~
manu~ure~s
~ons~
~e ~m~n
~an~r~
~ p~p~d
in
ar~n~g re~gent
w~ter
The vO~e of o~n~ ~genl
water
used ~r
~l~t~n mu~t be Re same vo~me u~ad ~r samfl~ ana~s~ ~o~ 5 mL added m
Re vi~ he.re sho~ng ~ to Re fie~ ~ Re o~an~ r~ge~ ~ter added b~ Re
~men~ ~e ~~n ~nd~s
Shou~
a~o conta~
ap~o~m~e~
~e same
amount o~ Re so.urn b~u~te p~se~a~ve as Re sample ~.g.. -1 ~, as Re p~sence
of the presem~ve
~ affect
~e pu~g e~denOes of ~e-an~.
~e ~mal
s~nd~rd solution must be ~dded a~omafi~l~ by the inst~men~ ~ ~e s~me ~s~an
~s used ~r ~e samples. Place ~e sa~ v~ ~n~g the solon ~ the in$~me~
~mus~ In order to ~1~ ~e suborns ~g standards
at five con~ntm~ns, ~
m~ be ne~sa~ to ~sab~ Re aOomaSc add~on of su~og~es ~ eaO ~ co~ng
a ~~n s/anda~
(consOt
~e manu~u~£s
~m~on~.
P~r to ~, he~t
the sample ~al to 40°C ~r 1.5 minu~s, or as ~commended b~ ~e m~nu~u~c
7.~1.6

Ga~ out

the

~an~p

pmcgdu~

as

o~ ~ Se~.

L2.3~

~

7.2.5.
7~1.7
C~cO~e
~~n ~o~ ~ or response
~o~ ~ ~r each
anaOe of ~re~ us~g the pmc~dur~ dew.bed
~ Me~od 8~ ~ula~ the
average
CE ~em~ s~nd~ or RF ~mat ~nda~ ~r ea~ ~m~und,
~s
desc~bed
in Me~od 8000. Ev~lu~e ~e ~e$~ of Re ~on.d~a,
or ~aose
ano~er
~~n mode,
as ~sc~ ~ Monad 8000 and ~e ~¢ d~aiive
m~hod.
7~1.8
For
G~8 ~, a ~m pe~~
~e~ ~ be made he.re
~s ~b~on
~e ~ use~
(s~
Me~ ~. E~e pu~an~p
p~~ ~ Used
w~h Me~od 8021,
evaluate
~e ~o~e ~r ~e foi~
~ur ~m~un~:
O~me~e;
1.1~~e~
bmm~a~;
a~ 1,1~2-te~O~ane.
~e~ are
used .t 9 ~e~ ~r p~per pu~e flow ~d to ~e~ ~r deg~da~n ~usgd by
~n~ed lines
~ a~ve s~es ~ ~ ~em.
. .
7~1.8.1
Chlorome~ane ~ Re mo~ l~e~ ~mpound to be ~st ff
the purge flow ~ too f~
,~

¯7~1.8~ B~mo~ ~ one ~f ~e ~mp~un~ mos~ ~ke~ to be
pu~ed ve~ poo~ ff the pu~e fl~ ~ ~o....S~.~ spo~ on.or ~ve s~es
~ the ~n~er I~es m~ ~ve~ ~ff~, response.
’’.

7~1.~3
~ ~n~m~ ~n~er
~pp~g m~eda~

~

~o~e
~n~

and l,l~iOl~O~ne
~ ~n~p $y=tem$

are
~flt

deg~ded
~g $~es

¯
~

7~1.9 ~en ~g forv~
~e d~g ~mpo~ ~ Me~0d 80~1 ~.e.,
h~lorob~a~ene,
l~,3-td~Iom~en~
~, ~os~-con~min~on
and memo~
efi~ ~m a ~gh ~ncen~n sarape or ev~ ~e ~and~ ~ a ~mmon ~o~em. - .
5035- 14
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E~ra rinsing of ~e pu~e chamb~ a~er ana~s norm~y co~e~s Mis. The newer
pu~an~t~p ~stems o~en ovemome M~ p~em w~h be~er bakeout of ~e ~em
~ng ~e pu~and-t~p
p~c~ ~so, ~e cha~o~ ~ps ~t~ I~s mo~ ~nd
decease ~e p~blem.
7.2~

C~on veri~cation

Rear ~ M~hod 8000 ~r details on ca~on ve~3catio~ A ~ngle ~and~ near ~e
m~oint of c.~lib~tion
~nge ~ used ~r ve~c~tio~ Th~ ~anda~ s~u~ ~so co~a~
app~m~e~ 1 g of sodom b~fat~
7~.3

8amp~

pu~an~t~p

Th~ me~od ~ designed ~r a ~g sam~e s~e, b~ smag~ sarape s~ m~ be ~ed.
Cons~t Me ~ment man~a~urefs instn~ns
~ga~ing ~er sarape s~, ~ o~er ~
avo~ dogg~g of the purging appa~tu~ The so~ ~al ~ hermegca~ seal~ ~ Me sam~g
sE~ and MUST~ma~ so ~ o~er ~ gua~n~e ~e integd~ ~ ~e sampl~ ~oves m~t be
w~mwhen han~g the sam~e~since ~e ~ has been ~red. If any s~i ~ noted on the
e~egor ~ ~e~al or cap, E must be care~lly ~moved pgor to w@gh~W~ghMe v~l and
contents to the nearest 0.01 g, even ~ ~e sample w~g~was de~rm~~ ~e field, and
~co~ ~ weight. Th~ second we~h~g pin,des a check on the fie~ samp~ng p~cedu~s
and p~v~es addit~nal as~u~nce ~at ~e reposed sample w~ght ~ a~u~t~ Da~a use~
should be adv~ed on s~n~ca~ dis~epan~es between the field and ~bor~o~ w~g~
7.2.3.1 Remove the samp~ ~ from ~o~ge and a~ow ~ ~ warm to room
tempe~r~ 8hake ~e ~algen~, to ensure ~at ~e co~en~ move free~ and ~at
s~ng wi~ be effective.
Place ~e s=mp~ ~al in ~e inst,~ment c~mus~ acco~g ~
¯ e man~a~ure¢s~stn.~ctions.
7~.3~ Wi~o~ distu~g ~e henneg¢ se~ on ~e samp~ ~, add 5 mL of
o~ani~free mage~water, ~e intem~ ~andard~ and ~e sv~o~ate ~mFounds. Th~
~ c~ried o~ ~ing ~e a~orn~ed ~mp|er. Oth~ v~lurnes ~ o~ani¢-fn~e mage~w-~ter
maybe used, howe~er,. ~ ~ impe~tive ~ ~.samples, bl.~n~, and cal~r-ation ~anda~s
have e:~a~Jy ~e s~me final volume ~ o~anic-~ee ~agemwa~ Pdor ~ pu~ing, he~
~e sarape ~ ~ 40°C ~r 1.5 ~nutes, ~ as described by ~ manu~u~n
7~.3.3 For ~e s~mp~ s~ected ~r m~ri~ s~ng, add ~e m~rix ~ng
solu~on described ~ $e~ &0 of M~hod 5000, eEher manual~, or a~om~.~lly,
fogov~ng ~e man~a~u~fs ~sttu~ons. The concent~on of ~e s~ng s~ution and
t~e amount added shou~ be e~ab~hed as des~-ibed ~Se~ ~0 of M~hod 8~0~
~ o.~ ~ =,,~e ~e sarape with helm ~ an~=r ~e~ gas ~ a flow rote of up

~ng b~ ~ o~ me~anic~ means. The ~u~ed analytes a~ ~owed ~ flo~ o~ of
¯ e ~ ~mugh a gl?ss-~ned
transfer
~e ~ a t~p pa~ed ~ sui~e so~e~
m=eda~
7~.4 Sarape Deso~t~n

..

7~.4.1 No~c~ogenic ~dace - A~er the i i minute pu~e, ~ace ~e
pu~an~tm=p ~em ~ the deso~ mode and pmhe~ ~e trap to 245°C ~Mo~ a flow
5035- 15
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of de~a~d~J g~s. Sls~ the flow of ~~ gas . 10 mU~n~e ~r about tour
m~es (1.5
rain
is~a~adequ~e
~r ~na~~ ~e~ad 801~ Beg~ lhe
~mpe~ p~g~m o~ ~e gas ch~m~ogm~h and stad d~ta acq~s~o~
.7.2.4.2
C~oge~c ~e~ - A~er ~e 11 m~ute pu~e, pl~c~ ~e
pu~~p ~tem ~ ~edeso~
mod~ make su~ ~ ~e ~~ ~e~c~ ~ at
-15~C ~rl~& and ~p~ heat the ~ to 245~C wh~e ba~h~g ~th an ~e~ gas
a~ 4 mW~ ~r abo~ 5 m~ (1.5
~n ~ na~a~ a~e ~r ~a~ ~ Me~gds
8015).
At the end of ~e ~~ d~o~ ~e, ~ he~ Se ~ge~c ~
250=C. Eeg~ ~e tempe~ p~g~m of ~e gas ch~ma~g~ and sta~ ~e data
acqu~on.
7.2.5

Tra~ Recon~t~ng
,.

After
desorbing
~e sam~e ~r 4 m~e~ ~con~on ~e ~p by ~m~g the
pu~an~ap s~em to ~e pu~e mod~ M~a~ ~e ~p tempe~ at 245°C ~r o~er
t~pe~e ~commended by the manu~u~r af ~e ~p pacing
m~a~. After
app~x~me~ 10 ~s, tu~ offthe ~p heater and ha~ ~e pu~e fl~ ~ugh ~e ~p.
When the t~p ~ cool, ~e n~ samp~ can be ~a~.
7.2.6

Data i~e~r~on

PeEo~ qua~ ~d quan~a~ve
an~ ~ng ~e g~d~ ~ven ~ the
d~e~~ monad and M~hod 8000. If ~e ~~n of any ~ anode exceeds
the ~~n ~nge ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~l ~ ~a~ ~ ~n~e the sam~e by ~e h~h
~~n me~o~ Su~ ~a~ need on~ address
those
an~ ~r w~ch the
~~on
e~ed
~e ~b~n
range
of
~e ~w ~~n
memo&
~~
~ a samp~ a~qu~ of 1~ g ~s a~o ~med ~e Se~ 6~ 1 .~, ~ m~ be pm~ ~ an~
¯ ~ ~qu~ ~r ~e ana~ ~m ~ed ~e ~me~ ~~n ~nge ~ the 5~ ana~s~.
If ~su~ are to be ~po~ed on a d~ ~ ~, ~o~.~ Se~ ~5
~gh
~~
200 p~kg.

m~od

~r

sog

samp~s

~h

~~~

~~

g~

~an

The h~h ~~ me~od ~r soil
~ b~ed on a sdve~ ~~ A s~d samp~ ~
e~her e~med or ~, depen~ng on sam~e ~lub~ ~ a wme~m~b~ s~ve~ ~ a~quot
of
the
e~ ~ added
~ o~~e
msge~
~ ~~ ~g~ a~,
~ ~b~ ~m~
and marx s~.~r~,
pu~ed ~~ ~ Me~od 5030,
and ~~ by an a~pff~e
~~e ~o& ~ ~ a~ ~so~b~
~ me~an~
~: p~m and ~ke Wa~e~ are
~uted ~ h~e~ne ~e~ ~em ~3.~.
..
The spe~¢ s~ple ~a~on steps de~end on
in the field.
Sam~es ~ ~re ~ ~e~ed ~ ~e
beg~n~g at S~ ~3.1.
E so~t p~sewa~on
begins ~th Se~ ~3.~
:

whe~er or nat ~e sam~e was p~se~ed
fie~ am p~p~ed ~ng ~e ~eps be]~,
w~ e~d
.~ ~e fi~ ~en the p~on
%.
_.

7.3.1 When the h~h: ~n~n~ ~m~e ~ ~ p~s~ed ~ ~e fi~d,~e
samp~
~ns~ of~e
entre
~ ~ ~ ~ ~n~ ~ not
~ a~ supem~a~
~quids.
~~ p~ ~ ~e ~me~s of ~e samp~ ~n~ by sha~ng
or o~er me~a~l
means ~o~ ope~ng ~e ~. ~ ~a~g ~ n~ p~i, q~y m~ ~e contents
of ~e
v~ ~ a nohow me~ sp~ula and imme~e~ r~e~. ~e ~.
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~3.2 If the samp~ ~ from-an ~ownlsoum~ peffo~ a s~ub~ test be~re
pm~ed~ Remove seve~ g~ms ~ ~m~ ~m ~e sample ~n~ne~ Qu~ resell
~e
~n~ner to ~m~e the ~ss of va~e~ We~h 1~ ~uo~ of ~e samp~ ~to several tes~
tubes or o~er suffab~ ~n~ners. Add 10 mL of me~an~~ ~e ff~t ~e, 10 mL of PEQto
¯ e second, and 10 mL of h~de~ne to ~e ~i~. ~d ~e sam~e ~d ~~e if it ~
so~ble ~ ~e so~en~ Once ~e solubi~ has been eva~e~ d~ca~ ~ese test softens.
lf~e sam~e ~ s~ub~ ~ ~er m~h~ or PEG, p~ceed wffh Se~ ~3,3. If ~e sample ~
on~ soluble
~ ~de~ne, p~ceed ~ S~ ~3.~.
..
~,~ ..

~3.3 Forso~ ~nd so~ ~s~e s~es ~at are soluble ~ me~ add 9.0 mE o~
me~an~ and 1.0 mL of ~e su~og~e sprig
s~n Joa ~d 2~mL ~ Using a
~aa~ bounce, w~gh 5 g ~et we~h0 ~ sam~e ~to the v~. Q~y ~p ~e v~l and
~we~h ~e ~L Re~ ~e ~ht to ~ 1 ~ Shake the ~ ~r 2 m~. ~ ~e samp~ ~ not
soluble ~ m~h~noLbut was solub~ ~ PEG, em~ ~e same procedu~ descffbed above,
but use ~0 mL of PEG~ place of ~e m~hanoLP~ceed ~th Se~ 7.3.~
~OT~

~e ~eps ~ Se~. ~3.1, ~3~, ~d ~3.3 mu~ be pe~ ~p~ and ~tho~
~~on to avo~ ~ss ofvo~e o~ani~. Th~se ~eps must be ~ffo~ed ~
a ~bo~ ~ee from so~ent ~mes.

7.3.4 For so~ and s~ w~e sam~es th~ were ~ge~ed ~ me~anol or PEG ~ee
Se~ 6.~, w~gh the ~al ~ 0.1 g as a ~eck on the w~ght ~ed ~ ~e field,
add the
su~og~e sp~ng solu~on to ~e ~ by ~e~ng ff ~ugh ~e sep~m, shake ~r 2 m~, as
descdbed above, and pmce~ ~ Se~ 7.3.5.
~.3.5 Fipet app~m~te~ 1 mL of ~e e~ from e~er Sem ~3.3 or ~3.4 ~ ~ QC
~ ~r s~g~ ~g a d~pos~ p~e~ ~d se~ ~e ~ ~e rem~d~ of ~e e~mct m~y
be ~s~e~ Add appro~mate~ 1.mL of me~n~ ar PEG to a separate GC ~al ~ruse as
the me~od b~nk .~r e~ set of s~mp~s e~ed ~ ~e same so~e~
~3.6
~e e~s m~t be ~a~= 4"C~ ~e d~ pfforto
an~ Add ~n
appropriate ~quot of ~e e~ ~ee Table 2) to ~0 mL of o~anic-fme mage~ ~ter ~nd
~e by Me~od 5030 ~ ~n~n ~ ~e appmpd~e
~~ve me~o~ Proceed
to ~e~ 7,0 ~ Meth~ 5030 and ~l~w the p~m ~r pu~ng ~gh concen~n s~mp~
7.3.7 ~ ~u~ ~m to be reposed on a ~ we~t bas~, d~e~e ~e d~ w~g~ of a
s~amte ~quot of the sarape, us~g the p~cedum ~ Se~ 7.5, ~er ~e sam~e e~ has
been t~ns~ed,
to a.. GC~ ~d ~e ~ sea~d.
~3.8 For soK~ ~ a~ not s~u~e ~ m~hanol ar FEG ~n~u~ng ~ose s~mples
~ns~tng
pd~ af peplum or ~g ~ ~i~e
or ~ the samp~ ~th ~xa~ne
us~g the pm~d~ ~ Se~ ~0 of Me~od 3585.
: o

7.4

H~h

~n~n~n

"~

m~hod

~r

o~e

sam~

~

~ pm~ ~r ~e ~ys~ of o~ ~e ~mpl~ ~v~v~ ~e dE~on of ~e samp~ ~
me~an~ or PEG. H~veK ~m m~ be ~kefl ~ ~ ~mdudng ~ny of ~e flo~g ~t ~er ~to
~e ~menL A po~on of ~e ~uted sam~e ~ ~en ~dded ~ 5.0 mL of o~a~c-~e m~gent
w=e~ p~ed a~ng to Me~od 5~ ~d an~ u~ng an appropff~e
detective
m~had.
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For Gi~ ssm~es ~at am ~ soluble ~ m~hsn~or’PEG On~ding those samples consM~ng
pdma~y of pe~eum or co,rig
waste), ~e cr e~ ~ h~e~ne us~g ~e procedures in
Sec. 7,0 of Me~od35~5.
The sp~~ p~pa~on s~ps depend on whe~er or not ~e samp~ ~s p~se~ed
in the ~eid. Sam~es ~t were ~ ~e~ed ~ ~e ~e!d a~ p~p~ed us~g ~e ~eps b~w,
beg~n~g at Sec. 7.4.1. If me~anoLp~se~aSonw~ emp~yed ~ ~e fi~d, ~en the p~pa~on
begins ~th Sec. 7.4.3.
7.4.1 if ~e w~ ~ ~ p~se~ed ~ ~e ~d and ~ ~ soluble ~ me~anoi or PEG.
w~gh 1 g ~ w~gh0 o~ ~e s=mp~ ~o a ~d l~mL v~um~dc flas~ a ~d sdn~afion
vi~I, or a tared cu~ure tube. If a v~ or tube ~ used ~e~dof ~ ~lume~flas~ ff must be
~d prior
~ use. ~ ~n ~ be ~~ prior
t~ opening
~e samp~ ~I and
webbing out ~e aSquot ~r an~s~
7.4.1.1 ~ ~ ~e vessd, pip~ l&~mL of me~anol or PEG ~to ~e ~al
~r tu~e and ma~ ~e bo~om of ~e ~~.
7.4.1.2

Dis~ ~is s~venL and pm~ed ~th w~ghing o~ ~e 1~ sample

aliquok
7.4.2 Quic~ add 1.0 mL of ~g~e sp~ng sol~ to ~e flas~ ~al, or ~be, and
dilute
to 10.0 mL ~th ~e app~pd~e s~ve~ ~~1 or PEG). S~d ~e ~ ~’m~ the
contents and ~en shake ~go~us~ ~r 2 ~
~.4.3 if the sarape
we~h ~e ~ ~ 0.1 g ~ a
solu~n ~ the ~ by ~e~ng
¯ en shake ~g~rous~ ~r

~s c~eded ~ ~e fi~d ~ a ~ ~ng me~an~ or PEG,
~e~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~e field,
add ~e ~g~ sp~ng
~ ~mugb the sep~ S~d ~e ~al to m~ ~e ~ and
2 ~nut~ ~nd p~ ~ Se~ ~

7.4.4
R~a~l~s
of h~ the ~ ~s ~ed, ~e ~ ana~es
a~ e~ed
into the soNent ~ong w~ ~e m~ of ~e o~ ~e ~e., some ~ ~e og m~ ~]1 be
~a~ng on ~e su~}. If o~ ~ ~o~ng on ~e ~, ~n~r I to 2 mL ~ ~e ~ to a
dean GC ~ us~g a Pasteur p~eL ~um ~ no o~ ~ ~n~d to ~e v~.

~~p

7.4.5
~a~,

Add 10 - 50 pL ~ ~e m~ol ~ ~5 mL of o~a~ee ~age~ w~er ~r
using
Me~od
503~

7.~6 Pmpa~ a ma~ sp~e ~m~e ~ ad~ng 10 - 50 pL of ~ m~ ~e standard
~ssoNed ~ me~l to a 1~ a~qu~ ~ ~e e~ ~. Shake ~e ~al to ~pe~e ~e matrix
sp~e so~on ~mugho~ ~e ~. ~ add 10 mL of e~on soPent and pm~ed ~ ~e
e~~ and ~a~,
as d~b~.~
Se~.
~4~ -.~
C~ ~e m~ of the
spiked an~es as d~b~ ~ M~hed 80~. F ~e mcove~ ~ not ~h~ ~e a~~e
I~its
~r ~e ~~n, use ~e h~~e ~on ~que ~ ~ ~0 of M~od 3585.
7,5

~~

of%

D~~

~ ~su~ ~ ~ be ~po~ed on a d~ w~ ~, ~ ~ necess~ ~ dete~e ~e d~ w~g~
of the sampi~.
N~TE:

It
~ ~gh~ ~mm~d~ ~ ~ ~ d~~n on~ be ma~ affe[
~e ana~.
h~s d~e~ ~t no samp~ ~quo~ ~1 be~ken f~m the 60-mL ~ ~r high
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~.
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.........

.~

.....

conception
~a~. ~ ~ ~ ~m~e loss
of vo~es and.to
avo~ samp~
~n~m~a~n
~m ~e ~o~a~ a~e~ ~e~ ~ no ho~g ~me a~oda~d
~
the d~ w~ght
d~e~o~
~, ~ ~~ ~n be made any 5me pffor
~
~po~ng ~e s~mp~ ~s~, as long as ~e ~ai ~n~ng ~e ~n~ samp~ h~s
~ma~ed sealed and properly ~o~
7.5.1

Weigh ~10 g of~e

samp~ ~m ~e 5~mL VOA ~ ~to

7.5.2
~ ~ ~ ~em~
~
C~c~e ~e % d~ we~ as ~go~:
% d~we~

1~=~

~w

~

~

~

a

d~r

a ~d ~
~e

w~

= g ofd~samp~
x 100
g of s~m~e

WARNING: ~e d~ oven shoed be ~a~ed ~ a ho~d or vented.
~~ ~~
~am~ m~ ~ ~m a heavi~
c~m~ haz~eus
waste
s~mple.
~
8.0

Q~

8.1
~epa~n

~~L
Rear to Cha~er One ~r spe~c ~ ~n~l
QC pmcedu~

p~~s and Me~od 5000 ~r s~mp~

8.2 . Be~ pm~s~ ~y ~mp~, ~e ana~t should
demen~ ~ugh ~e ana~ of
an o~~ ~age~ w~er m~hod b~nk ~at dl ~as~ and. ~age~s a~ ~e~ ~ee.
Ea~ 5me a s~t ~ sam~es ~ ~~, or ~ ~ a change ~ re.gent,
a m~hod ~ank should be
pm~ as a ~~ ag~n~
ch~n~
~a~o~
~a~~
~e blank
~m~ shoed
be
~ed through
~l~ages
of ~e s~m~e p~~n and me~su~menL
8.3
~1
~o~n
~ P~~~ ~o~o~
m~t
demo~
~ pmfi~
~ e~ s~mp~ p~pa~Qon and ~~a~e me~od ~mb~ ~ ~es,
~ gene~Qng dram
~ a~p~
a~
~
p~
~=~
~ ~ a ~
ma~
~e
~o~
m~
~o
~p~t
~ ~n~n
~~
n~
~ a~
~ed
or
~~
~g~
~ ~me~n
are made. See Sere 8.0 of Me~ods 5000 and 8000 ~r ~~on on h~w to ~mp~h ~
demon~om
8.4

Sam~e Qu~ ~1 ~ ~p~~ Ana~s - See Se~ 8,0 ~ Me~od 5000 and
Me~d
8000
~ pm~s
m ~ m demons~
a~e~
~nu~g
~~ on ea~
set of s~p~ to be ~a~ ~e ~dude ~e m~hod blank
~ther
a ma~ sp~~ ~
d~~ or a m=~ s~ke and du~e sample
~a~, a ~o~ ~mi sam~e ~CS),
and
the ad~on ~ ~g~ to e~ samp~ and QC sam~
\
8.5
R ~ m=m~~
~ ~
~~
~
~~
~~~
p~s
~r
use
~th th~ me~o~ ~e s~c pm~s ~= a~ most ~~e depend upo~e.needs
of ~e
~bora~
and ~e n~tu~
of the samp~ ~~r poss~,
~e ~o~ should
anode
~and~ m~nce mate~a~
~d pa~dp~e
~ ~a~ ~a~e ev~ua~on
~es.

M~D
thee

P~R~E

9.1 ~ng~ ~o~ a~ra~ and pm~on da~ were o~ned ~r ~e m~hod a~ in
sog ma~ sand, a so~ ~~ 10 ~ b~ ~e sucre of a h~us landfi~,
ca~ed the
5035- 19
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~Ho~o~ and a su~ g=~en sol Ea~ sam~e was ~5ed ~ ~e ana~ ~t a concen~afion
of 20 n~ g, ~i~ ~ equ~e~ to 4 p~kg. These da~ are ~sted ~ tables ~und ~ Me~od82~0~
9.2 $~e ~o~ a~ and p~n d~ were ob~ned
~r ce~n me~od ~n~es
when e~c~ng offy I~uid us~g me~n~ as ~e ~on so~enL The d~a a~ presented in ~
t~ble ~ Me~od8260. ~he compoundswere sp~ed ~ ~e po~ons of an oi~ ~qu~ ~aken from
a waste site)
~ng ~e p~cadu~ ~r m~ sp~ desc~bed ~ Se~ 7.4.
~ ~sen~
worst c~se se~ oF d~t~ b~sed on ~cov~ d~ ~m m~nysou~esof oily l~u~
10.0
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MEMO~NDUM
SUB~CT:

ReNonN I~efim
Poficy
~r Dete~on
Concen~afions ~ ~fl and S~d MaNtes,

FROM:

Nora McGee, As~tant
USEPA ReNon 9

TO:

USEPA ~Non 9 P~so~d
Under ReNonNPrograms.

ofVol~

O~c ~mpouM ~OC)

ReNonN A~s~ator

~d P~ C~e~g

Envkonme~N

Meas~ements

Pu~o~
Appropfime me~o~es m ~m~e vo~z~on~d ~md~on ~sses ~ solid
ma~ceshave not been consistently
implemented
~rou~o~Re,on9. ~s memor~dum
a~c~amsthe Re~on’spo~cy on the ~tion of samp~g ~d ~bormo~me~odo~es~r the
~oHe~fionof volati~organiccompou~~O~ data ~m soil or s~ ma~ces.USEPASW846, Updam ~, Me~od 5035, "~ose~S~mm Purge-~d~Tmp~d E~m~ion ~r V~le
O~a~ m Soil ~d WasteSamples,"in~o~orati~
proceduresto ~n~zeVOC ~sseswas
fin~zedby USEPA~ J~e 1997.Th~ ~on 9 pollyreq~es~e use of M~hod5035,or ~
equ~yor more e~ve me~o~~r ~e eolle~fion
ofrepresent~ve
and praised~a ~r VOCs
~ s~l and solid ma~ces.Adrenal,~s ~y was deve~ped~ be ~on~e~ with ~e
Agency’s Dma Qu~ O~e~ves ~QO) Proce~ ~ed ~ "Gu~ce ~r the Data Qu~
O~e~es Process" USEPA Q~4, Se~ember 199~ by ~o~ng ~r a graded a~roa~h
¯ rou~ ~e c~ction of re~esem~ve d~a ~at meets pr~e~ ~ta ~ needs.
Poficy
Scope ~d Appfic~it¥
Env~ment~ data ¯ collec~n
actors
~rfo~ ~ USEPA Re,on
¯ e dete~inafion
ofVOC concen~ ~ soil ~d sofid ~a~ces.

9 pro~s

T~s p~cy is applicable to d~a criterion acfiv~es con~c~d by USEPAstaff a~
con~actors,
USEPA grante~,
~deral ~es, entities
comp~ ~ USEPA
re~ato~
regiments
~or o~er e~fies
pro~c~ da~ ~r USEPA ~on
ma~ng. T~s ~c~s d~a berg collected
~r on~g ~ ass~ce
plus ~d
¯ s~p~g ~s.

I TE t [ P©LIC¥

~r

~me

F~me

~

I~m~

TNs poficy
~d be a~p~d ~cNy ~d to the m~ ~c~le ext,.
Cases
where ~ is nm ~a~c~ to i~m ~s ~ sh~ be bmugM to ~ ~t~n of
¯ e USEPA ReNon 9 QA O~ce. ~is is ~ ~ ~ as ~ ~m ~N as USEPA
is
sN1 ~aN~ mc~N ~~ to ~her
re~e
N~e~s
~r ~Nm~ of
VOC losses.
P~ase ~te, an ~n~m ~ ~s poficy may be m~d.
S~e~

~

P~

M~ ~r t~ collection
~d ~NyNs of VOCs in s~ or o~r so~d ~ ~
~~ vN~ ~es.
Because
USEPA SW-~6 Me~ 5035 does not figom~
~ct~e specifics
of fidd
s~ c~n ~ ~d ~o~ow s~Ne h~ W~ocol~
pr~e~ ~c ~e~s m ~~ volatile
losses
~st be devdoped and be
~c~d
~ ~e s~m~
~NRy
~mce
p~e~
~an
~ ~ s~
~
~NyNs Nan (SAP).
USEPA SW~ M~hod 5021 ’~ O~aNc ~o~
So~s ~d Other SN~ Ma~s UNng E~fi~ Headspace ~Nfi~’ Nso
~co~o~ ~e~s m ~N~ze vo~i~ losses.
Howeve~ Mahod 5021 shoNd be
used ~ c~fi~,
as ~ ca~ ~ m~~ ~e~m~d ~d ~ed ~ a way ~ich ~es
not pmve~ ~ ofVOCs. USEPA ReNon 9 considers ~e ~1~ practices
as
m~m m~~ to reduce
vNafi~
losses
~ sNl s~:
1.

S~p~s ~ h~ded as i~& ~ilco~s

2.

S~les
~ ~ ~ ~~s ~ch c~ be ml~b~ seNed to p~ve~
vN~~ ~ over ~e p~e~ ~eNfied
an~yficN
hN~g time.

3.

~ ~ ~N~ ~ ~~N acid
or me,anN,
N~e~ed
of co~,
if ~y ~m~ may unde~o
Nodeg~d~n.

4.

Expo~ of ~e s~le
be
~N~.

~

~

~m~

~M~8

’N~N

corn

~

~ ~e field

and l~o~y.

to ~e a~p~e ~ ~e fidd

~

~

~

~

~

SNg

~

~"

~

~

48

h~

~d Nbm~o~ shoed

a

~

~

~r

VOC

\

~s
~N N~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m~ a ~g
~ ~ ~ a ~ ~
~ansfer devicez, such ~ ~atulas, is n~ ae~N~ ~h~ ~ ~e fidd or 1~o~.

~

~

~

~.

Use

of

VN~on losses ~om smpl~m~ conta~ mu~ ~ ~ t~n wh~ wou~ ~ exacted ~m a volatile
org~ic
~Ny~ ~N with a Teflo~silicon
septa ~m~d ~r 14 ~ys, unless ~t ~ ~ mo~ ~g~t ~u~emen~.
F~Msub-eo~ shoNd be ~ i~e~ately ~on expos~ the soil co~ ~ ~bient ~n~fions. Sub s~ples s~dd ~
¯ ~y ~d ~o the ~N~s con~. ~ ex~u~ ~s~s m ~bient
eon~fions
~o~d not ~ mo~ ~ 15
~n~.

NTER[M POLICY
2

USEPA Re~n 9 ~H cons~ ~c~ to ~s polly
on a c~e~ basis.
~1
~~s ~om ~~ outfined
~ M~d 5035 shoed
be ~mem~ ~ a QAPP
or a SAP which ~st be ~b~d m, ~d approved b~ ~e Re,on 9 QAOffice.
Add~on~,
~e p~y mspons~
~r d~a ~~ ~ demons~e
~ ~e
me~od~o~
pmp~ed
~H ~ ~ d~a
~ ~ p~~
d~a
~fi~
o~ecfiv~
~Q~).

Ad~fion~

C~~

F~ld Laborato~es:
The use of fi~d hbo~ ~ ~a~ s~les wiffi~ sever~
hours of e~cfio~ is an excellent
choice to p~ve~ ~ ~v~bs ~ ~s~ ~d
~omge.
Howeve~
~ s~
c~n
~ ~s
pm~s
~ ~ ~.
~~ ~sses
~d comfy
~ m~m~ 1 ~d 4 ~~ ~ ~ S~me~
of
Poficy.
A~fi~ ~e ~ cobol
c~eria
and ~ ~~ sys~m used by a
field
hb~o~ mu~ be adequa~ ~ ~~ of da~ w~ch ~H meet p~e~ DQOs.
AddR~n of Snrroga~s ~d M~x Sp~ng Compounds in the ~dd: The most
appmpfi~e
time ~r ad~tion
of ~a~ s~ ~d ~x s~ng ~o~s ~to
softs is prior to samNe ~~, by w~er or a solvent. M~hod5035 does not
~eooom~ ~e ad~fion of ~e co~s ~ to ex~acfion ~ the fiel& Because ~s is
~ i~~ con~ol check on the an~ic~ pm~, w~ch begins ~ ex~fio~ ~r some
W~m~ DQOs ~ may ~ ~pmpri~e
to ~co~o~e a w~e~m w~ch adds
su~g~ ~r marx s~ng ~o~ prior
~ ex~acfion.
Holing Times: The ho~ng time ~r w~e~ed soft s~s shoed be ~e~ as 14
days ~om ~e time of s~ coHe~io~o~d
~ 4±2°C).
D~ ~ ~~
b~e~d~ ~s~ s~s stood
~ sealed
comings,
but ~t chem~ pm~e~
shoed not be stood ~r mo~ ~ ~ ho~s. On a p~m~m ~e~fic ba~s,
USEPA~on 9 will eons~ other ~mafives to extend ~e h~ng time of s~s ~t
have ~t been c~~ w~e~ ~ee ~c~m ~. H~g time will
be
~i~md
~ c~~e
~ee
~~ B ~r ~ time
~~.
Exceptions
shoed be ~cm~ ~ a QAPP or a SAP~bm~ed ~ ~d ~W~ by the Re, on 9
QAOffice.
Uneonso~dated
Sold M~s: S~d Ma~s th~ ~ nm amena~e to ~ use 0fa
coting ~c~ shoed be e~ed h such a way as m w~e~e ~e ~egfi~ of ~
s~p~ m~ri~ Tm~ of these
soils
~th ~ ~ s~l~ de~c~ into
s~g
con~s is ~scoumged as ~s ~s~ the s~ po~ spaces
~d g~y ~c~ the
s~ s~ce ~a ~hb~ ~r ~z~. For s~l ~es,
flesh
s~l at ~ ~e~e
dep~ ~odd be s~&

3

___

Ca~areous S~ls: Me~od 5035 notes ~ "S~I s~p~s ~ co~n c~bo~te
~er~s ~i~r ~om na~al sources or appl~d as ~ amen~e~ may e~esce ~on
co~a~ ~th the a~c prese~give so~fion ~ ~e low concen~tion s~p~ ~."
C~c~eous softs
~at e~esce on con~ct ~ ~e bw-~vd ~e~ve s~m~n
shou~ be cd~ed ushg an ~em~ive prese~on ~c~i~e ~e Aaac~ent ~.
Soil Gas: T~s policy is not ~nded to address ~e ro~ of soft gas ~ ~e en~ro~en~
ded~on ma~ngprocess. The Re, on reco~zes thin soil gas data is used e~ensNe~, ~
USEPA Re,on 9, ~r ~ ded~on m~ and ~ some cases soil gas ~ ~e p~ed
to~ ~r ga~efing ~ on subs~ace con~ons. Howeve~ ~ere ~e also scen~s
where s~l gas dam ~e unacc~e ~r ~en~ ~sion m~ ~.g., ~ excav~ed s~ls
and when ~~ ~spos~
o~on~.
D~ng TeehMqu~: T~s po~cy does not ad~ess ~e impa~ of dfi~ng ~c~ues on
the collection
of a mp~sem~Ne VOCsampM. Si~rogmm Q~Ps ~d SAPs shoed
add~ ~e impact ~ ~ collection
tec~i~es on s~ple ~ri~ ~d seM~ Lose
appropfime ~r ~e DQOs. P~em~ VOC Msses ~e to drilling
tec~es ~c~, bm
are not ~m~ed to: s~pM compres~n and ~ss of pore space; a~ ~ro~on into ~e
s~ple ma~; ~m ~o~ced in ~e ~ng process;
~d volition
~om WoM~
pe6ods ~ a non-~a~ seMed s~p~ng ~p~ams.
Bac~o~d
~aditional
pra~c~ ~r ~e s~N~ and ~Mys~ of vol~M org=ic compou~s ~OC~ in soft
have been shown to have a s~ficam~ Mwbhs of ~con~e~ mag~mde (~a~ 1996)
volition
~e~ 199~ and M~md~on ~ew~ 199~. Based on ~is and other
m~c~ ~e USEPAmottled ~e me~odo~gy ~ SW846 ~r c~Mcfion and analyMs of
v~Ms ~ s~l. Soil was deleted as an o#on from Me~od 5030 ~d Me~od 5035 and M~hod
5021 were ~ded. T~se me~o~ pro~de ~r h~ ofsamp~ as ~act soil cores, ~e~cal
prese~on
~~, storage
of s~s in ~~ sealed
con~ine~
and m~z~on
of =M~e losses ~e to d~ct vo~Nz~on ~h ~ the fieM ~d ~e laborato~ ~d
No~g~on.
"~a~fionM" co~ecfion tec~i~es, su~ as ~ns~ng softs to a #ass jar with ~NmMhead
space ~d c~ec~g samples ~re~y ~to a brass sleeve &.g., CA Spl~ Spoo~ do n~ ~dd
accurate or consistent msgr. It has been ~eNficM~~mons~t~ ~m capped brass sleeves
show ~~t losses.
Hewi~ and L~ash ~em~ 199~ ~ns~at~ capped sMeves c~
show subst~dM Msses ~ less ~an one day. He~ ~d L~ ~o ~monstramd vNa~e
Msses ~ unclad core l~ers of~ m 90% ~ Mss ~ 40 m~utes ~r NcNoroe~ene ~C~.
Because o~er ~N~es ~d matrix ~es c~ have Ngher m~il~ ~ Lose rased, subsm~M
Msses may occ~ ~ an even sho~er pe~od of dine. Grit, Jeans ~d Mu~ (Grit, 199~
exa~ned sNff s~p~g resets from a cross section oflaboratoNes. For VOCs~ sN1 ~ey
noted ~aL ’~ ma~ of ~is scmmr [~r a ~p~Mdata comp~so~ ~ so ~ge ~m ~ ~

NTE tM P©LICY
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~~ m ~o~
e~ fi~
~ ~~fi~
N~a~
we b~i~e
~N s~s
a~
uNe~y needed
to ~mve d~a ~." He~ noted
~e~ 199~ th~ N~md~ of
Be~e ~d To~e m sNl sa~s ~o~d ~ seMed ~s ~ ~ 4 C ~r 14 d~s co~d be
~bs~,
~m~s~fi~
a
~ Nr
~~
~~.
~ ~ ~~
(~
1998) ~~ed that a vafie~ of~fl ~c~ coNd be hNd Nr 48 hou~ ~ 4 C, ~ seNed
zero headspace
co~a~e~,
~tho~ ~fiN VOC losses.
M~N~ ~ff ~d RN~
demo~tm~d ~ ~eeNng w~ ~ ~on m e~end hNNng fim~ of En Co~TM s~fing
~s. Because
vNafi~
~sses
have b~ ~d ~ ~~e of~e s~ maNx ~d e~
m ~e a~o~,
sa~s
~o~d be hanNed
in ~t s~ co~s a~ ~o~d ~ ~~
seNed veins ~ bo~ t~ fi~d ~d ~e Nbo~o~
TNs USEPA ReNon 9 polly N b~ed on ~e ~st ~e~ ~~ avNlab~ ~ ~N t~e
and is su~e~ m ~ N~fficafions
~ M~ as o~er ~ch becom~ ~~. If you
have ~y questions p~ase c~ V~e Fo~ ~ 415 744-1492 or M~wPN~ ~ 415 7~-1~3.

Re~nc~
He~ ~D.
Su~am~.
6.

(1994)
US

~

C~ce~r~
S~fi~
~ ~ ~se~

ofFo~ Vo~fi~
O~c Co~o~ ~ Soft
~d E~fi~
L~o~o~
~e~M
R~

~-

GranK C.L.,
T.F.
Jenkins
and ~ Mu~mM (199~
~~ CrRefia
~ ~v~~M
C~I A~ of SNk Samp~s
Sere
~ Di~m ~~,
Co~s of EnN~e~
AmNved D~m US ~y Cold ReNons R~ea~h ~d E~eefing
~o~ Spec~l
Repo~
96-9.
He~ ~D. and &E. Luk~h (199~
VoNffie
O~a~e
~o~.
US ~y
Spe~N ~po~ 96-5.

OMN~ ~d Tms~ S~s ~r ~-~N ~NyNs
CNd ReNo~ ~h ~d E~fi~
Lab~ow,

TM
Tur~

VNidafion

S~

D. Phi.
~ N~

and C. Rd~ (1998)
~c~N~
No.

INTERIM

~Ho~ ~mes ~r ~e EnCore
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of

A~achment A

Prese~afion
~tern~ves:
The ~low~g ~e prese~on ~tematives
~at my be ~fi~e
~r some p~e~@rog~s ~d ~e subject m projecffprog~
specific
approv~ by ~e USEPA
Re,on 9 QA O~ce.
Freeing ~ unprese~ sam~es: It ~s been shown ~ severfl st~s ~t ~efing of
un~ese~ed softs is an e~ve me~s ~ s~ the biodega~tion
proce~. At ~s
time. USEPARe,on 9 ~11 acce~ ffee~ng ~prese~ softs as a m~hod to e~end
~ tim~ ~ to seven d~s on a p~e~ specific bails. Wh~e~e~ is some e~dence
~at ~efing ~r ~ng~ periods m~ flso be ~ce~a~e ~r some d~a need. USEPA
-Re, on 9 does not bd~ve th~ t~ cu~e~ scie~ ev~ence suppo~s a ~nger ho~g
time ~r frozen s~p~s ~ most cases. S~p~s shodd be ~ozen ~ co~ne~ ~ have
an ~r fi~ se~ ~d c~ ma~ t~s se~ w~ ~ozem Because w~er expands ~ ~e
~e~ ~ocess.
VOA ~s ~ w~er or s~p~ ~ ex~eme~ high m~smre
contents may rapture the ~orage co~a~e~
Preservatives:
Acids ~her ~an so~ ~s~ may be used to ~ewe ~w ~vd
s~s. T~ cho~e of ~ ~emative a~d shoed be made ~ consu~fion ~ ~e
USEPARe,on 9 QA O~ce. ~ ~ cases ~e prese~ samp~ ~ shoed be 2.
Sampfing Cont~ners: Cutely ~e Ke~on recog~zes t~ee s~p~ coHectio~orage
~em~ves w~ch c~ be used ~er ~an aci~water or m~h~ as spe~fied ~ Me~od 5035).
1. A VOA.~fl ~th 5 mL ofw~ ~t~ ~ese~Ne ~d ~ox~ate~
5 g of
s~p~. Which mu~ ~ ~ed w~ 48 hours of coHec~on by closed ~em purge
~d trap.
2. A VOA ~ ~ ~pro~m~e~ 5 g ofs~p~. Water must be ~o~ced t~ou~ the
se~a ~ time ~ ~ by closed ~em pu~e ~d gap. S~p~ must be ~flyzed
~n 4~ ho~s of collection if stored ~ 4±2°C or 7 days if ~ozen. (T~s fl~mative must
be approv~ on a pr~e~ ~e~fic batik)
3. An En Co~TM s~ w~ is ~ or prese~ed
stored ~ 4~C or anfl~ed ~n 7 days ~zen.
must be ~proved on a p~e~ ~ec~c ba~s.)

~ 48 ho~s of collection
if
~efing of En Corn TM samp~s
~,.

ff ~e~e~ USEPARe,on 9 QAOffice wftl consider the applicabili~
of o~er s~pI~
co~ne~/~ces
~t have ~en ~monstra~
~ approp~
suppo~ng ~c~ent~on,
to
be ~e~e ~r c~e~on ~d smm~ of VOCs.

,
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~hme~

~e

1

Sa~ is
e~c~c~

plied
~d

B Examp~s

~o a ~ w~t
s~d
~ 4~.

Sam~e m~t be ~~ ~th~

Ex~ 2 S~ ~ collected
i~o
¯ e fie~
stored
~ ~e ~b~o~.
Sarape
~p~

3

of

H~ng

~e~c~

~me

p~~

P~

in

~e

fi~d

(~

48 ho~ of c~cfiom

a ~~ se~ed s~oti~
~d storage
de~ce in
~ 4~2°C ~ ~s~d ~o a ~al ~out ~~ ~ese~

mu~ be ~ ~t~ 48 hou~ of co~eefiom

S~ is eo~eeted i~o a M~c~ se~ed sub-coting
~d starve de~c~
~o~e&~omd
~ 4~,
~ ~ ~e ~o~o~
28 h~ ~ ~~,
de~o~ed a~ 2 days and ~s~d ~to a ~ ~o~ ~e~c~ w~e~afive
¯ e ~o~o~
Sam~e ~st be a~d ~ 20 ho~s
4±2°C.
48 Oo~s ~owe~ ~ 28 ~s be~
deffo~g
~ an~

~m ~e time
~z~

= 20 ~o~s

\
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~e s~le

is

~owed

~o~ed
~m

~

~

